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FILED DISTRICT COURT
Third Judicial District
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Matthew H. Raty (#6635)
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs

THIRD DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DOLORES CLAYTON, et al.

Case No. 000909522

Plaintiffs,

PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO
FORD'S MOTION IN LIMINE NO. 37
TO EXCLUDE EVIDENCE
REGARDING BRONCO II AND UN 46
EXPLORERS

v.
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al.
Defendants.

Judge Joseph C. Fratto

Plaintiffs submit this Opposition Memorandum as an OFFER OF PROOF of the
relevance and admissibility of evidence regarding Bronco II and UN 46 Explorers.
INTRODUCTION
The history of the Explorer's design and stability testing is relevant and probative of the
contested issues in this case.
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Plaintiffs allege:
"FORD engaged in inadequate stability and rollover crash worthiness testing of the
Explorer and similar vehicles..." (Amended Complaint, ^| 31 a.)
As Plaintiffs have demonstrated herein, evidence regarding the Bronco II is inextricably
intertwined with virtually every design, development and testing decision Ford made regarding
the Explorer. The reason is simple. The "Explorer" really is nothing more than a Bronco II (UN
46) RENAMED. The sales story of the Bronco II and the Explorer are inseparable.
Since the very outset of the design and development of the Explorer, Ford always
intended the "Explorer," first sold as a model year 1990 vehicle, to be nothing more than a
4-door version, and "freshening" of the 2-door version, of the Bronco II. Ford's own documents
establish that the Bronco 1990 Vi (UN 46) 4-door model was initially scheduled to be introduced
and sold in mid 1990. (Exhibit A.) In the wake of negative Bronco II publicity relating to a
federal investigation of the Bronco II's rollover propensity, and a Consumer Union magazine
article which criticized its performance, as well as litigation from numerous rollover-related
deaths and injuries, Ford chose to rename the vehicle "the Explorer." (See, Exhibits B and C.)
The truth is that the UN 46 4-door "Explorer" was designed off of the Bronco II 2-door
model and was supposed to be released under the Bronco II name until adverse publicity hurt
Ford's ability to market the Bronco II vehicle. An April 14, 1989, memo (Exhibit D) documents
a trip by Ford representatives to meet with Consumer Reports representatives in an attempt to
"moderate] what otherwise might have been a totally disastrous story...."
The Consumer Reports magazine nonetheless published a disastrous story in June 1989,
that concluded "we think it's wise to avoid the Bronco II." (See, Exhibit E.) Thus, Ford knew
that their sales of the Bronco II4- door were already in deep trouble. The Bronco II was
repeatedly losing "market" share when Ford renamed the UN 46/Bronco II 4-door model, the
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"Explorer." Ford last sold the Bronco n, a 2-door vehicle, to the public in model year 1989.
As evidenced by Ford's own document, on the road to Explorer-chronology of Bronco II
sales, the UN 46 was intended to be the "Bronco II" but was renamed Explorer to become a
contender. (See Exhibit F.) Little did consumers know when the 4-door Explorer first rolled off
the production line for sale seven months later after the Consumer Reports article, in February
1990, that what they were really buying was the UN 46 4-door 1990 1/2 model Ford Bronco II,
and a freshening and improvement of the 2-door model.
L

THE BRONCO II DOCUMENTS ARE RELEVANT TO THE ISSUES OF
DESIGN STABILITY DEFECT AND FRAUD.

The UN 46/Bronco II evidence is relevant to establish knowledge of the Explorer's
instability and design defects. The engineering documents will show that Ford engineers for
years have known that the vehicle's design was dangerously unstable and prone to rollover in
emergency maneuvers due to its high center of gravity and narrow track width. Ford commonly
used the "static stability index" as a primary predictor of rollover propensity.1/ That index is a
measure of twice the track width over the height of the center of gravity of a vehicle. Therefore,
Ford knew that to increase the Explorer's rollover stability it had to widen the track width, and
lower the center of gravity. (Exhibit G.)
Ford's testing of the Explorer during its development demonstrated an alarming rollover
tendency similar to the Bronco IPs. (Exhibits H and I.) "The UN46 prototype demonstrated a
rollover response, established by observing two wheels off the ground and/or outrigger contact..."
(Exhibit H.) In 1990, Ford engineers knew that a change from the Explorer's Twin I Beam
suspension to a traditional SLA suspension would provide an opportunity to lower the engine and
1

Stability means maintaining control of the vehicle. The Stability Index (SI) is the
average of front and rear track width divided by the center of gravity height. The higher the SI,
(wider track, lower center of gravity), the more stable the vehicle.
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lower the Explorer's center of gravity. Ford's management decided due to costs to not take
advantage and to retain the carryover engine position. (Exhibit J.)
"The limit J turn evaluation conditions and acceptance criteria, ADAMS methodology
and vehicle testing used during the development of Bronco II were applied to subsequent
Light Truck programs and are the basis for the 'Resistance to Rollover' section of the
Light Truck Safety Design Guidelines." (Exhibit K.)
A "manufacturer is under a duty to keep informed about its products from research,
accident reports, scientific literature and other sources reasonably available to it, and to use
reasonable methods to advise the users concerning hazards which the manufacturer learns about
during the expected useful life of the product." {Perlmutter v. United States Gypsum Co., 4 F.3d
864, 868-869 (10th Cir. 1993).)
Plaintiffs have alleged negligence against Ford. Generally, where negligence is at issue,
prior complaints and opportunities to fix a problem regarding an allegedly hazardous condition
are admitted as being probative of the defendant's knowledge. This knowledge, in turn, then
operates as a standard against which can be tested the reasonableness of the defendant's conduct
with regard to the allegedly hazardous condition. (Julander v. Ford Motor Co., 488 F.2d 839,
846 (10th Cir. 1973); see also, Koloda v. General Motors Parts Div., General Motors Corp., 716
F.2d 373, 376 (6th Cir. 1983).) Additionally, evidence of similar defects may be offered to show
a defendant's notice of a particular defect or danger, the magnitude of the defect or danger
involved, the defendant's ability to correct a known defect, the lack of safety for intended uses,
the strength of a product, the standard of care, and causation. (Hessen v. Jaguar Cars, Inc., 915
F.2d 641, 650 (11th Cir. 1990).)
The Bronco II evidence is also relevant to the design of door components as opined by
Plaintiffs' door latch engineering expert, Andrew Gilberg. (See Exhibit L.) In certifying the
1991 Explorer door latch satisfied FMVSS 206 standards, Ford stated:
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"Note that the Bronco II has been removed from the Ranger column, and a new column
entitled 'Explorer/Navajo' has been added. This reflects the replacement of the 1990
Bronco II by the new UN46 vehicles, Explorer and Navajo, beginning 1990 XA MY..."
(Exhibit M.)
II.

THE JURY SHOULD DECIDE THE ISSUE OF WHETHER FORD'S
EXPERT, DONALD TANDY'S "CHART" IS AN ACCURATE
PORTRAYAL OF THE DIFFERENCES IN DESIGNS.

Ford submits their "stability" expert, Donald Tandy's declaration (from the
Firestone/Explorer cases) as evidence the Bronco II and UN 46 Explorer are different that the UN
105. There are several inaccuracies in Mr. Tandy's assumptions in his "chart" that Plaintiffs will
bring out during cross-examination. The only practical difference between the UN 46 and UN
105 is the new front SLA suspension that was introduced in 1995. The UN 46 and UN 105 have
the same overall size. (Exhibit N.)
Mr. Tandy has made millions testifying and after-the-fact "testing" the Explorer and
stating that the Explorer is a stable SUV. His credibility and accuracy should be tested at trial.
Mr. Tandy testified under oath that the UN 105's engine was not lowered more than .6 inches,
that it has a similar/same range center of gravity as the UN 46, that the UN 46 had the same
range center of gravity as the Bronco n, and the track width of the UN 46 and UN 105 is
essentially the same for the stability index. (Exhibit O.) Indeed, while Ford's engineers
recommended that Ford lower the front roll 2 inches and increase the track 2 inches (Exhibit G),
Ford made a decision to essentially carry over the engine and other vehicle components for cost
reasons - to save money. (Exhibit J.)
In Buell-Wilson v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Cal. App. 4th 525 (Cal. Ct App. 2006), which
involved a 1997 four-door Explorer with P-235 tires similar to Plaintiffs' case, Ford appealed
from a jury verdict that the 1997 Explorer was defectively unstable. On appeal, Ford argued that
it was erroneous to admit Bronco II stability evidence. (Id. at p. 532, 541.) The Buell-Wilson
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court stated: "where a plaintiff intends to adduce evidence of the functioning of related products
to prove that the product in question was defective, identical conditions need not be present
between the two systems." Substantial similarity was sufficient. (Id. at p. 542.) The appellate
court also gave the trial court broad discretion in its finding that such evidence was relevant to
"Ford's knowledge of and failure to correct stability design flaws." (Id. at p. 543.)
The appellate court noted that "when evidence is offered to show only that defendant had
notice of a dangerous condition, the requirement of similarity of circumstances is relaxed...."
(Ibid.) The Buell- Wilson court found:
"...[T]he evidence was relevant to prove that Ford knew it was designing and
manufacturing a vehicle with the same stability design defects as the Bronco II. It was
also evidence that could establish malice, fraud and oppression necessary for punitive
damages. Ford knew that to increase a vehicle's stability, it needed to widen the vehicle's
track width and lower the center of gravity. The Wilsons presented evidence that Ford
engineers requested such changes in the Explorer's design, but those were rejected. The
Explorer's center of gravity, track width and SI (stability index) were substantially similar
to the Bronco H "
Ford signed off the UN 46 and UN 105 Explorer models as resistant to rollover using
computer simulations. Ford did not keep the input data of the simulated ADAMS models and
sign-offs. One of the contested issues in this case is whether the Explorer design is stable. Thus,
the Bronco II evidence is relevant to establish Ford' notice of a particular defect or danger, the
magnitude of the defect or danger involved, Ford's ability to correct a known defect, the lack of
safety, the standard of care and supports a finding on causation. Consequently, Ford's Motion
should be denied.
Dated: November 28,2006.

THORO. EMBLEM
MATTHEW H.RATY
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Exhibit A
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AGENDA

DESIGN COMMITTEE
Friday, January 9, 1987
9:00 a.m.
Design Center

The members of the Committee are:
W. C. Ford
D. E. Petersen

D. F. Kopka
H. A. Poling

WilUan C. Ford, Chairman of Che Committee» Co preside, and
William R. Bunneister, Secretary of the Committee, to keep
the minutes. Written notice of Che meeting WAS given to each
of the members of Che Committee.

Estimated Tine

15 man.

1.

Mr. Ross
UN46.

Approve Che appearance of the

EXP2 1525

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
DESIGN COMMUTES MEETING

A meeting of the Design Committee of Ford Motor Company vas held at
the Design Center, Dearborn, Michigan, on Friday, January 9, 1987, at 9:00 a.m.,
Eastern Standard Time- Written notice of the meeting had been given to each of
the members of the Committee, and a copy, initialed by the Secretary, is filed
with the records of the meeting.
The following members were present:

F. Kopka

D. E. Petersen
H. A. Poling

Others present:
W. R. fkjrmeiscer
S. M. Frey
E. E. Ragenlocker

L. R. Ross
J. J. Teinack

William C. Ford, Chairman of Che Committee, presided, and William R«
Burmeister, Secretary of Che Committee, kept the minutes.
1990i BROHCO II (0NA6)
Mr. J. J. Teinack, Chief Design Executive, North American Design, Car
Product Development, described the design features that had been incorporated in
the 2-door and 4-door Broaco II models proposed for I990i introduction. For the
2-door model, an alternative had been prepared and researched chat had one
quarter lice versus two quarter licet for Che proposed design. Ic was explained
Chat present Blazer owners preferred che two lice version in the research.
Key points raised during the discussion were as follows:
1, In response to a question, it was indicated that the twin I-beam
front suspension will be incorporated in the UN46 but probably this feature will
not be included in the PN3& program.
2. In discussing damageahility criteria, ic was noted that the bumpers shown are capable of sustaining a 2i miles per hour collision without
sheermetal damage, whereas plastic bumpers in concert with energy absorbing
devices could achieve 5 miles per hour damageability performance. In view of
the iiz^ of the tearup required, it is not planned to explore the possibility of
incorporating plastic bumpers on the UN46. But it was agreed that damageability
resistance was an area that needed to be discussed further during the development of the PN38 program.

J

- £ > 3« The Chairman of the Board commented on the s i g n i f i c a n t t i r e to
wheel opening gap, and i t was explained that this related to the need to package
the larger t i r e s that are a high rate option on the Bronco II l i n e .
4.
In respect to che D p i l l a r treatment, ic was explained that some
respondents would prefer i t co he body color rather than black and that t h i s ,
conveniently, may be compatible with the forecast manufacturing f l e x i b i l i t y
l i m i t a t i o n of 502 b l a c k , 50J body c o l o r .
d.1.9ml dl7b
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1990 i BROHCD II (UK46) (Continued)
5. The Vice President - Design Mas of the opinion that a new cast
vheel design was ecsential to achieve the desired appearance e f f e c t with the new
sheetmetal and there was general agreement on this point.
6. The Chairman of the Board thought that work should be undertaken to
develop a more modern desiga for the mirrors that are uaed on the Bronco II.
Following further d i s c u s s i o n , the Chairman of the Board accepted the
Cotaraltree's recommendation to approve the appearance of the 1990i Bronco II
2-door and 4-door vehicles aa proposed, subject to the confluents above.

EXP2 1527
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There being no further business, the taeetiog was adjourned.

>gu**-x
Secretary

<J.i.9m3 d!7b

EXP2 1S28
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Exhibit C
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tXFUjfSa QoA
Q. Why ere you c a l l i n g theeej m v vehicle* Bxplerer?
A. The fixplor+r nee* researched the best among the nastta *e considered.
Q, What other nates did you |conaider?
A. That information i s proprietary, e s p e c i a l l y ainca ether names Included in
o«r reseerfh might be (used on future products.
Q« Will you drop I Dm Bronco (II Xros your lineup?
A* Yea.
0- When w i l l Brepeo I I production end? Vhen w i l l Explorer production bog In?
A* Production of the Bronco 12 l i scheduled to end i n mid-January*
latplerar production i j scheduled t o begin in Pabruary*
Q, Was the Brencfc I I name e ^ n i l d i n d for your nov family of Ixplerer u t i l i t y
vehicles?
A* Yes, but i t did not sujiks lite cut for our f i n a l round of research.
i

Q. why did you dfop it from] consideration?

Hasn't it primarily because of

negative publicity associated vith a Consumer Booorts mafaslne article?
A. Tht Bronco! 12 name we$ dropped from our truck lineup for a variety of
reasons. Unfair publicity associated with the Baseplate played a role In
our decision, but it vasn't the only reason*
Has* c©n*itur*fcicm f o* the now trucks began as part of our normal nev-ncdel
introduction process fore than a year ago*
As • vostpepy* «m are sieving away fro*? the use of "Hunker ZZ W nononclature.
The Bronco] II nemepiaie, such like the LTD II and Mustang II, van
introduced! MM a tampofery one. M one time, «e considered dropping o**r
Xull-eise Bronco. OurI compact utility llnnup then would have been
redesignated Bronco*
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lreally have vitb f u l l - e l s e (f-Seriea) and ccapact (tenasr)
AM ve alr^Jl/
pickups, eel went to esteblish a separata identity for our f u l l ' s i s e end
ccwpaet u t i l i t y offerings.
Tho Bronco pi nana also proved' eisabcrios* end confusing when used in seaple
advertising to refer tb our now four-door nodela. (Try saying, for niasjjle.
Bronco I I flour* end tv^-door 4x4 medal**)
I

i

Tho £xplor«r Is a new JFaaily of connect sport utility vehicles and •rill
introduce tfur first f oiur~doer offering la this a\erket tegaent. Perhaps the
aost ljsportjsnt reason jfor selecting the txplorer nanisleto «e* our desire
to cooBunlosto tho fade that Ixplorer represents o now product offering*
and not ft**?1? * restyjled or resalnaed version of eone previous medal*

0. Von*t the nww[£*plcrer styarc o nunber oi components with tho Bronco II and
your current desnpect lander pickup?
A. We naven'tjgone through eccn vehicla'a eoaponent list item by item, so,
v* can't provide an eiaet percentage of sharad parts at this point* Tho
actual number will bo jcvUe low, however. Tha feplerer will be m
substantially dlfforaiit family of vehicles, both in t a m e of specifications
and the nunber of components sheared with previous »edala.

Q. Kov does the Explorer p e ^ f o n in stability testing coopered with the Ireeeo
ft? Uoes it psve a wider stance? How will It perform in teste similar to the
ones uittwluuLop by the Consumers Union?
A. We don't discuss the product speciflestioms or details of our future
products?

The Bronco*ZI eeett e l l existing federal safety standard* end

is a safe Iraniele wheji operated in e
Q. When did you ante your djrclslon to use tha explorer neee?
A* As mentlotfsd earlier.! va've been considering the introduction of a> i
product m

for sosiej tine, final -research on the txplerW

completed |ln June, f lbal approval to* ita uee wee attain** in July*
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Q. Itn t that *%%&** late in the product davalopMst cycle?
A. Every progzjta ia uniquf. Tbo tepletar won't Be introdvead pitBliely ontil
the apring (of nest year and our review of the fmaaclature iaovo Began vail
over a yean ago* Xu Uspt eaneejt our docleien waaa f t lata or delayed.
Q. Didn't you actually plan to badge tkm nav vehiclae vith tha banco II
naaepletc? Wfgu't tooling in place far Bruaco It hedging ufeiefe now faa* to
U etrappod?
A. The Bronco XI naae ia ia copyrighted property of Ford Motor Colony
coneiderad for the new! vehicle a*dt latar, ee a backup naao* Vith
proliferation of nev product*, both autonotiw and aoa*aataaotlve» it ia
booming iftcraaeingly taoro difficult to find eultable no* ninei* Sovacal
of our forkign and dcaWetic competitor* (Toyota Laxua, CbaoTelat Borreta
fttc.) h a w experience* aaaeplato difflcultiaa rooontly tad va wanted to
avoid thitj fort of confrontation and prvtact ouxoelvoa up treat in the
event thatf a potentially coatly 4i»puta aroaa over our aaleetien.
Q, v>ut vAi the {coat ot the' Bronco XX teolina that you now will havo to aerap?
A* We don't tflecuae tho iiataila of oar aupplior contracts, but tho
vaa worthwhile when coneidervd lit coeparloca to tha coat of aea*
recant nadoplate dleputaa «*perieaeed by our eoapetitore.
Q. Vill Kaada dfaieri Bo receiving « voraioa of the now taplorat?
A. V«'ve p w iouely announced that ford would ha aupplyiaf Heada with a twodoor ccemct utility 4x4 truck frca our toulevllle Aaeaa&iy Plant,
Tiaing enft other progrea dacaila have not Bonn diecueeod and will hewo to
COM

f rod Kaada.

EXP4 1282
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g. Will Lincoln-forcury daalars ba racalvlnf a varalact of tba txflartrf'
A. Ho.
Q, V}M»n will Utaj£xploror ba intrcjucad?
A. Public introduction is nlanaad for noat sarlnf*

(Wo don't plan to

Announce «| apaclf ic d+ta at thla tiaww)
0. *iii tha Eaplbror bo a 1190 or 1*91 *odal?
A. it's too abon to dlactaa O O T introduction plana. Wo won't
thu datallk of our aarfcotlng atiatofy for tha Sxploror «atil
*ueMtla» ih tho firat'charter ol ©a*t *aar.
Q. Hov vill you brie* tho nov aodala?
A. Kxpionr drlclnf baa not boon aatabllahad and oon't bo for scaa tiao*
Q. What impact ij ill tbo ExptLortr projraa bara on employment at tba loulsvilla
plant?
A. Tha plant currently la in tho Bloat of a $260 million expansive f rtafraa
that eotud involve up to 1,200 jebo -~ tbo retantictt of up to TOO OTlatltj
joba« tha addition of 300 now jobo and 200 Job* related to possible future
production l&crmasaa — ovar tho naxt aararal years« tba float ctearaertXy
re than 3,300 people and annually builds 360,001 Ba&for;

oaploys

franco II trucks*
q. Kov art aalaf of tbo currant Bronco XX? E s v W t they
t'n* Censuaar

offacta* by

Sssasn' ******

A. Salts hava boas off acssavbat froai yoa*-afo lavela, but ao barm a*la* vitbln
tbo soaaejtt and* tha industry aa a ttbol*. Bronco XX aaloa iaat ymmt voto
inflated foeevfeat by tba addition of a now tvo-vfcool-driv* modml to tbo
iinaup.

FurtberaoraJ va arpocfc «<m cooling i s daalor is&anat ifa« any

caodal tha|t ia nearlaf tba fid Of ita U f a cycle.
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<J. Cm you provijd* *OM Additional dAt*ila A&4 * »i«tw* report on tbo Aspaajioa
«ffcrt7
A. Thft fjcptniion will Add 162,000 aqo*r« f««t to th* pUnt f s 2.3-«i 11 Urn
-tfturftodt ATAA And will lucludt * »•* fra** And thAMt* imahly M M
And A pr«jtrlJB fAdlity. Con#trttctlua bagAn lata l*#t ?•*» «U i t
procAAdini on dchadul*.
H
0. Vour raioAoo •cntionAd an "I4OT Ainir» that will *>• intx*4»cA4
tlsa during dho 1990 oodal ytir. Vhat if thio variola?

A. I t ' s AS All-vhA«l-drJAni v*raien of thm. A«r*ata?* nfiioh i f built
At our St J tuuil * * • « £ ! / plant.

##f
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R. A. Hunson
R. J. Molloy

Subject!

Report on Visit to Consumers Reports re Bronco II

Capsule Report: The trip was worthwhile} it may play a fairly significant part
in moderating what might otherwise have been a totally disastrous story about
to be published (although the story may be far from a good one); the Ford
technical team gets an "exceeds", and the Consumers Report bunch is not made up
of shade-tree mechanics.
Chuck White, chief engineer of Light Truck Chassis, Wayne Kippola, Automotive
Safety Office executive engineer, Brnie Orush, Safety Office principal staff
engineer • Statistics, and I oat with six people from Consumers Report for two
*nd a half hours Thursday in the magazine's offices in Mt. Vernon, N«w York.
Our objective was to "give it our best shot" at diffusing a very negative story
on the Bronco II in the June issue> due out in early Kay. The magazine has
done a comparative test of the Chevy S-10 Blazer, Geo Tracker, Dodge Raider and
Bronco II* As the result of several calls from a Consumers Report writer, we
were led to believe that the story could be nearly MS negative as last summer' s
Suzuki Saamrai story. Plus, NHTSA is currently conducting an engineering
analysis of a » Bronco II which creates a negative cloud* And, ?ARS data shows
Bronco U to^eve a higher fatal rollover rate relative to certain competitors.
Based on telephoned questions to us and discussions, we structured the meeting
into three partsz
Brnie Grush analyzed fatal rollover accident statistics and associated
data.
Chuck White explained the development and testing of the Bronco II, and
Wayne tippola demonstrated the Bronco II seat belt mechanism which they
had questioned.
All three participated in the general discussion which went on throughout the
two and a half hours.
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- 2Of course, the big question is — Kov did ve do? The answer " W e wish ve knewVe think going in we were in d*ep trouble regarding our rollover rates and
their impressions of the Bronco II. That impression is derived from their
questions before we got there and during the visit.
They listened to everything we had to say, and they asked good knowledgeable
question*. Our data are not terribly favorable. Our rollover rate is three
t i n s higher than the Chevy S-10 Blazer. We don't know how we fared in their
comparative testing* Maybe the Bronco II did very well, but the FARS data put
us in a bad light. Perhaps the Bronco II did poorly and combined with the JARS
data, we donft have a hope. Perhaps the Dodge Raider did very poorly in the
testing and will bear the brunt of the story's negative aspects.
We believe that it was a worthwhile mission. I believe they had to come away
from the meeting believing in ?ordfs interest in safety, sincerity, honesty and
belief in our products.
Possibly the key achievement may be, although it may seem slight, that they will
not just zero in on the Bronco II and single it out like Consumers Report did
with the Suzuki Samurai- But rather as the result of our meeting > they may put
us in a cluster of vehicles such as the Nissan Pathfinder* Toyota 4-Runner and
Suzuki Samurai, so that we don't stand out and have to shoulder an onslaught of
negative publicity alone.
Alao, Wayne's demonstration of the seat belt mechanism seemed to completely
answer any question of the weak design*
They know we didn't try to "B-S" them, but rather tried to make a factual
presentation. We learned the Technical Director, who is in charge of all
testing, is knowledgeable and at least led us to believe he was reasonable.
Bob Knoll, who is in charge of auto testing and who reports to the Technical
Director, while he didn*t say a whole lot, came across as more knowledgeable than
we had originally thought. He is a former Chrysler engineer.
The editor — Irwin Landau -- seesaed to be the bad link in the chain, unlesst
of course, t M * were all just role playing. A few times when we thought we
had gained sSfcif icant yardage and were in eight of the goal line, Irwin would
ask a queatlSKor sake a statement that led us to believe we had just gotten
slapped with * 15-yard penalty.
Ve think, however, that we have clouded their minds, loosened seme
conclusions tbay may have reached prior to our meeting and sent them off to
search for additional information that could work to our advantage.
Messrs, White, tippola and Grush did an outstanding job on any basis, but
particularly milking every ounce of advantage to Ford out of the material with
which they had to work. Ernie Grush played the major role because of the heavy
emphasis on accident statistics.
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In only one area did the Consumer Report people volunteer * crumb. They said
they now use approximately 98-pound outriggers in some of their testing* This
compares with 300-pound outriggers used in the Samurai testing* Chuck White
also made excellent points in the outrigger discussion. Countering their claim
that outriggers don't have any effect on the vehicle, I beliava he ha* caused
thea to question that conclusion.
They would not* however, tell us how we did in the testing, what to expect in
the story or anything else that would give us a clue.

Jerry L. Sloan

bcc: Ms. A. Doyle-Farrell
Ma. B, Goldsweig*^
Mr* B. S* Crush
Ms* H* S. Joseph
Mr. R* V* Ju4y
Mr- V* J. tippola
Mr, C. J, Boberts
Mr. P. D. Robison
Mr- C. K. White
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P MEDICARE
• What insurance
do you need?
Which policies
are best?
How to resist the
hard sell

-fXtiX

June 1989
Popcorn

355

The best tasting? Made in a
microwave

Facial cleansers
Like many cosmetics, the
promise a lot Mostly,'jjw
just take off makeup
'

Popcorn poppers
Here are ways to pop if you

360 don't have a microwave

CONTACT LENSES

Airfares
QCtO There are price cuts for the
O D D asking—if you know enough
to ask.

What to consider
Tinted lenses are the rage,
but choosing the right
lenses, colored or dear,
involves more than their
cosmetic appeal.

How to care
for contacts
The care and feeding of
contacts is a consent
chore, but it's critical for
comfort and safety

Lawn tractors
Tests of 22 models reveal
one so good it's checkrated—and three so unsafe
we rate them Not Acceptable

368

How safe is the
Ford Bronco II?
Q Q Q Not as safe as the other
OUO sport/utitity vehicles tested for
this report the Chevrolet
S-10 Blazer, the Dodge
Raider, and the Geo Tracker

DEPARTMENTS
351
352
354

MEMO TO MEMBERS
LETTERS
ONCEOVER
FOLLOW IIP

392
421
421
422
423

POCKET GUIDE TO MONEY
PRODUCT RECAUS
MOVIES
INDEX
SEiUNGfT

HOW SAFE IS

THE FORD BRONCO II ?

I

ast year the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra
But our program does include a ngorous accident-avoidance
tion granted a petition from Consumers Union asking
maneuver designed to see how controllable a vehicle remains
the agency to establish a rollover standard for cars, vans,
when a driver is forced to steer sharply to avoid an obstacle
light trucks, and multipurpose vehicles, including sport/
In the test, our drivers run each car through a lane-changing
utility vehicles Our petition was prompted by our tests of the
course marked by traffic cones One cone blocks the right fane,
Suzuki Samurai that demonstrated the vehicle's unsafe handling
representing the obstacle to be avoided Our drivers take the
characteristics (see CONSUMER REPORTSrJuly 1988)
vehicles into the course at increasingly higher speeds They take
their foot off the accelerator and do not brake as they steer the
At about the same time that NHTSA granted CLps petition, it
vehicle through the course We note how fast the drivers can
denied one from the Center for Auto Safety requesting a defect
enter the course, swerve around the obstacle, and get back into
investigation into the Samurai's rollover propensity. The reason.
the course without knocking
The incidence of rollover acciover any cones and without
dents
with
the
Samurai
losing control
appeared to be typical of most
This maneuver creates a sitlight utility vehicles Further,
Geo Tracker, Dodge Raider,
uation m which a vehicle with
said NHTSA, statistics gathered
a propensity to roll could do
by the agency indicate that
Chevrolet S-10, and Ford Bronco II
so It demonstrates what hapdeaths associated with rollover
pens to a car when a driver
accidents are much higher with
reacts instinctively to an
the Ford Bronco If than with the
emergency: Drivers don't
Somurat
pause to decide if a vehicle
NHTSAs evaluation of the
can remain stable when they
data in its Fatal Accident Reporthave to swerve awa> from a
ing System shows six fatal rollchild darting into the street or
overs per 100,000 Samurais on
from an object in the middle
the road in 1987 It shows 19 per
of the road
XOQyflQ for the Bronco II (These
It was during this test last
are i*st evenr* rollovers, meanyear that the Suzuki Samurai
ing mat the vehicle did not run
raised two wheels and threatinto another vehicle, a pedesened to roll over completelytrian, or even a curb before roll
We wondered if the Samurai
mg over) These statistics
had been steered more
prompted NHTSA to open an
sharply than the other vehiinvestigation into the engineer
cles, which did not demoning of the Ford Bronco II this
strate any instability To test
year in an attempt to discover
for that possibility
we
the reasons behind the vehicle's
designed a shorter, tighter
propensity to roll over and to
course that the vehicles would
kan: about its crashworthiness
run at a lower speed The
during a rollover
characteristics we noted In
Ford Motor Co faults the
the longer course at about 50
^HTSA analysis because it
mph could be demonstrated
founts only 1987 fatalities invoivm
more clearly in the shorter
Z 1986 and 1987 models The
course at 40 mph or so
company says that the Bronco
The 198S and 1988H Suzuki Samurai became unstable during
#V record since the vehicle was introduced in 1984 indicates that
the tests We pidged the vehicle Not Acceptable The other 1988
•^ *oHover fatalities are about on a par with those of a number
sport/utility vehicles tested—the Isuzu TrooperU\ the Jeep Cherotf other small sport/utility vehicles, including the Suzuki
kee, and the Jeep ^«gter—performed without serious incident
***«?!, the Jeep CJ-7t the Toyota 4 Runner, and the Nissan PathOf the vehicles tested for this report, the Geo Tracker and the
fader But even Ford concedes that the Bronco II is involved in
Chevrolet S-10 Blazer remained stable in our accident-avoidance
"?ki rollover accidents at least twice as often as the Chevrolet
tests The Dodge Raider was less stable The Ford Bronco II did
*-l0 Blazer/GMC S-15 Jimmy and the Jeep Cherokee/Wagoneei
not do well
Gven the popularity of sport/utility vehicles, we scheduled
The Bronco II made it though our long avoidance course at
^J*1 for testing again this year And given the Government's
Oft
speeds up to 53 mph (typical of sport/utility vehicles), but its
^ous statistics, we Included the Ford Bronco II in our tests
behavior was unsettling When our drivers began to steer around
^ r test program has never included a test specifically lot roll
the obstacle, the Bronco IVs inside front wheel lifted off the
**p Until last year we didn't know we needed one. None of the
ground Deeper into the swerve, the wheel rose higher As the
Nicies previously tested had demonstraied a propensity to roll

ROAD TESTS:

.^NSUMER REPORTS JUNE 1989
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under the high bumpers of utility7 vehicles Careful inspection
Bronco ITs hood rose before their eyes, oar drivers lost their view
however, Indicated that the bumpers are essentially decorati\e
of the course ahead In the fastest runs through the short course
and would give considerably less protection in a 5-mph colliat 42 mph (again, typical), the Bianco ITs inside rear wheel, as
sion than the bumpers on the average passenger car)
well as the front. lifted
With more and more sport/utility vehicles—as well a^ \an*
Many vehicles lift one wheel, front or rear, in these severe
and pickup trucks—on the road serving as passert.«r-car
handling tests We don't consider that a problem, and we don't
alternatives, we believe the time for Government safe*) >ian
penalize those vehicles. But when both wheels lift, it could be a
dards for these vehicles is long overdue
prelude to a rollover.
While both inside wheels lifted off the ground in our tests of the
Suzuki Samurai and the Ford Bronco IL the events that followed
The tested vehicles
were very different
The four sport/utility vehicles tested for this report are of
The Samurai rolled quickly and completely up onto the safety
two types The small Geo Tracker and Dodge Raider are more
outriggers installed to protect the driver There was no warning
sport than utility In style and in price, they appeal to young
and no time to recover Were it not for the outriggers, the Samurai
car buyers The larger Chevrolet S-10 Blazer and Ford Bianco
would have rolled over
//are marketed as family vehicles They are more utilir> than
The Bronco II seemed to move up in slow motion Our
sport, with a more useful rear seat and more cargo rooir than
drivers had ample warning and ample time to bring the vehithe Tracker and Raider
cle back down on all four wheels and complete the course
The Geo Tracker is made b> Suzuki and sold by Ch< \roki
Further, the Bronco II did not come close to rolling completely
dealers It is brand new for 1989 Suzuki sells this 4x4 as rfu
up onto the safety outriggers, as the Samurai did
Sidekick, not to be contused with the unfortunate Suzuki Sam
Based on the Bronco's performance in our accident-avoidurai With the exception of trim lines and a smaller, I 3liter
ance tests and its behavior in the hard turns around our test
Four in the basic Sidekick, the Chevrolet and Suzuki versions
track, we judged its emergency handling Poor, though better
are identical
than the Suzuki Samurai's disastrous behavior Still consider
The Dodge Raider is made b\ Mitsubishi and sold under
ing the Bronco Il's rollover fatality record in combination with
the Mitsubishi nameplate as the Monteto Both were introits poor emergency handling—and considering the wide availduced in the 1987 model year The Raider line includes onk
ability of similar vehicles with better handling and better accithe two-door version The Movteio is sold as a t*o-d(M? and
dent statistics—we think if s wise to avoid the Bronco II
as a longer, four-door model similar in size to the fo Joor
Isuzu Trooper II
We purchased the Tracker and the Raidei in their basic
Other safety considerations
versions and kept optional equipment to a minimum—adding
Although sport/utility vehicles are marketed as alternatives
radios in both, air-conditioning in .he Raider The Tracker's
to conventional cars—and increasingly purchased as such—
list price was $11,267; the Raideis. $14,626
the Government has yet to require these vehicles to comply
The Chevrolet S-10 Blazer and the Ford Bronco IL both introwith important Federal motor-vehicle safety standards that
duced in 1984, are available only in a ruo-door body srvle
apply to passenger cars
General Motors and Ford plan to introduce four-door models
Sport/utility vehicles are exempt from regulations that specnext year The S-10 Blazer is essentially similar to the CMC
ify the crush-resistance of the roof and resistance to side
S-15 Jimmy The Ford Bronco II is one of a kind
impacts They do not need to have head restraints (although
The S-10 Blazer and the Bronco II combine the hard\ a;e for
all four vehicles tested for this repor t have them), an eye-level
outback driving with lavish options for upscale buyers Wt
brake light, and automatic safety belts They do not have to
conform to passenger-car standards for bumper protection
equipped our cars as most bu\ er$ would, choosing such comfor!>
(We did not test the bumpers on the 4x4s because our bumper
as air-conditioning and such conveniences as cruise control TTK
basher is designed for passenger cars: It would simply pass
Bronco's list price was $15,586, the Blazers, $16,887

The Ford Bronco (I (above, left) behaved poorly in our
accident-avoidance tests, often fifing its front and rear
wheels off the ground as our drh/ers steered around an
obstacle in the test course. But our drivers had ample
time to bring the Bronco if back down on all four wheels
and complete the course. Though judged Poor, the
394

Bronco H's behavior was still a far cry from the N*
Acceptable performance of the Suzuki Samurai *n JjLj
year's tests of sport/utility vehicles. The Samurai W**
both wheels quickly, leaving no time for drivers to rec0 !^ : f
Were It not for the safety outriggers installed to pro*86
the driver, the vehicle would have roiled over.
CONSUMER REPORTS JUNE
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Geo Tracker

Docfoe Raider

jested car. Two door, $10,695
l$t Standard equipment includes 1 £ liter Four, five-speed
manual transmission, fourwheel-drive with manual-locking hubs, and rear-window
defroster Major option in our
vehicle: stereo radio List price,
as equipped: $11,267, including
destination charge

Other styles. Two-door LSi,
$12,695 Two-door convertible,
$10395 The Suzuki Sidekick is
essentially similar.

Chevrolet S-10

Fora Bronco II

Tested car. Two-door, $12,550 I Tested car. Two-door fourTested car. Two-door II fourlist Standard equipment inwheel drive, $13,255 list Stanwheel drive, $13,915 list. Stancludes 2 6-fiter Four, five-speed
dard equipment includes 28dard equipment includes 29manual transmission, fourliter V6, five-speed manual
fiter V6, five-speed manual
wheel drive with automatic
transmission, automatic-locktransmission, manual locking
locking hubs, power steering,
ing hubs, power steering, rearhubs, power steering, antDock
tinted glass, and tilt steering
wheel antflock rear brakes, and
rear brakes, tinted glass, intercolumn Major options in our
tinted glass Major options in
val wipers, and stereo radio
vehicle: air-conditioning, foldour vehicle: Preferred EquipMajor options in our vehicle:
down rear seat, rear-window
ment Group CAA2 (includes
Preferred equipment package
defroster and wiper/washer;
Tahoe trim, folding rear seat,
931 (includes XLTtrirn, privacy
and stereo radio List price, as
air-conditioning,
deep-tinted
glass, cruise control, tflt steerequipped, $14,626, including
glass, cruise control, tilt steering wheel, power windows and
destination charge
ing column, interval wipers,
locks, air-conditioning, spare
and stereo radio with cassette),
tire carrier, and cassette sysrear-window defroster, remote
tem upgrade), and rear-wintailgate release, external sparedow defroster with wiper and
tire mount, and oversized tires
washer List price, as equipped:
List price, as equipped:
$15,586, including destination
$16,887, including destination
charge
charge
Other styles. None The twodoor Mitsubishi Montero Four
is similar This report does not
apply to the V6 or the longer,
four-door Montero

Other styles. Two-door, twowheel drfve, $11,670. The GMC
S-15 Jimmy is identical

Other styles. Two-door, twowheel drive. $12,405.

Engine and transmission
Starring/running. O Barely
perceptible hesitation at the
start of acceleration. The enline «;: rasionaUy idled roughly
when hot

Sterting/njnning. © Cranked
slowly but never failed to start;
surged at times under lowspeed acceleration Light to
moderate spark knock during
acceleration

Starting/rtinning. © Flawless
performance The strong odor
of rotten eggs from the exhaust is unfortunate

Acceleration. O Felt spunkier
than the numbers indicate (see
Facts & figures, page 402).

Acceleration. O About the
same as the Tracker, but without the peppy feel For those
who want more power, there's
a 3 0-liter V6 available as part
of a $1727 options package

Acceleration. O Responsive in
first gear, but flat otherwise
You have to buy the overdrive
automatic transmission ($795)
if you want the more powerful
43-liter V6 ($550).

Transmission. © Short, crisp
sbifter action, but often notchy
a cold weather before the oil
*anns Gear ratios are well
Bfctched to the engine. An automatic transmission isn't avail*We in the basic modet it's
standard in the LSi
After you've locked the front
*tael hubs by hand, you can
jjjjjft into four-wheel drive sim*t &> moving a short lever
? j * to the shifter. The Tracker
r^ an additional low-range
**"" wheel drive, which is en*|pd with the same fever but
? y when the vehicle is at a
kBstop.

Transmission.© Competent,
with gear ratios well matched
to the engine. Stiff shifting
when cold If you splurge on
the V6, you can then spend another $730 for an automatic
transmission.
With the automatic-locking
wheel hubs, you just move the
lever next to the gear shifter to
engage four-wheel drive: To return to two-wheel drive, you
have to back the Raider up
three to six feet to unlock the
hubs

Transmission. Q Like a truck
A dump truck. An old dump
truck The shifter has a long,
clumsy reach, and it pops out
of gear easily It shivers and
shakes incessantly The dutch
has excessively long travel—
more work than a modern
clutch should be To accelerate, or even maintain speed, on
mild grades takes downshifting Every change in acceleration makes the Blazer buck and
clunk
Changing to four-wheel
drive requires only moving a
lever next to the shifter But in
cold weather, we sometimes
had to slow down or even stop
to engage fourwheei drive.

^NSUMER REPORTS JUNE 1989

Starting/running. © Flawless

Acceleration.©
in all gears

Responsive

Transmission.© Nice gearing, with a low first gear for
good pulling and a fifth gear
that provides quiet cruising on
the highway An automatic
overdrive transmission is $957
The manual hubs must be
locked by hand at the front
wheels before engaging fourwheel drive Once the hubs are
locked, you can shift into and
out of four-wheel drive with the
lever next to the stick shift In
newer models* automatic hubs
are standard If you choose the
manual, you get a $104 credit

395
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Geo Tracker

Dodge Ranter

Chevrolet S-IO

ForafiromoU

Engine and transmission
Economy. © The small, lightweight body and tiny engine
combine to provide a thrifty 27
mpg overall

Economy. Q Disappointing j Economy. © The listless acceleration isn't compensated foi
Even woise than the larger,
by good fuel economy Expect
heavier, quicker Chevrolet and
about 20 mpg overall
Ford Expect only 19 mpg The
optional V6 would use about
the same amount of fuel while
providing more power

Economy. Q Expect about 2i
mpg overall

Handling and braking
Routine handling. © The
manual steering felt light and
numb near the straight ahead
position Steering response
was relatively slow and rubbery for such a tiny vehicle
Rough roads made the Tracker
step out to the side

Routine handling. O Surpris
ingiy clumsy for such a small
vehicle. Drivers found the
Raider hard to steer steadily on
back roads because of its josding ride

Routine handling. O The
steering felt numb, but the vehicle responded quickly On
smooth roads, the Blazer was
stable in turns, but rough road
surfaces made it step out to the
side Ride morions on back
roads were so exuberant that
they occasionally affected the
driver's steering

Routine handling. • Thi
power steering felt numb anc
vague, and the Bronco didnt
hold a straight-ahead course on
expressways as well as n
should Steering response kj
turns was a bit slow and impr**
cise, but the vehicle felt steadi
and controllable Rough road?
made the Bronco step oui to the
side

Emergency handling.
6
Stead> and easy to control The
diminutive Tracker nipped
through our avoidance-maneuver courses at very respectable
speeds, but our drivers would
have liked lighter steering and
quicker response The Tracker
handled nicely in the hard
turns of our test track, boosting driver confidence

Emergency handling. © The
Raider leaned heavily and lifted
its inside front wheel when
steered through our accidentavoidance courses It did not,
however, feel unstable ft
leaned sharply, struggled to
plow straight ahead, and
lurched as we tried to negotiate
the hard turns of the test track

Emergency handling. O The
Blazer felt clumsy and sloppy
in oux accident-avoidance tests,
but it kept its feet on the
ground and so remained stable
and safe It was reasonably
steady in the hard turns of the
test track, although it took
turns more sharply than expected when we let up on the
gas, and its handling feJt vague

Emergency handling. • Tht
Bronco II did not roll over in our
accident-avoidance tests but t
invariably lifted one wheel—and
often two—when it ran through
our challenging course (sef
page 393) It behaved similarh
in the hard turns of our test
track Acceleration in the turn*
made the front wheel hit

Braking. O No problems.

Braking. O First rate

Braking. O The rear antilock
brakes worked well

Braking. O Very short popping distances with the rear an
tflock brakes

Ride and noise
Ride. Q Incessant short, quick
motions were fatiguing at high
way speeds and punishing on
back roads (particularly for
those unfortunate enough to
ride in the rear seat) A fuB
load of passengers and luggage
made the highway ride seem a
little less harsh, but it also
made the rear suspension bottom sharply over bumps

Ride. • Misery The Raider
was a bit harsh, but not terrible, on good roads It made up
for that small kindness on back
roads, where it jerked, kicked,
rocked, and snapped incessantly. Rear-seat passengers
took a beating. A full load
didn't make much difference,
for better or worse

Noise. O The fast-tur ning little
engine growled at highway
speeds and when accelerating

Noise. © Particularly noisy on
coarse road surfaces
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Ride. & The Blazer called attention to even minor road irregularities On really rough
roads, it bounced, tossed, and
rocked wildly about The
Blazer rode just as badly with
a full load aboard

Noise. © Quieter inside than
the smaller 4x4s, but the transmission and the engine-cooling
fan were noisy.

Ride. O Most passenger-car
like of the 4x4s Relatively so*
on good roads, altho-jch p#*|
ment patches and suvb caus*
vibration and made the re#
wheels sidestep The iide IJ
came wilder on back roads, *i ^
bounding, rocking, and jerkmsmotions that were more anrtfing than pairdul The n ^ J £ f j
ened when the Bronco carried\*
full load Motions b e c a m e ^
abrupt, and the rear *i SJ*11bottomed occasional1

id<

Noise. O About as quiet in*
as the typical passenger car
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Seating accommodations
Driving position. © Awkward
The driver sits low with the
firgh steering wheel at arms'
length—a rather tiring posture
over the long haul The one
useful adjustment the Tracker
offers is that for seatback angle c ome drivers found the accele. "tor and brake too far left
tor comfort

Front seating. O The seats
*«e a bit too firm Side and
!o*erback support was lack
mg Cloth upholstery. Getting
® and out was relatively easy,
*ith the wide door openings
*nd tlv comfortably low sill

Rear seating. © The seat is
^nifortably high, uncomfort% hard Theres enough
y*z and head room for six^lers, but the seat is short
^ flat, so tall riders have no
^Sh support The seatback
^gle'.; i two adjustments- bolt
!*[%fct and slightly reclined
r*h art too erect There's no
r**erback support The front
*jj|s slide forward autoraati? v *hen you fold their seatr * 3 for access to the rear It
^ still awkward, but easier in
r* Tracker than In the other
Models

Driving position. © The location of the pedals is the biggest
problem; they're much too
dose to the driver's seaL Short
drivers had no trouble, but tall
drivers had difficulty operating
the pedals (particularly the
throttle) and were uncomfort
able. We appreciated the high
seat, which affords an excellent view over the hoocli and
the tilt steering column, which
allows the steering wheel to be
set to a comfortable position

Front seating. O Fairly hard,
but nicely shaped seats The
seatback angle adjusts to provide comfortable lower-back
support The wing bolsters adjust a bit too, tailoring side support for the slim or the stocky
Cloth upholstery It's a bit of a
step up into the Raider because
of its high floor
Rear seating. • The Raider is
a two-seater unless you choose
to pay $488 for the optional
two-passenger rear seat h may
not be worth the price Access
is terrible: The front passengei
seat doesn't move far enough
out of the way for rear-seat passengers to get in or out easily
The seat is comfortably high
and nicely contoured, but the
rear wheel housings foice riders to sit askew Tall riders
have no room for their knees
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Driving position. O Pedal
problems—particularly bad for
short drivers. The foot-operated parking brake (which is
incompatible with a manual
transmission) and the clutch
are very high The accelerator
is too far left With the seat
moved far back for leg room,
tall drivers had to stretch to
shift into third and filth gears
The tilt steering column (pack
aged with intermittent wipers
for $180) allows the steering
wheel to be positioned comfortably, but there's no height
adjustment fcr the too-low seat

Front seating. O The seats are
too low and too firm They offered satisfactory thigh and
side support but no lower-back
support Reclining seatbacks
are a $74 option The climatecontrol housing crowds the
passenger's foot space Cloth
upholstery

Rear seating. © The folding,
two-person bench seat is $409
Its hard, flat back offeis no
lower-back support, and its angle forces passengers to
slouch There is ample knee
and head room in the rear for
teU passengers, but toe space
is very tight The front passenger seat slides forward to open
a narrow aisle to the rear It's
a long, awkward creep from
the door to the seat

Driving posidon. O Especially awkward for veiy short
drivers Our shortest tester
had to stretch to reach the accelerator but, at the same time,
found the clutch awkwardly
high The foot operated parking brake is high, too; it takes
some fancy footwork to use it
in conjunction with the manual
transmission Tall drivers had
fewer pedal problems, but they
had to stretch to shift into third
and fifth gears The seat is low,
and there's no height adjustment The tilt wheel, sold only
with a speed control for $294,
was small consolation

Front seating. O The XLT
package in our Bronco includes
individual bucket seats with adjustable seatbacks and cloth
upholster > The seats are comfortably high and firm, but
their weak contours provide little side and lower-back support

Rear seating. © Comfortably
high two-person bench seat
There's enough head and knee
room for tall passengers, but
toe space is tight Tall riders
have no thigh support; all riders, no lower-back support
The front passenger's seat
moves forward automatical!}
for access to the rear, but
climbing in and out isn't easy
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Climate control
Heating. O Quick and hot
There's a complete selection of
air-distribution patterns, including bilevel {which provides
warm air from the floor registers, cooler air from the dashboard vents) and mix (which
sends warm air to the floor and
the dehosteis)
Ducts direct
warm air to the rear seating
area Noisy fan Competent
window defrosting A rear win
dow defroster is standard
equipment, but a rear wiper/
washer is available only on the
LSi model (where it's standard) It's a necessity on all
Trackers, because the vertical
rear window quickly becomes
grimy in sloppy weadier
Ventilation. O
can be added

Ample Heat

Air-conditioning. Not tested
The manually controlled airconditioner ($695 in the basic
Tracker, standard in LSi) can
be switched on in any mode at
the touch of a button

Heating. £
The heater
couldn't handle outside temperatures below KFF Otherwise, the system is versatile—
ttith bilevel and mix settings
and ducts that direct heat to
the rear seating area Compe
tent defrosting The rear win
dow defroster is a $66 option
We recommend the rear
washer/wiper (Si 60), which
has a convenient interval wipe
setting

Ventilation. 6 Fresh air was in
ample supply, but elimination
of stale air could have been better The dashboard vents nearest the doors offer a choice of
ram-driven ambient air oi fanforced, heated air
Air-conditioning* ©The manually controlled air-conditioner
($781) can be activated in anv
mode by pushing a button

Heating. O Slow and spotty
The bOeve! setting doesn't provide temperature stratification
unless the outdoor temperature is above 45°F Then the bilevel setting automatically
triggers the air conditioner
There's no mix setting Effective defroster Noisy fan The
rear-window defroster is available only in the Driver Convenience Package, $197, which
includes a helpful remote tailgate-window release To keep
the rear window clear in nasty
weather, you can choose a $43
air deflector or a $125 wiper/
washer Go for the latter

Ventilation. O Generous, wirh
or without the help of the fan
Heat can be added

Air-conditioning. © The $680
manually controlled air-condi
tlonei automatically i uns in defrost to help keep the windows
free of condensation

Heating, e War m and well $±
tributed A register atop ^
tunnel directs warm air to rear
passengers- Ford's version of
the bilevel setting is per
verse—providing warm ^r
from the dashboard vents and
cooler air to the floor, when th*
temperature slide is .«• * mid
way between hot ar.\ cold
Competent defrosting The
rear-window defroster is sold
with the rear wiper/washer for
$226—a practical package

Ventilation. ©
can be added

Ample Heat

Air-conditioning. ^ The marv
ually controlled air-conditioner
($750) can be activate'! ;n an)
mode by depressing the fen
knob It runs automatically in
defrost above 45°F to keep the
windows fog free

Contxi;i* 3 Nearly perfect
The inside hood release is hidden away in the glove compartnient The dashboard dimmer
snob and rear-window dehosier switch are partially hidden by the steering-wheel rim.
*e liked the convenient ctt^te controls. There are several storage bins near the
*nver am! front passenger

J l j k y s . ^ Clear and easv to
**<«*>• midnight

Controls, f* The primary controls are logically designed,
easy to find, and convenient to
use. Some of the secondary
controls, such as the dashboard dimmer switch, the rear
defroster, and the rear wiper/
washer, are difficult to locate
The radio is very low behind
the shifter. There's a good supply of convenient storage bins

Displays. 0 Usually clear, but
sometimes troubled by reflections. We could do without the
silly inclinometer.

Controls. O Annoying flaws
The plastic tabs that operate
the headlights feel flimsy The
locations of the hood release
and parking-brake release ere
ate confusion: Many times we
opened the hood when we intended to release the brake. A
push button on the dashboard
that unlocks the rear window
is a convenience, but it is always active, even when the vehicle is moving We disliked
the ver deal climate controls behind the steering wheel: The
closely spaced detents of the
setting selector are easy to
overshoot There are a number
of convenient storage areas.
Displays, * Weak contrast in
daylight, sometimes worsened
by reflections There's no tachometer—even with the optional gauge package Instead,
there's a light that tells you
when to shift. It seems to be lit
most of the time

Controls. * Much improved
from previous Ford truck designs Annoyances: The Off position of the windshield wiper
switch is between Low and Delay, where it's easy to bypass;
the power-window and doorlock switches are a long reach
and difficult to differentiate;
storage compartments are at a
premium

Displays. £ Crisp, readable
design Reflections were sometimes a problem

«*ft;\m

Cargo. O Minimal Payload caCargo, f
The Raider can
pacity is a generous 900
carry up to 900 pounds oi
pounds, but if the 900 pounds
cargo but, like the Tracker, its
has a bulky configuration,
cubic capacity is limited The
you're out of luck. We were
Raider does, however, offer
able to enclose only a 19-cubicmore interior height than the
foot box in the Trucker's cargo
other 4x4s (see page 402) If
area (see Facts & figures, page
you buy the optional rear seat,
402), There's just a foot or so
you can fold it down when you
of space behind the upright
want to carry cargo instead of
rear seat but, with some effort,
people rhe wide-opening rear
the seat can be rotated out of
door and flat floor make loadthe way for more cargo room
ing and unloading easy. Nicelv
The cargo door opens easily
finished. We like the four tieand wide That and the flat cardown rings that can be used to
peted floor make it easy to
keep items from shifting about
slide things in and out The fullThe full-service spare mounts i
service spare tire is conveon the outside of the door, I
niently affixed to the outside of
where it s easy to get at but out
the rear door
of the way
Maximum
trailer-towing
Maximum
trailer towing
weight is 1000 pounds.
weight is 2000 pounds with
trailer brakes, 1000 pounds
without

Servicing- £ Straightforward
The Tracker is fully warrantied
for three years or 50,000 miles,
but there's a $100 deductible
for powertrain work after one
year or 12,000 miles The rust
perforation warranty is six
years or 100,000 miles
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Servicing. £ Simple enough,
but the engine-oil dipstick is
awkward to reach and replace
Chrysler provides a three-year
or 35,000-miJe basic warranty,
with three years or 50,000
miles on the powertrain and
five years, unlimited mileage
on rust perforatioa

Cargo. £ Hie Branca II car
Cargo. $ Foomy. with a genercany more bulk but les>
ous 1000-pound payload capacweight than die other 4x4^
ity Nicely finished and easiK
(see page 402) The ca'tro area
expanded Tough to get into,
is nicely finished, es.: to ex
however, if you choose the oppand. The rear hatih open*
tional door mounted spare tire
easily and out of the way Tha:
and carrier ($96 for the full-ser
and the flat floor make loading
vice tire plus $159 for the
and unloading cargo comeswing-away carrier and tire
nient We chose the optional
cover) After fumbling with the
full-service spare tire, which
stubborn latch and moving the
mounts externally on a swing
carrier aside, you have to unaway rack (sold in a package
lock and raise the window bewith a removable cargo-area
fore you can drop the tailgate
blind for $328) The standard
(The rear-window latch respare tire is a temporary-sen
lease, packaged with the rear
vice model that stores insidt
defroster for $197, is a stepthe cargo area
saver) The latch guide protruding from the open windowMaximum towing weight »>
can be a hazard to tall people
approximately 800 pound-*
The standard spare is BmitedWith additional heavy^dun
seivice; it stores behind the
equipment, the Bronco II car
left wheel housing
tow up to 2000 pounds wiih
Towing—up to 5500 pounds
manual transmission, 50fr*
with the proper heavy-duty
pounds with automatic tranc
equipment—is recommended
mission
only with the optional 4 3-liter
V6 and automatic transmission
Servicing. O Routine work is
easy, but the oil filter is difficult
to get at and the fuse box is
secreted way up under the
dashboard. The Blazers war
ranries are the same as those of
Gee Tracker.

Servicing. ~ Under thehoc*?
most routine service items an
readily accessible, but roorr
around the spark plugs *c
somewhat limited Ford recommends the usual 7500-rrule $ ^
vice interval but with a sno^
six-month time limit
Warranties: bass &* *e.
or 12,000 miles; pov\« i aaia years or 60,000 miles i™\$100 deductible after the b ^
warranty expires); ^ i ^ x '
ration, six years or I 0 0 ,
miles
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Safety and reliability
Safety. Comfortable, easy-touse kp*nd-$houlder
belts,
front and rear. The rear belts
and the front passenger belt
have a built-in locking mechanism that makes it very easy to
secure a child safety seat
Driver view was quite good
The large outside mirrors are
especially nice. The spare tire
looms large in the rear window,
hindering the view out
A Suzuki Sidekick is scheduled for the Government's 35- J
jnph barrier crash tests later
this year

Reliability. No data; new
nwdel.
Our Tracker had just six
sample defects attributable to
sloppy assembly or incomplete
dealer preparation Windwhis"•fed through a doorframe seal
Hie engine idle was set too
nigh We counted four flaws in
the exterior finish, which we
count as a single defect

Safety. The lap-and-shoulder
belts in the tout and rear seats
were easy to put on and comfortable to wear They require
a locking clip to secure a child
safety seat
The high seat, large windows, and shor t hood give drivers an excellent view in almost
all directions- The doormounted spare tire, however,
interferes with the view to the
rear.
In the Government's barrier
crash tests, a 1988 Mitsubishi
Montero two-door (essentially
the same as the Dodge Raider)
provided adequate protection
for the safety-belted passenger
dummy, but injuries to the
driver dummy would have
been lata!

Reliability. O Based on data
for the
1987 Mitsubishi
Montero, the Raider should be
a reliable vehicle
Our Raider had 14 sample
defects, including several interior trim and exterior finish
flaws, unusual in a Japanesebuilt vehicle. Many of the defects were noisy: the squeaking
clutch, the scraping steering
wheel, a clicking engine valve
lifter, and wind whistling
through the right door seal
The wheels were grossly out of
balance. The battery holddown was loose
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Safety. There are lap-andshouidei belts m the rear as
well as the front seats They incorporate a "comfor t zone" that
allows occupants some freedom of movement Some slack
may build up in the shoulder
portion of the belt that could
reduce its effectiveness The
belts have a built-in feature that
enables mem to secure a child
safety seat without additional
belts or-hardware
Driver view is compromised
in all directions: to the front by
die wide, flat hood; to the sides
by the wide roof pillars; to the
rear by carrier-held spare tire
The too-low seat and deeply
tinted glass make matters
worse The restricted view out
was especially irritating when
driving off-road, where a clear
view of the terrain to the fiont
and the rear is essential
A 1989 Chevy S-10 Blazer is
scheduled for Government
crash tests later this year. The
last S-10 Blazer tested was a
1985 model: The safety-belted
driver and passenger dummies
suffered severe, if not fatal, injuries

Reliability. Q The Blazer has
had a relentlessly poor reliability record over the past four
yearsOur Blazer exhibited 12 sample defects The most disquieting was a defective andlock
brake controller At just over
200 miles, the brake warning
light came on and the pedal
sank almost to the floor The
pedal felt spongy and sank
slowly during each brake appiicatioa The controller was replaced under the warranty. The
voltmeter gave low readings It,
too, was replaced under the
warranty The tailgate lock and
the hood release required adjustment The tires were underinflated There were several
finish and trim flaws. The emblem on our Blazer's grille I
reads 4 3L. but our vehicle has
the 2 8-fiter engine

Safety. The "comfort zone" in
the shouldct portion of the
Bronco Us front safety belts allows excessive slack to develop, which can reduce the
belts' effectiveness The two
lap belts in the rear seat are too
short to go around the largest
child safety seat but extenders
are available Rear-seat shoulder belts are not available
The door mounted spare tire
hampers the driver's view to
the rear The outside mirrors
are positioned too tar aft to be
of much use The dark privacy
glass severely hampers the
view to the sides and rear It's
especially bothersome when
driving off-road in the woods
where it is likely to be dark
The last Ford Bronco U included in the Government's
crash tests was a 1984 model
It protected the driver dummy
quite well, the passenger
dummy less so. The Bronco ITs
instrument panel has been
completely redesigned since
then, so the old test results
may not be applicable

Reliability. O Improved to
average from a dismal showing in 1986 and 1987 We
have insufficient data on the
two-wheel-drive version
Our Bromo II accumulated
10 defects, none serious The
clutch linkage made popping
noises when we pressed the
pedal A valve lifter clattered
when the engine was started
from cold The check-engine
light came on for no apparent
reason The headlights wete
misaimed, and the steering
wheel was not centered
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ftudent buyers will avoid the Ford Bronco II. Its handling in our tests was poor We don't think any vehicle
should lift both wheels so far off the ground in our tests
on smooth, dry pavement The accident statistics—
vrfiether you choose to give credence to the Governinent's interpretation or to Ford's—add weight to our
findings. It's unfortunate that the Bronco II performed
so badly in these important tests because, otherwise,
it gave a good account of itself
The Geo Tracker/Suzuki Sidekick is exactly the vehicle the Suzukt Samurai should have been. It's small
and nimble and handles almost like a passenger car on
the road Its fuel economy and braking are top-notch
But don't look for a serene* quiet ride in the Tracker.
It's not meant to be For offroad driving, the Tracker's
small ske and good visibility are an advantage. Reliabi!
ity remains a-^uestion mark, but other Suzuki vehicles
generally have been good. Crashworthiness with any
vehicle this small and light is likely to be a problem,
and we await the Government crash-test results
The Dodge Raider/Mitsubishi Montero in its fourcylinder, two-door form is a rather crude and trucklike
vebfcte. but ft performed competitively in most of om
tests Its emergency handling, however, was not very
good. And it's certainly not a vehicle for those who like
their comforts. On the road, the Raider's ride is even
more punishing than the others Off-road, it was the
most competent, thanks to the good view the driver has
in all directions, the tractable power train, and the good
directional stability on rough surfaces Reliability is
likely to be good
The choice between the S-10 Blazer and the Bronco
II would be a toss-up were it not for the tetter's poor
emergency handling That problem puts the Bronco II
out of contention, in our judgment
The S-10 Blazer (and its twin the S15Jimmy) are not
as crude as the Raider, but they do have a distinct
trucklike feel Handling and braking are reasonably
competent Ride is about par for the group If we were
to choose an S-10 Blazer, we would opt for the larger
V6 engine and automatic transmission, since the manual transmission and clutch are ill-suited to the vehicle
and unpleasant to use And, despite a neat folding rear
seat arrangement, access to the cargo area can be maddeningly inconvenient if one opts for the external spare
tire mount Off-road, the S-10 Blazer's larger size and
restricted driver view weigh against it Judging from
the experience of owners, reliability is a sore spot
Among the 4x4s we tested last year, the Jeep Cherokee
and the hunt Trooper II perlormed better than the
S-10 Blazer and offer better utility with their four-door
body styles (There is a four-door Mitsubishi Montero,
but we've not tested it) The Jeep Wrangler falls into the
sport category, like the Ceo Tracker
Buyers who are not interested in the obvious trend*
ness of sport/utfliry vehicles or in driving off road, but
who do want the advantages of four-wheel drive in
adverse driving conditions, would be better served by
one of the "all-wheel" drive passenger sedans or station
wagons There are several including the Honda Civic,
the Dodge and Plymouth Colts, the Subarus, and the
Toyota Corolla and the Toyota Camry There are upscale
models, too, including Audis and BMWs As passenger
cars, all offer the handling, ride, and seating comfort
that most 4x4s cant match
a
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Wheeibase
O v e r a l l length
Width
M a x . r a t e d load

Road clearance
Front shoulder room
Max front leg room
Front head room

Rear shoulder room
Rear fore-and-aft seating room
Rear head room
Door top to around
Turning arcle. ft
Steering factor

87
143
64
900
60
520
410

50
50 0
265
15
60.5

93
157

101
170

66
900
7Q
55 0
385
50
560
25 5
5-0
650
40

65
1000

0 81(P)

35
60.0
37
077fP)

30 5
395
120
215
435
400
340
410
390
42 0
380
2?x38x 24 5x35 5x
32
40
19
20

690
32 0
47 5
320
3SG
37.5
54x38x
315
37

2295
53/47
205/75

235/75

36
0 80(M)

6c
765

81
535
410
45
540
315

<15
4J

505
275
38

086{P

Cargo dimensions

Floor length behind front seat
Floor length behind second seat
Useable width of rear opening at floor
Maximum height of rear opening
Width between wheel housings
Largest encloseabte box W
(length x width x height)
Volume of box (cu ft)
Weight end tires®
Curb weight
percent weight front/rear
Tire size
Engine tad gearing
Displacement (Wers)/configiiration
Net horsepower
Transmission/speeds
Overall ratio, high gear
£nginerevs per mile GO
AccdtrttioaQ
0-30 mph, s e c
0-60 mph. sec
Mph. end of 1/4 mi
Passing 45-65 mph, sec
Foot economy®
EPA estimates, cttwhighway
CU*s195 rrote trip
Gty driving
Expressway driving
Fuel refill capacity, gal
Cruising range, nu
Fuel used in 15,000 mi. gal

520
<7C
&

sac
4^o

495x4&
335

3595

asis

51/49

51,43
20575
R15

R15

3310
50/50
225/75
R15

1 6/4

2.5/4

80
Man 5

109
Mar) 5

4.41

3395

3.96
2920

47
14.5
70
86

140
70
85

40
14 1
71
93

28/29

16/19

18/25

34
20
33

22
14
25

23
14
27

11 1

15.8

20.0

345
550

320
785

430
760

150
25
30

150
20
30

150
20
20

R15
28W6
125

29/VS
140
Wan5
273
2100

Man. 5
296
2145

49

M
7*
75
1732
23
V

n
21C
500
755

Br»king(H

From 60 mph, no wheels locked
Pedal effort initial half <3 slop, fb
Pedal effort 10th successive stop, lb

03 Dimensions are m riches, except as noted. External dimensions are as krnjshedjj!
manufacturer; others are as measured by CU Road clearance is Distance from te^ *??
surface to lowest part of car likely to stnke road Head room is measured h ^ ^ J f L
headlrnerand head of a 5-foot 9-inch CU tester. Steering factor is number of turns of ***
ing wheel needed for turn of 30-foot radius P- power steering M« manual
fU Largest rectangular box that can fit through opening and be enclosed
0 Curb weight, to nearest five pounds, includes fuel, oil. and coolant

w*s
G3 "Engine revolutions per mfle' is same as engjffie speed at 60 mph. Other tedo"^**"
equal a higher number means better acceleration; a tower number, tetter fuel eccr**"*
fU Acceleration runs, except for passing lest, are from standstill with engine idfing a t $ a "
All runs are with gears shifted to best advantage

<*****
r

fuel-refill capacity, rounding to nearest five rrales. and subtracting 30 Fuel used » J£J*r
mSes is cafcufatid from equal portions of city driving, expressway driving, and the i s ^
trip, and is rounded to nearest five gallons.
0 MinimurrHfetance controlled stops are to nearestfrve feet wimen a 12^oot lane v~^#i
appfies onfc to CV's test conditions, but re\a^ve ranking should remain c o n s i g e j * ^ r
most condoons fade test includes 10 moderate stops at 1/3-mfle intervals- D * ^ ^
pedal effort between first and tenth stops indicates amount of fade; maximum accew^
effort, 150pounds
^
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1991 Ford Explorer
Marketing Concepts
Vision

To capture a significantly larger share of the growing car-to-truck
crossover buyer trend as well a5 increased conquest sales among
current compact unlity segment owners
Sales Goal

A minimum of 100,000 units during the current model year (March
through October) and more th#n 200,000 units in the 1991 model
year (November 1991-October 1992), 70% of sales being the new
4-door Explorer entry .. as much as a 28% market share of segment
in the 1991 time frame.
Strategy

Offering two, fully redesigned bodystyles appealing to separate
markets: the 4-door being targeted to first time entrants looking for
greater vehicle flexibility than a sedan or station wagon; the 2-door
being targeted to youtiihA spon untoty buyers who prder sedan
level comfort and convenience, in a sporty off-road capable vehicle.

1991 Explorer
Marketing Plans
Overview
• The Explorer is an all-new replacement Ford entry in the competitive, glowing compact utility vehicle segment.
• The vehicle's 4-door and 2-door versions will be marketed to capitalize more fully on the car-to-truck crossover trend among both
current family wagon/sedan and youthful sport vehicle buyers
with stronger overall appeal to female compact utility prospects
• Product marketing highlights include
• Clean, aerodynamic, yet rugged styling
• Lower step-in height than the carryover model
• Larger cargo and passenger space
• Improved ride
•Flush glass design
• 4 0L V-6 standard engine
• Six-passenger seating capacity
• Underbody spare tire storage

A-1
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On the road to
Explorer-chronology
of Bronco n sales
1983

Introduced in the spring as Ford's first challenge to compact utility
leaders Chevrolet Blazer S-10 and Jeep Cherokee, early Bronco II
calendar year sales are promising- In the first 9 months after launch,
63,178 units are sold capturing segment market share of 25.5%
1984

Compact utility demand grows. Bronco II calendar year sales rise to
98,049. taking a 22 7% share of segment,
1985

Calendar year sales of Bronco II top 100,000 for the first time Compact utility competition increases, segment share drops to 19 5%

Ml
Calendar year sales hit 103,020 units as segment share slips to
171%. Market research indicates need to develop 2-door and
4-door bodystyles in order to reach both male-oriented spoa utility
segment and growing female family wagon crossover segment
1987

A surge in calendar year sales to 120,905 units produces a segment
share of 17 3%
1988

Bronco II sales hit an all-rime peak for calendar year at 124.109
units. Segment share is 16.7%
1989

The 2-door-only Bronco II closes out with calendar year sales of
108,990 units and a segment share of 15%
1990

An all-new 2-door and 4-door replacement compact utility entry,
the 1991 Ford Explorer, is launched at dealerships With improved
styling and design features as well as the commitment of greater
plant manufacturing capacity, Ford Division believes Explorer is a
very serious contender for segment sales leadership, with a sales
target of over 200,000 units
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Proposedd W-46 Chassis
Design Modifications
Est.
Timing
Lower Vehicle ft" Frt. & Rr.
• Restrike Frame Flange
• Redesign Jounce Bumpers and Attachments

20 vks
20 vks

;>

Widen Track 2"
• New Wheel and/or Frt. & Rr. Axles

30/40

- »

Lower Front Roll Ctr. 2"
• Use, Hi-Rise Axle Pivot Brkc
• New Steering Linkage & Pitman Arm
• Increased Sector Shaft XR-50 Gear

Avail
20
36

Increase Roll Stiffness
- New Front Springs
• Potential FESM Structure Upgrade

12
26

• >
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TO: J. Avouris
R. Omrhpl]

T.O. Vaster
Date of Order
Test Auth. No*
WorkTfcskNo.
File Cede
Test Dates

N23281
3/31/89
T9L10

4/19 to
4/24/B9
Dote Reported 5/10/89

SOKECr; J-_
Brcnco XX, (a prototype

of three 4X4 vehlclms; a 1989 Hard
[46 land a 1969 Chevrolet Blazer S-10.

WJjjyyiW) B*: Light Truck Chassis tynamic System
Avouris, Requester

Activity - J-

OBJECT: To measure the steering vbael angle, lateral acceleration,
yav rate, roll angle, longitudinal speed and lateral speed and to
deter&ine the rollover tendency of three subject vehicles, at
two loading conditions and vith a xiafcar of different tires
constructions and sires, in a J-turn Maneuver at ^eeds up to 55
MSB.
SOffiB? CfiP TEST RESOLES: The Bronco XX, the Blazer S-10 and the
UK46 prototype vith the base tire and suspension did not establish
a roll over response during any of the J-turn maneuvers at speeds,
vp to and including 55 MHL lhe UK46 prototype demonstrated a
~A
roll <mr response, established fcy observing t»3 vbaels off the
]
ground and/or outrigger contact, vith a nafcer of tire, tire
I
pressure, suspension configurations at the heavy load condition*
\
A cosplete sunnary of the roll ever response is included in Stable
\

i.

.

S.S.Starr, Ifrsaaidi Ihginaar
KVH Bide a Handling Dtvelcpaent
NVH a Advanced Technology D^t«

—J
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AGENDA

1995 RANGER/EXPLORER SIA FRONT SUSPENSION

INTRODUCTION

RON CAMPBELL
FRED GADE

5 MIN

STATUS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

RON CAMPBELL

20 KIN

TIMING, COST 6 WEIGHT

MIKE COWLEY

10 MIN

OPEN ISSUES AND
NEXT STEPS

ALL

25 MIN

/fat^&Z

U Ji^. J^£J*J

<3/*6/?0
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DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

DRAFT

199X Ranger/Un46 Twin I Beam Deletion
Background
VEHICLE DYNAMICS
Compact Trucks and Utility Vehicles have received increased attention
for Vehicle Dynasties from NHTSA, Consumers groups and product
liability. In addition, legislation for rollover resistance is
expected to become effective as early as 1994. ANPRM is predicted
fourth quarter 1990. There is opportunity to improve our position in
vehicle dynamics if the Twin I Beam suspension is replaced with a
traditional SLA suspension. Larger size optional tires could be used
with an SLA front suspension. The Ranger 4x4 and all Explorers are
limited to 235/75R15 All Terrain tires due to the adverse effect on
vehicle dynamics of larger or higher cornering power tires. The SLA
front suspension design will provide relief in this area and provide
added vehicle dynamics benefits with all tires.
QUALITY
The Ranger has recently been 67 R/1000 for alignment vs Aerostar 53
R/1000. DTS for alignment confirms the Aerostar advantage for tire
wear (25 vs 49 TGW/1000). Brake drift comparison of Ranger vs
Aerostar is 18 vs 5 TGW/1000. The proposed front suspension has
all the attributes of the Aerostar and is expected to function
equally well or better.

Implementation
In order to minimize tooling cost and tear-up to other systems, a suspension
system based on the Aerostar is proposed. A cost and weight comparison is
attached.
Assumptions have been written to utilize key Aerostar front suspension components
to achieve an early deletion of the Twin I Beam front suspension. The brake,
knuckle and lower control arm would be carryover Aerostar on the 4x2. The
frame side rails would be similar to carryover Ranger/Explorer. Due to the low
roll center on SLA suspensions a front Stabilizer bar will be required as
standard even on the Ranger 4x2.
A 4x2 mule vehicle has been built to verify the design and to proveout the
advantages of the Aerostar based front suspension over the Twin I Beam* In
addition, computer analysis of suspension geometry has been completed and full
vehicle dynamics modeling is underway to assess the effect that the suspension
redesign has on limit maneuvers (J-Turn).
Ho package studies have been made on the 4x4 version of this design. Package
effects are a major open issue with the 4x4, It is unlikely that the all wheel
drive Aerostar system will be compatible with the Explorer/Ranger requirements
for 4x4. Torsion bars may be required for package. The front drive axle will
also need to be larger than the Aerostar AWD. 15* wheels will be required for
Explorer and 4x4 Ranger which may effect brake and knuckle design. Independent
of this program, efforts are underway to redesign the brake system for BIC,

EXPT 1492

A decision to retain the carryover engine position minimizes the effect on
other vehicle systems (cooling, linkages, powertrain) but does not take
advantage of the fact that the engine could be lowered with a SLA type
suspension. This decision was driven by early implementation and program cost.
The steering gear will remain XR-50 not rack and pinion due to investment for
an upsized rack and pinion.

The cost, weight and timing of key events for the remainder of 1990 are shown
cm the next page.
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Produced Subject to Protective Order
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DEVELOPMENT AND S>GNOFF PROCESS OF BRONC011 LIMIT HANptl
Handling Performance Oflecfives

O)
c
CD"

1. Achieve exoeftent linear and transient handfing charactarfsfles/SSl&jain, undersleer
and response time.
*JSLF

o
o

2. Meet hWorica/lknlthandlfng objectives as defined in P§-1
vehicle evaluations)
^£5*

TJ

& Meet additional limR "J tun" handing assessment

jre- (subjective

o

a

0

J Turn Urnft Handling Assessment

cET

<

1. Evaluation conditions (vehicle speed, sieeringlnpds)
sfW and acceptance criteria warn
established during Bronco II development # \ ^ /

A

CD

O

a

2. ADAMS fufl vehicle handing a n a l y s ^ ^ M q L t was developed and verified as the
method to make J turn limit handling assessment.

CD

3. Extensive correlation testing was ctageto verify the ADAMS meihodofogy and
establish the accuracy of the BrorKX)Cawel.

13

Development Results

s
C

1. As a result of vehicle
made Jo the Bronco II in*

IS simulations, several design changes were
ore effectivefrontstabilizer bar design.
I of linear and transient handling characteristics.
criteria aa demonstrated with the ADAMS model and
J turn vehicle tests.

8
CL

V)

c
O
«-+•

conditions and acceptance criteria, ADAMS methodology
Aaing the development of Bronco II were applied to
program* and are the basis for the "Resistance to Roflover*
Truck Safety Design Guldefines.
Pago t o f t -

o
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a
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CD

KP Snodgrass
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Report on the Door Failure
Investigation conducted
in the matter of
Clayton ve Ford Motor Co.

For:
Mr. Thor 0. Emblem, Esq.
Law Offices of Thor 0. Emblem
205 W. 5 th Ave, Suite 105
Escondido, CA 92025

Andrew N. Gilbe% P. E
July 1,2005

"

Handles, Locke and Mechanisms. The report wae authored by W. Curtiss,
Design Engineer and signed by W. Peterson, Systems Engineer and F.K.
Poling, Executive Engineer.
The William Schlichter latch became the basis for most of Ford's domestic
door latching systems for the next two decades. It was later discovered
that We oo"i^ressi™
coui^i"also Ve triggered in certain accident
configurations, particularly those that induced endwise compression of the
door. In recent years, William Schlichter has stated in deposition testimony
that this was an obvious consequence of door foreshortening that could
occur in a crash.6
The Explorer was introduced in the 1991 model year to replace the^rgncq II.
The Mountaineer was added to the Mercury line-up in 1997; it was a
"corporate twin" or clone of the Explorer. As such, it shared tnost
hardware and structure with the Explorer, including the door components.
A version of the Schlichter latch called the "Mini" was used in the 1991
Explorer.7 This version of the latch, like the original full size (or "Maxi")
Schlichter latches that preceded it, operated via compression rods for the
inside and outside handles. The Schlichter latch (as well a s most other
Ford Motor Company front door latches) also unlocks upon activation of
the inside handle linkage, so locking of the door has no effect on release of
the latch via the failure mechanism found in this accident.
It is believed that this same system was retained for the entire run of first
and second generation Explorers, which extended from 1991 t o the 2001
model year. The Schlichter latch is still being used in the Ranger based
Explorer Sport Trac, which was new for the 2001 model year. It has been
replaced by the D-21 latch in the redesigned 2002 Explorer.
In 1992, Ford re-engineered the door latching systems in its F-series,
Ranger, Aeroetar and Econoline t o operate via a cable release system on
the inside remote handles. The cable system was adopted specifically to
6
7

Deposition testimony in Skins vs FoMoCo, 2J\9!93 and Fhipps vs. FoMoCo, 2/17/00.
Th<? eame latch wae still In use In 1997 when the Mountaineer was introduced.
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THIS IS A CARRYOVER FOR THE

m\

Ualrrt F-SerieSj KAedtam F-Series, "Bronco

t

Aero^W",

Econolme, , RcLnger) Explorer , Nou/oJo

STANDARD NUMBER(S)
Ma

CARRYOVER FROM: YEAR

•

VEHICLE

"RECORD COPY';
[Schedule Na 7 6 1 v K
'Retain Until J7/7/3 <? I

(Surd 1
Truck Operations

Inter Office

October 09, 1989
TO

:\w.

cc:

P»
R.
0.
J.
G.

J , Bohan
A, Collareno
N. Hazzard
Jacques
N. Laird
R. Koulton

SUBJECT: 1991\F/CKVSS Compliance Demonstration Plan Summary*Light Truck
Special Vehicles and DSO Engrg*

The subject CDP Summary is attached. As indicated, there are no test plan
requirements known at this time for any of the vehicles for which this
department is responsible.
Note that the Bronco II has been removed from the Ranger column, and a new
column entitled "Explorer/Navajo* has been added. This reflects the
replacement of the 1990 Bronco II by the new UN46 vehicles, Explorer and
.Wavalo^ beginning 1990 1/2 MY. All required compliance testing for the
new vehicles will be indicated on a revised 1990 CDP Summary to be issued
by October 23, 1990.
The column heading for the 0/10,000# Commercial Cutaway has been revised
by the addition of the vehicular wheelbase of 176 inches.
If you have any questions about this CDP Summary, please call R. Adamski
on telephone no. 29415, except for the RV & Commercial Stripped Chassis,
call G. R. Moulton on telephone no. 31973.

Tfc?/tf*6

/•

.^/CAJ,

R. Adamski

C$S$L

Concur

T*r P. Slimko, Mgr. *
Light Truck Special Vehicle & DSO Engrg.

VPX91CTP01

"^a

Xg^
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1

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

2

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

3

CENTRAL DIVISION

4
Department 63

Honorable Kevin A. Enright
5
6
7
8

BENETTA BDELL-WILSON, BARRY
S. WILSON,

Plaintiffs,

9
GIC800836

vs.

10

Trial
11
12
13

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, a

Delaware

C o r p o r a t i o n ; and DOES 1-50,
inclusive,
Defendants.

14
15
16
17

Reporter's

Transcript
May 11 and 12,

of

Proceedings

2004

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Reported by:
Donna L. Foster,
CSR No. 7698
San Diego Superior
Court
Hall of Justice,
Department
63
330 West Broadway
San Diego, California
92101

©@¥f
•eXCzfo

166

167

1

Q. NISSAN, KIA, MAZDA, HONDA -

1

WILL TELL YOU, I AM MAKING QUITE A BIT MORE MONEY THAN I

2

A. YES.

2

MADE WHILE I WAS AT FORD MOTOR COMPANY.

J

Q.

LAND ROVER, CHRYSLER, JEEP •

i

YES, SIR.

4

4

A.

b ^ ^

Q. MITSUBISHI. AND THAT IS ALL IN ADDITION TO THE

m

6 TO 6 .MILLION SINCE YOU STARTED YOOR COMPANY A COUPLE

J

YEARS AGO, RIGHT?

Q. WHAT DID YOU MAKE AT FORD MOTOR COMPANY THE LAST

b
6
/

»

A.

IT WOULD BE, YES.

8

^ * »

Q.

OKAY.

9

SO THE 6 MILLION REALLY IS JUST A

1U

FRACTION 05* WHAT WE ARE REALLY TALKING ABOUT; CORRECT,

1U

11

SIR?

11

V2
13

A,

WELL, IF YOU ARE TALKING ABOUT THE SUM TOTAL, IT

WOULD BE, YES, IT WOULD BE A FRACTION.

YEAR WHILE YOU WERE THERE?

12

MR. RAND WALLIS:

OBJECTION, ASKED

—

BY MR. LOUIS ARNELL:
Q. WHAT WERE YOU PAID BY FORD THE LAST YEAR YOU
WERE AT FORD MOTOR COMPANY?
MR. RAND WALLIS:
THE COURT:

IT'S IRRELEVANT, YOUR HONOR.

SUSTAINED.

BY MR. LOUIS ARNELL:
Q.

WELL, I IMAGINE BEFORE YOU LEFT FORD MOTOR

13

COMPANY AND WENT OUT AND JOINED LEE CARR YOU HAD SOME

14

Q. AND I BELIEVE YOU TOLD THIS JURY THAT YOU LEFT

14

DISCUSSIONS WITH MR. CARR ABOUT WHAT HE WAS MAKING DOING

15

FORD, UM, BECAUSE YOU DIDN'T WANT TO BE IN MEETINGS ALL

lb

EXPERT WORK, RIGHT?

16

DAY, YOU DIDN'T WANT TO BE IN MANAGEMENT.

16

MR. RAND WALLISJ

17

SIR, THAT THE, UM, THE POSSIBILITY OR PROBABILITY OF

17

THE COURT:

18

MAKING MILLIONS AND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS DOING WHAT YOU

18

1V»

ARE DOING TODAY MIGHT HAVE HAD SOMETHING TO DO WITH YOUR

19

MAKING.

20

DECISION, DID IT NOT?

20

BY MR. LOUIS ARNELL:

21
22
25
24

I IMAGINE,

21

MR. RAND WALLIS: OBJECTION, VAGUE,
ARGUMENTATIVE, SPECULATIVE.

AND IRRELEVANT.

THE COURT*. OVERRULED.
THE WITNESS!

UM, WELL, FIRST OF ALL, UM, I DID

Q.

I ASKED HIM FOR A JOB.
THEN I IMAGINE YOU HAD SOME DISCUSSIONS WITH HIM

AS TO WHAT YOU MAY BE MAKING WHEN YOU WENT TO JOIN HIM,

2J

DID YOU NOT?

24

A.

SURE.

2b

Q.

OKAY.

LEAVE BASED ON WHAT I SAID, THE —

26

WAS GOING TO BE AND WHAT I WAS GOING TO DO. UM, I HAVE

2b

27

WORKED AT OTHER COMPANIES AND I HAVE STARTED MY OWN

27

COMPANY AND THIS IS NOT THE MONIES COMING TO ME.

28

BUT I

THE WITNESS: NO, I DIDN'T ASK HIM WHAT HE WAS

12

2b

23

WHAT THE JOB FUNCTION

OBJECTION, IRRELEVANT.

OVERRULED,

SOUNDED PRETTY GOOD COMPARED TO WHAT YOU

WERE GETTING PAID AT FORD, I IMAGINE?
A.

IT WAS MORE THAN I WAS MAKING AT FORD, OR IN THE

SAME RANGE, KIND OF ACTUALLY.

171

170
1

THE ENGINEERS CAME U P WITH A S POSSIBLE.

2

LET M E JUST SHOW .YOU WHAT'S BEEN MARKED A S EXHIBIT 1 6 .

A.

WELL IT'S ONE OF THE BRAIN-STORMING

3

YOU HAVE SEEN THIS BEFORE, RIGHT, SIR?

Q.

EXCUSE M B , ONE OF THE SOLUTIONS THAT WAS NOT

4
b

AND LET M E —

NOT MADE, CORRECT?
—

ACTUALLY ACTED UPON, CORRECT?

A. YES.
Q. SO HAS THE JURY. I AM NOT GOING TO BELABOR IT.

A*

WELL, IT'S NOT A SOLUTION.

UM, THEY WERE

6

BUT A DECISION WAS MADE BACK AT THAT TIME TO, UM, UTILIZE

RECOMMENDATIONS OR PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO EVALUATE AND

/

AS MANY OF THESE CHASSIS REVISION MODIFICATIONS AS

THE ONES THAT WERE USED, UM, WERE THE LOWERED AND T H E

8

POSSIBLE SO LONG AS JOB 1 WASN'T DELAYED, RIGHT?

STIFFER FRONT SPRING BECAUSE THAT IS A L L THAT WAS FOUND

y
10

A. I HAVE SEEN LANGUAGE TO THAT EFFECT.
Q- A N D THE VEHICLE WAS IN FACT LOWERED, UM, A HALF

11

AN INCH THROUGH REVISION —

12

CORRECT?

13
14
lb
16
17
ltt
19
20
21

REVISING OF THE SPRINGS,

Q.

BY JOB 1?

A.

WELL, NO.

IT MET ALL THE TEST CRITERIA.

IT WAS

FINE.

A. YES, THAT IS HOW IT WAS DONE.
Q . THERE WERE N O CHANGES MADE, UM, T O THE TRACK

Q.

ALL RIGHT.

NOW THE ENGINE HEIGHT, OTHER THAN

SWAPPING OUT THE SPRINGS, THE ENGINE HEIGHT WASN'T
LOWERED MORE THAN THIS' —

WIDTH?
A , UM, NOT A T THIS TIME.

THERE WERE SOME EARLIER

Q. ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT FROM THE BRONCO II TO THE
A. NO, IN THE UN46 PROGRAM THERE WAS A TRACK WIDTH

WELL, IF YOU LOWER THE VEHICLE WITH THE SPRINGS,

THE ENGINE DROPS.
Q.

UN46?

WAS THE ENGINE HEIGHT LOWERED

A T ALL, TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE?
A.

IN THE PROGRAM.

RIGHT.

A. SO —
Q. AND THAT IS A HALF AN INCH?

INCREASE.

II

Q . WHAT ARE YOU REFERRING TO THERE, SIR?

23

A. UM, BACK IN '86 OR '87, I REMEMBER SEEING

24

THAT WAS NEEDED TO MEET THE TEST CRITERIA.

A. YES.
Q. OKAY. AND IN FACT, SIR, ISN'T IT TRUE THAT TH^
CENTER OF GRAVITY HEIGHT FOR THE UN105 —

SOMETHING.

2b

Q. AT AN* RATE, WHEN THE ENGINEERS IN '89 WERE

2b

RECOMMENDING INCREASING THE TRACK WIDTH OF THE VEHICLE AS

27

A WAY TO MAKE —

2tf

VEHICLE, UM, THAT WAS ONE OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS THAT WAS

TO IMPROVE THE STABILITY OF THE

A. UM-HUM.
Q. — MRS. WILSON'S VEHICLE, IS ES8ENTIALLY THE
SAME AS FOR THE UN46?
A.

IT WOULDN'T BE IDENTICAL, BUT THEY ARE IN THE

173

172
SAME RANGE.
Qi RIGHT. DEPENDING OPON WHAT TIRES YOU PUT ON?

1

2

ON PAPER, RIGHT, THAT WAS A PAPER MODEL?

J

Q. ALL RIGHT. AND THE UN46 HAD THE SAME

4

THERE WAS PROPOSALS AND WHAT WAS DONE. AND THERE WAS A

ESSENTIALLY THE SAME CENTER OP GRAVITY HEIGHT AS THE

b

TRACK WIDTH INCREASE AS WELL AS THE VEHICLE LOWERED

BRONCO II; TRUE?

6

SEVERAL TIMES IN THAT EARLY PART OF THE PROGRAM.

IT'S IN THE SAME RANGE TOO.

Q. RIGHT, AND THE TRACK WIDTH OF THE UN105 AND THE

<\^^-^

A-

YEAH

'

THEY

A*

12 R E A L

CLOSE.

Q. OKAY. AND THE STABILITY INDEX OF THE UNI05 IS

A. WELL, I CAN'T RECALL IF ANYTHING WAS BUILT, BUT

/

Q. ALL RIGHT. ON PAPER.

8

A. WELL, SOME WERE ON VEHICLES.

y

UN46 IS ALSO THE SAME?

11

ABOUT THE TRACK WIDTH BEING ALTERED BACK IN '86, THAT WAS

A. OPTIONS, YEAH, SURE.

A.

1

1

10
11

Q. WELL, YOU SAID YOU CAN'T RECALL THEY WERE
ACTUALLY BEING BUILT?
A.

I ACTUALLY SAID THERE WERE SOME CENTER OF

12

GRAVITY CHANGES, SOME OF THOSE WERE ON VEHICLES, BUT THE

1J

TRACK WIDTH I AM NOT SURE IF THEY DID THAT TO A VEHICLE

WOULD BE IN THE SAME RANGE. BECAUSE AGAIN, THET OPTION

14

OR NOT, IF IT HAD BEEN BEFORE OR AFTER.

CONTENT AND THE TIRES CAUSE THE CENTER OF GRAVITY HEIGHT

lb

lb

TO EXCHANGE SO THERE IS A RANGE, BUT THEY ARE IN SIMILAR

lb

LETTER THAT MR. WALLIS PUT UP, EXHIBIT 34, THERE IS NO

17

RANGES.

17

PROOF THAT THESE SPRING CHANGES, THESE CHANGES TO THE

18

SPRINGS WERE EVER ACTUALLY MADE, IS THERE?

12
13
14
15

IB
19
20

THE — ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS THE UN46 TOO?
A. WELL, YOU CAN'T SAY ESSENTIALLY THE SAME. THEY

Q. NOW, YESTERDAY WE TOOK A LOOK AT MR. RAND -MR. WALLIS PUT UP EXHIBIT 34. WHEN HE WAS TALKING ABOUT

19

PROOF OF THESE SPRING CHANGES BEING MADE IN 1989.

20

Q. NOW, ISN'T IT TRUE, SIR, THAT OTHER THAN THE

A. WELL PROOF IS THE DIRECTION LETTER. AND I GUESS
POSSIBLY IF YOU CAN FIND PROTOTYPE SPRING CHARTS, BUT I

21

A. YES.

21

DON'T KNOW IF THEY EXIST, UM, BUT I KNOW IT WAS DONE. I

22

Q. AND THIS IS EXHIBIT 34, IS ELECTRONIC MAIL

22

WAS THERE AT THE TIME DOING EVALUATIONS. BUT I DON'T

23

DIRECTING THAT THE MODELS BE LOWERED HALF INCH FRONT AND

23

HAVE ANOTHER DOCUMENT BESIDES THIS ONE.

REAR, AND THE SPRING RATES BE INCREASED EIGHT PERCENT.

24

2b

BASICALLY WHAT YOU JUST TOLD US ABOUT, THE MODIFICATIONS

lb

2b

OF THE SPRINGS, RIGHT?

24

Q. AND IN FACT, SIR, YOU PERSONALLY HAVE BEEN
THROUGH THE FORD DOCUMENT COLLECTION LOOKING FOR

lb

SOMETHING ELSE OTHER THAN THIS LETTER DIRECTING THAT

217

A. YES,

27

THESE CHANGES HAD BEEN MADE AND ALL OF THE ENGINEERING

28

Q. BY THE WAY, WHAT YOU SAID A LITTLE BIT EARLIER

28

REPORTS AND ALL OF THE DOCUMENTS THAT FORD HAS, YOU
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want to make certain so we don't start down one road and
go down another. If we're dealing with the same type of
exhibits, it seems to me that it would be the same
evidence in terms of foundation, so it would be all the
exhibits as a group. They all have that foundation or
none of them have the foundation.
MR. RATY: And let me just ask for one more
clarification, Your Honor. Do you want to address
relevance of these exhibit at this time also or are we
just looking at foundation?
THE COURT: Well, relevance in the sense that I
thought we were — the offer had been here that the
relevance was that under 801(d) they were statements ~
they were statements of a party opponent as qualifying
under 801(d).
MR. RATY: That's correct.
THE COURT: And the second question I thinkor the second question before we launch into the evidence
is: There apparently are many, many documents that fit
into this category, but my inclination is not to burden
the jury with what may be thousands ~ 900 was one number
that I had heard during these proceedings, that there
would be a much smaller number of these exhibits that
would actually be - if they are received — considered by
the jury.
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PROCEEDINGS
THE COURT: Please be seated. Good afternoon.
We're gathered back with Clayton vs. Ford Motor Company
and others. The jury is not in the courtroom. We're
taking down a hearing on - a foundation hearing, which
has been described in varying ways, but the foundation for
documents received — exchanged in connection with
discovery offered as statements of a party opponent.
That's the applicable rule.
And so we'll take evidence regarding that
foundational questions in connection with admission of
those exhibits. I think there's two. The first matter we
need to take up — the first is that what I would
anticipate here Mr. Raty, I think, will be conducting this
hearing.
MR. RATY: For the most part. I'll probably
have some assistance from co-counsel, Your Honor.
THE COURT: What's anticipated here is that
we're dealing with several exhibits, but they could be
dealt with as a group. Mr. Raty? We're going to take
each exhibit one at a time for the foundation, we can do
that as a group?
MR. RATY: Okay. I'm sorry, you're saying you
do or don't want to t a k e THE COURT: Fm hoping we can do that, but I
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I don't know if you disagree with determining
what the number is, but a smaller number. If you don't —
I mean, if you want to be heard on that, I'll listen to
what you want to say, but it seems to me that we should
have a smaller number. And the question really is:
What's that number?
M R RATY: I think the number - after
Mrs. Emblem worked on this all night, Your Honor, I think
she's pared it down to about 35 exhibits.
THE COURT: 35 exhibits then.
MR. RATY: I think that's approximately right.
THE COURT: I just want in terms of the number.
So 35 is what you'd — is what you would be interested in
having received and considered by the jury?
MR. RATY: That's correct, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Mr. Larsen, Mr. O'Neill, the
question is in terms of the number that might be
appropriate. I'd like to hear from everybody if you have
something that you would like to say about the appropriate
number.
MR. LARSEN: If if s 35, we'll deal with 35.
THE COURT: All right. 35 is it. We have 35.
What are they numbered?
MR. RATY: They're numbered various numbers, 39
through 395. They jump around quite a bit. We've got a

^^/^mmm^m^mm^^mmmmsmm^mmim^^mm^m^i^m
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copy for Your Honor. May I approach and give those to
you?
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. RATY: There's a master list and here are
the exhibits.
THE COURT: 1 don't want to create confusion,
and I wonder if we c a n MS. EMBLEM: Your Honor, if you give us a few
minutes, I can categorize them in categories, because we
had them in chronological order, because that's how we
organized them for you.
THE COURT: Well, in terms of the number although I observe that these numbers vary widely, and my
interest here is that we have a record that's very clear
for whomever might be interested in looking at the record
in subsequent times, does it create a problem — let me
ask — and I ask this of Wendy, also - if we number these
completely different, which is maybe PI through 35 —
CLERK: That would cause a problem because we've
already got numbers 1 through 35 received.
THE COURT: If we completely abandon these
numbers and came up with some other more sequential group
of numbers, would that create any problems for anybody?
I'm just interested that this would be clearer what we're
dealing with. If we picked up a numbering system at ~
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complicated in an attempt to make them easier. I
K
apologize if that be the case. Let's proceed in that
|
fashion. And the record has a list of the - I don't know
1
that I need to - maybe we should incorporate - the list
|
that I have here is a list of 35 by the number that they
jj
bear as the number.
K
MR. RATY: Correct, Your Honor.
1
THE COURT: I'm interested that the record then
P
« rather than ~ rather than — well, I'm just going to
I
avoid confusion. Let me say the numbers. Let's make sure I
we're all of the same mind.
They are Exhibit 39,40,41,49, 50A, 52,53A,
858, 59D, 59E, 65,69, 70, 75A, 75 B, 88, 117, 118, 119,
|
120, 121, 122B, 164, 179, 185A, 220A, 272A, 278,279,294,1
313,389,395,297A,B,andC. And I have just a copy of
P
these and you have the actual exhibit, or I have the
|
actual exhibits?
1
MR. RATY: You have the actual exhibits.
1
THE COURT: Well, we'll deal with these.
1
MR. RATY: Who has the actual exhibits?
1
MS. EMBLEM: You have a copy of them because we |
had highlighted it until you could get to the point where
|
we thought the admission is to make it easy for you.
|
THE COURT: Because the actual exhibit that
1
would be —
r
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MS. EMBLEM: When you tell us what we get to
have, we'll introduce it and bring it in. Or are you
going to just admit it now?
THE COURT: I would prefer to deal - I mean, I
appreciate the copy of it, but in terms of witnesses or
whatever may be referring to it, I would prefer they refer
to the actual exhibit.
MS. EMBLEM: I've got a clean exhibit and I'll
pull them up as you say that we're going to bring them in
or not.
THE COURT: Well, hopefully we're dealing with
these as a group, so I think we need to have them all
assembled, marked as I've identified them, and we'll have
Mr. Raty proceed.
MR. RATY: Yes. Now, let me just note, on the
list that you just read, Your Honor, I think I had a
couple the differences. I had a 59A. I'm not sure if
you—
THE COURT: My list does not show a 59A.
MS. EMBLEM: 53A?
MR. EMBLEM: 59A.
MS. EMBLEM: 59D.
MR. EMBLEM: D is not on the list.
MS. EMBLEM: 59A?
MR. RATY: A is on my list.
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MR. RATY: 500?
CLERK: The thing is that the numbers have
jumped around, so —
THE COURT: Is there a group of numbers that
have not been used? 500? Mr. Raty thinks if we started
at 5 0 0 CLERK: Yeah, if we were to start at 500, it
looks like from 485 on is depositions.
MR. RATY: And I don't think it matters, should
we just start at 1,000?
MR. LARSEN: These are premarked, Your Honor.
And it might just be easier, since they gave us a list of
premarked numbers — it says Plaintiffs Exhibit 88, and
that's been premarked at that. So it may be easier to
follow along since they have stickers on them indicating
the number, rather than trying to THE COURT: Let's keep with the numbers we
already have?
MR. LARSEN: Yeah. There are deposition exhibit
numbers that are on some of these as well. But one says
"Plaintiffs Exhibit" and I think those are trial exhibit
numbers. And I think we have most of these electronically
as well under that number, so maybe it's still better to
stick with them and just go through one at each time.
THE COURT: Well, maybe I'm making things more

I
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|
1
|
1
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Motor Company and others. Where do we stand with these
exhibits and what we need to do to sort through whether
they should admitted?
MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, I will make an opening
suggestion, and I don't know if this is going to be
agreeable, but based upon our review, there are categories
I think that might be able to be carved out so that topics
can be addressed en masse in that group.
For example, there's at last a series of I think
11 or 12 documents, maybe a third of this stack that deal
with the Bronco II and the UN46 prototype. And it may be
possible — I don't know what the plaintiffs intend —
that we could generically talk about how that could meet
your standard of both, you know, requested and then
relevant to an issue in the case.
THE COURT: And the reason those would not be
admissible in your review is because prior orders, prior
decisions have have precluded them?
MR. O'NEILL: Well, Your Honor, I believe that
you took the Bronco II matter under advisement and did not
rule. You denied it without prejudice. And so I don't
think we have a prior ruling specifically on that, right?
MR. LARSEN: Well, I think that's accurate in
that it was taken under advisement at the hearing. The
hearing explained that it's difficult to preclude
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authenticity goes, which is the first kind of element of
1
the foundation we've talked about, that's not been an
I
issue, it's never been an issue. It's whether or not it
1
has the foundation to be labeled a witness to be relevant J
to something in the case and that has any relevance to
1
this accident or this vehicle. I think that's still an
I
issue.
|
THE COURT: So it's a relevance argument rather J
than a foundation argument?
1
MR. LARSEN: Yes, you're right. But I think
I
relevance and foundation are similar under Rule 402.
[
You're going to have to be able to lay foundation that
I
it's relevant to this case and has some bearing to make
1
something more or less likely in this case. And here it's I
another vehicle. That's the argument. So it really is
I
tied together under Rule 402.
|
THE COURT: But the key, in your view, is
1
whether it's relevant or not. It's admissible or not
|
admissible depending on whether it's relevant or not?
1
MR. LARSEN: I think relevancy is one thing.
1
And then the second thing would be whether or not it's a 1
party admission. It may be a business record, but it may 1
have hearsay. And they may not have a witness to be able F
to say that it's a corporate record and this a statement
I
of a party, this person was speaking on behalf of the
I
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categories of documents, then we had the written rule in
which you said "denied." So I think that's the status.
MR. EMBLEM: But I did the same thing, I took
the UN46 Bronco II documents and I've got Exhibits 49
through 75B. That's a class of documents to which the
Court granted our motion and denied your motion. The
effect of it was that those documents would be admissible.
Your objection was relevance and prejudice, and both of
those were overruled.
THE COURT: But in terms of the foundation for
what's called the Bronco II documents, there's no
objection to that, or is there? I mean, is there any
question about that there's an ability of foundation here
on those?
MR. EMBLEM: A lot of those were waived, Your
Honor. They didn't write down a foundation objection.
They just said "subject to a motion," and the motion was
not granted on their behalf. So that's out.
THE COURT: I guess what I'm hearing in terms of
the Bronco II documents is that, if I'm correct here, and
that is: In terms of foundation, that's already been
established, if you will. It's the argument regarding
their admissibility as relevant or whatever other
arguments there are. Am I correct on that?
MR. LARSEN: Yes and no. I think as far as
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corporation. So then we kind of get into the admissible
party issue, which is one of the other criteria for
admissibility.
THE COURT: Well, it seems to me, try as we
might to try to narrow this down, that we're having some
difficulty doing that. And rather than spend more time —
I intend to go no further than 5:00 today. Why don't we
just have you make your presentation in terms of the
foundation issue and we'll move ahead accordingly.
MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, we printed out, because
we had a record of your ruling yesterday, and then Matthew
and I sat out there and decided that we had to determine
whether the document were ~ foundation was waived,
whether the foundation was established because it was
given in discovery, or whether the foundation was
established because it was identified in the deposition,
and then finally whether they were admissions of a party
opponent.
And Matthew and I gave it a lot of thought. And
remedy was that a business corporation doesn't have a
voice about its business records, and business records,
for what it's worth, is what the corporation is saying.
So even if it incorporates something that's a — I heard
counsel argue the other day that, "Well, that's a Visteon
document." Well, Visteon was wholly owned by Ford when

1
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this car was built. So it doesn't matter that it's a
Visteon document. Or maybe it's a Tandy document. Well,
that doesn't matter either because they send their part
and assemblies out to be tested by third parties, and then
they rely on those things, and they become a part of the
business record.
So for Bronco II, that's not an Explorer, that
doesn't mean that a lot of Bronco II is not an Explorer.
It doesn't mean that Bronco II — its reasons for failing
stability tests aren't exactly the same as the reasons for
the Explorer failing the stability test. And it doesn't
mean that the engineers' thoughts, ideas, and objectives
and failure mode analyses aren't identical.
So when we establish through the records that
Ford realized that this was a problem, they've known it
for 20 or 30 years, they've done very little to cure the
problem, and every opportunity they had to cure the
problem, they didn't cure the problem. So that's how all
of those historical documents become important, because of
engineers rely upon the history of the development of the
product.
So if it's a blender, a mixer, or a Cuisinart,
it doesn't matter what you call it, the fact of the matter
is, it's a four-wheel SUV that has identical
characteristics, but for stressing it a little bit and
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you to use deposition testimony — and that is that what
you were claiming, that there was sufficient evidence that
I could find that 39, for example, from the evidence that
you present, was a statement under 801(d). The party's
statement in either an individual or representative
capacity. Those were the categories.
So it seems to me that the exercise here is —
and maybe we have to take these one at a time — and that
is what you have in terms of the foundation as I've
outlined it, for that exhibit.
Now, I think that's maybe the way we're going to
proceed or we're going to be bogged down. I appreciate
maybe a subcategory of documents concerning statements
regarding Bronco II and other vehicles. That presents an
additional issue. But I don't know that we'd even get to
that additional issue if you don't have the foundation for
the document in the first place. So let's just start at
the top here and let me ask for a proffer of proof.
MR. EMBLEM: Well, on 39, Your Honor - on each
of the exhibits we've attached to the last page the basis
of which the foundation is established. I'll have Matthew
here beside me, if that's okay, Your Honor.
Exhibit 39, we're only establishing that it's an
admission according to 801(d). The document on its face
is a Ford document. It contains information which is
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putting in another seat, it's the same car. And when they
had the chance to lower the center of gravity and change
its rollover characteristics in '95, they didn't do it.
So as to are they admissions or has the
foundation been established? Well, it's a business
record. And even those things where we were asked to go
to their data base to recover it, we were told in their
motion that those were business records kept in the normal
course of business. So the foundation is completely
established that way.
THE COURT: Well, let me - my decision, if you
will - what the parameters that I put on this were in
relation to 80 l(dX2), which frankly speaks only of
statements by a party opponent, not statements against
interest, but for admissions, but only statements of a
party opponent, that if a document came from defendants,
and it came to you pursuant to a request that elicited in
some fashion a document, "Send me a document. Send me
what documents you have that are statements regarding —
that concern themselves in any way with the Explorer or
the Bronco II," since we have that category, and if you
can show me that request and that production, then that
will be sufficient foundation.
If you could not show me that, then what you
needed to show me by the evidence - which I would allow
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important to engineers and important to the consuming
public. It's been identified in the deposition of Al
Darold, and he identified the document. He knew exactly
what it was and he had seen it before. So there's no
issue about this document being anything less than
genuine. And as a matter of fact, as Mr. Larsen has just
said, there's never been an issue in genuineness.
THE COURT: And the deposition testimony, which
is the last page in my copy here of the exhibit — well,
attached to the exhibit, let's say — is your question and
the answer for the deposition of Alfred J. Darold?
MR. EMBLEM: Correct.
THE COURT: Who is Mr. Darold?
MR. EMBLEM: Alfred J. Darold is the person most
knowledgeable at Ford, I believe, on the roof. Am I
right? On the roof structure. 30(b)(6), which includes
those A and B pillars.
THE COURT: An engineer with Ford?
MR. EMBLEM: He's a Ford engineer.
THE COURT: Ford engineer?
MR. EMBLEM: So it's a historical engineering
document that's in the form of a safety engineering safety
action, some kind of an action which they expect to take,
intercompany.
The thing is self-authenticating all the way
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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through about what it is. In fact, it speaks for itself.
It's the type of document that generally is relied upon by
engineers who testify in this area.
THE COURT; And his identification is the
exchange that has been highlighted?
MR. EMBLEM: Yeah. And all that that follows to
the end of that page, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Anything further on 39?
MR. EMBLEM: No. It goes all the way down to
line 25 on page 50. Line 11 on page 49 and all of page
50.
THE COURT: So it's more than the highlighted.
It's 49 to 50 is the exchange. Part of the deposition
from line 12 to line —
MR. EMBLEM: 28 of the following page.
MR RATY: 25. Page 49, line 12, Your Honor,
through page 50, line 25.
THE COURT: Unless there's something further
that you would offer on that, let's turn to 40.
MR. EMBLEM: Okay. 40 is Automotive Service
Office, Safety Engineering. Again, another discussion
concerning what is important at Ford, what is important to
the automobile industry. It's identified again by Alfred
Darrell, who is a 30(b)(6) deponent. He recognizes the
document. He does.
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MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor, do you want any
response document by document, or how do you want to
handle it?
THE COURT: No, I think we'll take it, at least
for a period of time, and then turn to you and see what maybe that's the best way we can proceed here is proffers
— we'll call it the proffer argument method. And so this
was a document that you received from the plaintiff—
MR. EMBLEM: Yes.
THE COURT: — regarding its appearance. And is
there any significance in terms of the highlighted portion
of it?
MR. EMBLEM: Well, if we were going to go to
relevance also, that's the significance, what parts of it
apply to the issues in our particular case.
THE COURT: I see. And then in terms of the
deposition testimony that you cite, which is again
Mr. Darold at page 83, line 8 MR EMBLEM: Yes, until page 84, line 11.
THE COURT: Line 11. Turning to 41, a document
that you received from the defendant?
MR. EMBLEM: Yes, Your Honor. These documents
are further identified by the Bates numbers at the bottom
as being Bronco II documents. This is test methods to
establish test methods for rollover, or resistance to

rollover since 1971, which bears the additional guarantee
of trustworthiness of age under the federal rules, which I
believe are also applicable in Utah by the same number.
The highlighted portions in the middle of the document
relate to the relevant issues in the case.
THE COURT: And your intention would be - 1
wonder if what you're suggesting is, to the extent that
you've highlighted, that's the part of the document you
wish received, and the rest redacted?
MR. EMBLEM: No. The documents - it's the
entire document. I've never seen in any of these cases
where they were able to redact something. As an example,
if you turn to page 2 of the document, which is the third
page in the exhibit, "The sled method is not a method
which we use, but it does describe issues which are
relevant to engineers that are considering the history and
development of the methods which eventually get used."
So there's thought processes in there that may
or may not become relevant depending upon the testimony
that's introduced, particularly in cross-examination or
during the direct of the defendants.
THE COURT: Well, I was wondering if you were
suggesting that there was some redaction that you may be
suggesting, but apparently not.
MR RATY: And if I may, Your Honor, I think we
-j
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just highlighted those just to draw your attention to how |
relevant some of these statements are. Some are more
1
relevant than others. We think the whole document is
§
relevant, but we're just trying to make it easy and show |
you some quick little statements to point out the
1
relevancy of the documents.
1
THE COURT: I think I understand. You've
1
attached to that a request?
1
MR. EMBLEM: Right. So that was a document |
which met the second category for foundation, it was
K
received in discovery.
1
41 is another received-in-discovery document.
1
We did 41. That's the original.
1
Now we're on 49. 49 is a foundation waived.
|
It's received in discovery, and further is an admission.
1
THECOURT: May I ask, going back to 41,1 had 1
one page, No. 6 of a request that had been attached, and 1
then it seems to follow — what's underneath it was 14,
1
although it's No. 49. I don't know if you're indicating
1
this demand under 34 — there's a stray page here. I
1
wonder where it belongs.
|
MS. EMBLEM: It belongs with this, Your Honor, 6
but this is a CD, so we couldn't give you a copy of that. 1
THE COURT: I see. All right.
1
MS. EMBLEM: It's UN46 stability tests that wercj
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done.
THE COURT: That's on our list here?
MS. EMBLEM: Right. It's Exhibit 49 on our
exhibit list.
THE COURT: I'm going to pause here for just a
moment. We do have this 49, which is the next — I guess
the next one in order.
MS. EMBLEM: Can we play them for you?
THE COURT: Well, I'm wondering if that's going
to make - in terms of going into the jury room, I don't
know if that's going to be possible that that they have a
disk. But I suppose we can display, is your anticipation,
during the course of the trial.
MR. EMBLEM: We discussed that a little bit
earlier in our break.
THE COURT: Is that the situation? You're not
anticipating that they're going to have the disk, you're
anticipating that the exhibits will be displayed during
the course of the trial?
MR. EMBLEM: No. Mr. Larsen and I were talking
about that earlier about how we might provide a computer
that's otherwise completely clean, maybe even a new one
that they would have in the jury room where they would
watch these disks, because you can't play them on a
regular TV DVD.
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MR. RATY: And 65,69, 75A, 75B, and 179, the
foundation objection was waived because defendant didn't
raise a foundation objection in response to our pretrial
disclosures. And that's Rule 26(a)(4)(C) of the Utah
Rules of Civil Procedure.
THE COURT: 26(4Xa)(Q?
MR. RATY: 26(a)(4XQ, which says that
objections not disclosed shall be deemed waived, other
than objections under Rules 402 and 403 dealing with
relevance.
MR. EMBLEM: I think we should also make the
record that those exhibits, 49 through 65, plus 75A and B,
were also further — foundation was further laid with
deposition testimony, which is attached at the back of the
papers, exhibits. And 179.
THE COURT: And that's your offer in terms of
those exhibits. Next, going down in order, would be 70.
That would be the next one, 70?
MR. RATY: Correct.
MR. EMBLEM: I want to point out that 69 is also
foundation laid in the deposition. 70 is foundation laid
in the deposition. Also 179.
THE COURT: So turning to 70, you rely in 70 on
the deposition of Mr. Darold again, as reflected on page
263, line 5 or line 6 - line 5 through which line?
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THE COURT: Well, maybe that's a situation we'll
talk about further. But, in any event, let's turn to 49.
MR. EMBLEM: 49 was the videotapes, dynamic
testing of the Explorer model, which includes prototype
Explorer J turns, et cetera, and the videos were produced
in discovery. We were going to select just a sampling —
because there's quite a few tests -- a sampling of the
videos that had the two-wheel tip-up, which is a test
failure. About eight clips, which are short clips.
THE COURT: And what I'm looking at in terms of
the documents you've submitted is the demand, Demand
No. 34, that elicited the disk which is 49?
MR. EMBLEM: Right.
THE COURT: I think I understand. No. 50A?
MR. EMBLEM: Okay, 50A MR. RATY: Your Honor, in the interest of trying
to short-circuit some of this, Exhibits 49 through 69, the
foundational objection was all waived as to those exhibits
in defendant's objections to our pretrial disclosures. So
I don't know if you even need to address those.
THE COURT: I just wanted to see your position
~ your position then for 49, 50A, 52, 53 A, 58, 59B MR. EMBLEM: You have to add one right there,
Your Honor, 59A. There's about three places that occurs.
THE COURT: - 59A, 59D, and 59E?
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MR. EMBLEM: Looks like 16 or 17. Many of these
are also self-authenticating, and we didn't make a
separate category for that because we deem that as also an
admission.
THE COURT: And "self-authenticating" meaning MR EMBLEM: In this case, it's an e-mail
exchange that went on between Bob Pascarella and Al
Darold. And Al Darold identified that, "Yes, this is the
e-mail exchange that went on between Bob Pascarella and
myself."
So it contains — in other words he had the
opportunity and did not say, "By the way, that thing
doesn't say what I said." See what I'm saying? It's
self-authenticating.
THE COURT: I understand. 75A and B we've dealt
with.
MR. EMBLEM: 75A and B were received in
discovery. You should have the discovery request attached
to the back.
THE COURT: That's 75 A and 75B?
MR. EMBLEM: 75A was Request No. 170 on
plaintiffs second demand for production of documents.
And then 75B is Request No. 152, also from plaintiffs
second demand for production of documents.
THE COURT: Okay. And you've also indicated, so
..wmmpmrnw
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that we're clear, on 75 A and 75 B that these were also
documents to which the foundation objection has been
waived?
MR. EMBLEM: That's correct.
THE COURT: And then we've come to 88?
MR. EMBLEM: 80A.
THE COURT: 88A.
MR. EMBLEM: 88A.
THE COURT: I show 88.
MR. EMBLEM: I show 88A.
THE COURT: The document I have is highlighted,
"Potential Failure Mode and Effects Analysis Design FMEA,"
prepared by Julie Levine with a date 5/3/95.
MR. EMBLEM: Correct.
THE COURT: We're talking about the same MR. EMBLEM: The same document as 83 A. There
was an 83 A, B and C MR.RATY: 88A.
MR. EMBLEM: I'm sorry.
THE COURT: So there's no confusion, this is
88 A, then, not just 88?
MR. RATY: That's correct.
THE COURT: All right. I'll put an A on it, on
my copy.
MR. EMBLEM: Maybe you should take over.
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nothing further on that, let's turn to 119.
MR. RATY: Again, we have deposition testimony
starting with page 96,96-7.
THE COURT: 96, line 7.
MR. RATY: And running through 25. So 96-7 to
line 25.
THE COURT: Now, so far we have not touched any
of these exhibits that dealt with the Bronco II, or have
we?
MR. RATY: Actually, we have. Those were 49
through 75B.
THE COURT: 49 through 75B deal with the Bronco
n?
MR. RATY: Correct. And UN46. UN46 and Bronco
LL
THE COURT: And 120?
MR. RATY: Okay. Down to 120. We've got more
deposition testimony, and that's going to start on line ~
page 98, line 11, through 99, line 25.
THE COURT: The page number is 98?
MR. RATY: Correct, Your Honor. Line 11.
THE COURT: Page 99, line 25?
MR. RATY: Through 99-25.
THE COURT: Exhibit 121?
MR. RATY: 121 again we have deposition support,
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MR. RATY: You're doing fine.
So the foundation, Your Honor, for 88A is the
deposition testimony attached to the last page of that.
THE COURT: Lines - the highlighted lines or
more than that?
MR. RATY: Let's see. Yeah, just to be safe I
guess we better say 39-6 through 42-5.
THE COURT: So page 39, line 6, through 40, to
the end of the page, which is line 25?
MR. RATY: Correct.
THE COURT: With nothing further on that, let's
turn to 117.
MR. RATY: All right. The foundation for 117,
again, Your Honor, is deposition testimony, and the pages
for that, Your Honor, are 91-7 through 92-19.
THE COURT: 19?
MR. RATY: Correct.
THE COURT: Anything further on that?
MR. RATY: No, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Turning, then, to 118.
MR. RATY: Right. 118 again has deposition
testimony to lay that foundation, starting with 93-25.
THE COURT: Page 93, line 25.
MR. RATY: And going down through 94-18.
THE COURT: Page 94, line 18. If there's
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page 106, line 18, through page 107, line 9.
h
THE COURT: No. 122B?
[
MR. RATY: Deposition testimony supporting that 1
beginning with page 111, line 16, through 112, line 25.
I
THE COURT: 164?
|
MR. RATY: That would be deposition, page 152, f
line 2, through 154, line 2.
I
THE COURT: Line 2 through 154 |
MR. RATY: Line 2.
fi
THE COURT: 1 5 2 I
MR. RATY: Line 2.
1
THE COURT: - through 154 |
MR. RATY: Line 2.
f
THE COURT: 179?
MR. RATY: Deposition of Seymour Linovitz, 195, 1
line 10.
I
THE COURT: And this is from the deposition of 1
Seymour Linovitz ~
1
MR. RATY: Correct.
1
THE COURT: - page 195, line 10 through P
MR. RATY: Through line 24.
THE COURT: - line 24 of page 195.
MR. RATY: And I think I failed to note the
deponents on some of our previous exhibits. Do I need to I
go back and do that, Your Honor? They are listed there at I
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The 1997 Ford Explorer
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Explorer has been
Americas best-selling
compact sport utility
for 5 years running,
Since its introduction,
no other vehicle in
its class has matched
its combination of
style, comfort and
convenience.
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Explorer Eddie Bauer edition In Deep Emerald Green '
Clearcoat' Metallic over Light Prairie 1m Clearcoai Meraliic,

• •
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The Eddie Bauer

Unique and Elegant

iWrnm1

Explorer Limited in Black CI

[he Ultimate Explorer

The Explorer XLT

Comfort and Versatility
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The Explorer Sport
P^^pfc
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dventure with 2 Doors

y

**

• c3|i|ti|i|Oxford White C|!i|K||i|g|lS

ord Explorer
Dover md front passenger air bags to supplement the
safety belts are standard equipment.

An integrated rear child safety seat is available.

r^V^A'V;^

SSI'

X,

Tioughtfully Engineered
Hie available power moonroof can be
iked up or slid open completely.

A c^Mar telephone can be ^ddci to
the available high-series console,

4-wheel anti-lock brakes help the driver maintain
steering control on most vet dry or icy syrtaces.

AVersatile and
CONTROL-TRAC
AND ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
Explorer is available in 4x2 and 4x4 configurations The type
of 4-whcei-drive system you gee with your 4x4 depends on
the engine. V6 engines feature Comrol-Trac Explorers V8
gets alhwhee! drive.
Both systems can vary their torque split depending on
conditions, ooco can set
f\nrm\. Irac
h' can
to the set o\ wheels with better traction (Controladjust the torque up to 96% to either the front or rear axles.
A!!-wheel drive can adjust nearly 100%.
The ControMrac system has three driver-controlled settings
2WD (tor norma! on-road driving), 4WD Low (tor oti-roading or heavy snow), and 4WD Auto (tor :as needed" 4-wheel
dnve). In 4WD Auto, 96%* of the torque is normally sent to
die rear axle. It slippage occurs, some or most of the torque i
sent to the wheels with better traction.
All -wheel dove has no driver settings. Its always operating.
Normaily. torque is split 35% to the front axle and 65% to
the rear. Torque can he adjusted depending on slippage at
either end. with the compensating torque going to the set of
wheels with the most traction.
Consult vc

• Guide for details on these systems

NEWSOHCV6
A new. more powerful SOHC
V6 (see right tor availability; \
coupled with a new 5-speed
automatic transmission
designed to efficiently handle
its power. An exclusive in
Explorers class, m live forwan
speeds improve performance.

* * V l /!*•

COMBINATIONS BY SERIES/PACKAGE ~~ 4-DOOR MODELS

COMBINATIONS BY SERIES/PACKAGE - 2-DOOR MODELS
XL 930A

Sport 95 JA

:0LS()HO5:v|>d,

4x2 or Control*!)

Dealer Accessories
Explorer bike rack accessory (2 shown)

Ford-brand accessories are made with a commitment to quality And dealer-installed accessories are covered by the new
vehicle limited warranty See your dealer for more great ways to personalize your new Explorer and a copy of the warranty

ar Air Deflector This aerodynamscally styled
flector adds a stylish accent as n helps keep I\K
*r window free of dirt.

olded splash guards are a low•st way to help protect your
hides finish from mud, salt
id other debris.

The Aero Hood Deflector helps protect the hood
from insects,, dirt and other debris.

This Class III trailer hitch is
available. The ball mount shown
must be purchased separately.

The heavy-duty cargo line: helps
protect the rear area It attache*
with Vekro hke fasteners

16

The Front End Cover helps guard against damage
horn airborne debris. Durable black vinyl with a
soft white flannel backing.

With the ski rack, three different adapters
offer a wide range of capacity kip to 6 pairs
skis or 4 snowboards I Padded clamp assemblies help guard against equipment damage

3

aint and Trim Colors

Vainc Tan Clearcoat Metallic

Toreador Red Qearcoat Metallic

Dark Blue Qearcoat Metallic

Deep En^erald Green Clearcoat Metallic

n Willow Green Cfcarcoat Mesafk

Chaio/sal Grey Gieartoat Metallic

PI *ru>irn 8!JC Clettitjar. MCL*HK

Devert Vu.li't C l e w o i t Mctalsc

en Frost Clcaruat Metallic

B-sgk Red Cfearcoar

Deep fe Qearcoat Metallic

fvorv Feartescent Clearest Metallic

PAINT AND TRIM COLORS — 4-DOOR MODELS
Exterior Paint Colors*

xygj
Oxford VThiie Ge&coat

T AND TRIM COLORS — 2-DOOR MODELS
>r Paint Colors

Interior Trim Colors
Wdlow
Medium
Royal Blue
Green
Graphite

Medium
Prainc Tan

'ed Qearcoat
i Willow Green Qearcoat Metallic

8

8

learcoat

8

8

10 Blue Qearcoat Metallic

8

~——- —
TjT

Black Qearcoat

_•_

8

led Oeaitoat

8

8

is Qearcoat Metallic

8
8

M

\ Wilfaw Green Qearcoat Metallic

karcoat
Ki Btye Oeaitoat Metallic
White Clearcoat

Light Prairie Tan Qearcoat Metallic
Toreador Red Qearcoat Mete I! v.
Dark Blue Qearcoat Metallic
Ltezp Emerald Green Cfea^oat Metallic
Medium Willow Green Qearcoat Metallic
Charcoal Grey Qearcoat Metafile
Black Qearcoat
Portotino Blue Qearcoat Metallic
Oxford White Qearcoat
Eddie Bauer {all colors with Light Prairie Tan bwer)
Toreador Red Qearcoat Metallic
Desert Violet Clearcoat Metallic
Dark BhK^Qeai^paUyeyjIk:
^ L l f E B M i ^ f l Q S ! ^ 0 3 1 - Metallic
^^^ly^^S^B.
Qearcoat M^alhc
Black Qearcoat
Oxford White Qearec^l^
Limited
_
Evergreen Frosr Clearcoat Meisfftc
Ivory Pcarlesccm Clearcoat Metallic

White Qearcoat

a

™I~

8

Rm a1 Blue

Interior Trim Colors
^ \\fa\s
Medium
Medium
Green
Graphite Prame Tan

8
8

8

^ m

"*

_ _

~ ""

* S e t your dealer for available lower XIX two-tone paint color combinations.
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Explorer Packages
2-Door Sport PEP 931A
* P235/75Rx15SL OWL all-terrain tires • Electronic
AM/FM stereo radio with cassette and premium
sound * Cloth captain's chairs with floor console

2-Door Sport PEP 934A
* Package 931A • Cloth sport buckets with 8-way
power for driver and power lumbar support
* 4.0L SOHC VS/5~speed automatic overdrive
* Luxury group: high-series console, front overhead
console (includes rear reading lamps, electronic
compass and outside temperature readout),
electronics group (includes 2 keyless remote
transmitters, keypad, anti-theft and autolock/
reiock), fog lamps * Floor mats

2-Door Premium Sport Package 934A in Oxford White Clearcoai.

4-Door XLT PEP 941A
* Electronic AM/FM stereo radio with cassette i
premmrn sound • Luggage rack

4-Door XLT PEP 945A
* Package 941A • Cloth sport buckets with 8-way
power and power lumbar support
* 4.0L SOHC V-8/5-speed automatic overdrive
* Luxury group: high-series console, front overhead
console (includes rear reading lamps, electronic
compass and outside temperature readout),
electronics group (includes 2 keyless remote
transmitters, keypad, anti-theft and autolock/
relockh fog lamps
* Floor mats and cargo cover group

Explorer XLT Preferred Equipment Package 945A
in Toreador Red Clearcoat Metallic,

4-Door Eddie Bauer PEP 942A
» Sport buckets with leather seating surfaces,
power and power lumbar support

r

4-Door Eddie Bauer PEP 946A
* Package 942A * Luxury group: high-series console,
kont overhead console (includes rear reading
lamps, electronic compass and outside
temperature readout), electronics group (includes
2 keyless remote transmitters, keypad, anti-theft
and autolock/relock), fog lamps * Premium group:
electronic automatic temperature control, messat
center, J8L audio system {includes cassette,
subwoofer, amplifier, digital signal processor
and power antenna)

Eddie Bauer Package 946A in Medium Willow Green
Clearcoat Metallic over Light Prairie Tan Clearcoat Metallic.
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and Options
2-Qoor Model

Note: Package content is subject to change.
P = In package S-Standard 0 = Optional
Luxury Group f includes high-series floor console, front
overhead console, electronics group {1) and fog lamps)
Premium Sport Package (4x4 with automatic transmission only}:
wheeflip molding system, front and rear bumpers, side step
bar (all in IVtedium Graphite), P255/70Rx16 OWL all-terrain tires,
16" chrome steel wheels, rear tow hook, luggage rack
High-series floor console
Electronics group |1)
Manual air conditioning
Premium group (electronic automatic temperature control,
message center and JBL Audio System/cassette)
Power equipment group (2)
Decor group (privacy glass andfoodysidemoldings!
Speed control/leather-wrapped tilt wheel (except XL)
Automatic day/night mirror and automatic headlamps
Power moooroof with shade
Voice-activated cellular phone
Intermittent rear window wiperMfasher/defroster (includes
speed-sensitive front wipers)
Floor mats
Floor mats and cargo cover (cargo cover standard
with Sport; unique mats for Limited!
Two-tone rocker paint
Side step bar (2-door); running boards (4-door)
full-face steel wheels
Deep-dish cast aluminum wheels
16* chrome steel wheels
15" chrome steel wheels
Luxury aluminum wheels
Unique Limited luxury aluminum wheels
License plate bracket
Knitted vinyl buckets
Cloth captain's chairs/floor console
Power 6-way cloth sport buckets/power lumbar support
(includes floor console with 4-door) (3)
Power 6-way sport buckets with leather seating surfaces/power
lumbar (includes floor console with 4-door) (3)
Power S-way luxury buckets with leather seating surfaces,
3-position driver's memory/power lumbar
60/40 split bench seats with floor console/stowage bin
Integrated rear child seat with rear seat recliner
5.0L VW4-speed automatic overdrive transmission
4.0L SOHC V6/5~speed automatic overdrive transmission
P235/75R15 OWL all-terrain tires
3J3 limited-slip performance axle/trailer towing package
4.10 timrted-sfjp performance axle/trailer towing package
Automatic ride control (4x4 and AWD models only)
Luggage rack (100-lb. capacity)
Engine block heater
Electronic AM/FM stereo radio/cfock
Premium audio system with electronic AM/FM stereo
radio, cassette player and digital clock
Ford Electronics JBL Audio System/cassette with DSP
Six-disc CD changer

XL
330A

Sport
S31A

Sport
934A*

XL
940A

XLT
941A
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* Content may not betfe&^d from 8EP 11) Includes 2 keytess remote Si^iSfTj^t^B, keypad and ariMheft system. 121 includes power whdcws w#s *or»4oucfr-dawri"featureon dmefs. skfe, pa#er door locks, (km electric o&s*&
mirrors, higrVsefies door trim, aooessory <fctey ard twcMtep uriocfeg system wish fodkMock button "m cargo area (316-way power v$h 2 < t a models for driver's side only. ^4) Salable wsfo Premium Spot Package only.

EXPLORER 2-DGGR DIMENSIONS
Wheelbase
Overall length
Overhang {front/rear}
Tread (front/rear)
Overall width
Width between wheelhouses
Overall height {empty — max.)
Step-in height (unloaded)
Load floor height (loaded)
Liftgate opening height
Axle clearance — loaded (rear)
Angle of approach — loaded
Angle of departure — loaded
Ramp breakover angle — loaded
Cargo length with rear seat up @ belt
with rear seat down @ belt
Cargo volume with rear seat up
(cu. ft.)
with rear seat down
Front/Rear head room
shoulder room
hip room
leg room
Seating capacity

EXPLORER 4-DQGR DIMENSIONS

4x2
101.7"
178.6"
33.8742.8s
58.8758.5*
70.2*
41.9"
67.8*
19.7"
28.1"
33.7*
6.7"
32°

4x4
101.7"
178.633.8743.2"
58.8758.5*
70.2*
41.967.9"

2o.r
28.5"
33.r
6T
32°

~ ~ 2F~ ~~

2f"

17°"
29.2"

16°
29.2"
61.8"
" 32.6
69.4
39.9739.1*
571757.9"
52.4743.642.4736.5"

"^eiF"
69.4
39.9739.1"
57.1757.952.4743.6"
42.4736.5*
4

......

_ ..

4x2
4x4
Wheelbase
111.5"
111.5188.5Overall length
188.5"
33.8742.8"
Overhang (front/rear)
33.8743.258.8758.5Tread (front/rear)
58.8758.5"
Overall width
70.2"
70.2"
Width between wheelhouses
41.9*
'~4T5*
Overall height {empty — max.)
67J *
67.5"
19.7Step-in height (unloaded)
20.1"
28.4*
Load floor height (loaded)
28.6"
Liftgate opening height
33.76.7Axle clearance — loaded (rear)
67"
Angle of approach — loaded
28°
28°
Angle of departure — loaded
21°
2r
Ramp breakover angle — loaded
18°
. ,^ v .
Cargo length with rear seat up @ belt
38.1"
38>
73.3with rear seat down @ belt
73.3"
Cargo volume with rear seat up
42.6
42.6
{cu, f t j
with rear seat down
81.6
81.6
Front/Rear head room
39.9739.3*
39.9739.3shoulder room
571757ir
57.1757.0"
hip room
51.9751.7"
''si&jsiT
leg room
W T
5 or 6*
Seating capacity
5 or 6*
* Six-passenger seating with optional split bench front seat in XL and XLT

SPECIFICATIONS
Drivetrain:
4x2 or 4x4
Engine type:
4.0-liter V6; 4.0-liter SOHC V6 and 5.0-liter V8 optional
Induction system: Multi-port electronic fuel injection with EEC-V computer
Compression ratio9.0:1
Transmissions:
Std. 5-speed manual OD; Opt. 5-speed automatic 0 0
(V6, standard with Eddie Bauer and Limited);
_ _
_
_
Of&4js^^
Horsepower, SAE net (4JDL V6):
^ _
160 @j43)0 rpm
225 ibs.-ft@ 2,800 rpm
^ S ^ L ^ J ^ ^ ^ L ^
72 AH; 650 CCA maintenance-free with battery saver
Battery:
Alternator:
95 amps
Frame:
ladder-type, single channel with six crossmembers
Front suspension:
Independent SLA, torsion bar (computer-selected),
gas-pressurized shock absorbers, stabilizer bar

Rear suspension:

Semi floating-type rear axle (limited-slip
differential optional), 2-stage variable-rate
leaf springs (computer-selected}, gaspressurized shock absorbers, stabilizer bar
4-comer automatic adjustable air shock
Automatic Ride Control
absorber leveling system (optional with
Eddie Bauer 946A and Limited 4x4 and AWD models!
Steering:
Power-assisted rack-and-pinton, 17:1 ratio
Brakes:
4-wheel power disc with 4-wheel anti-lock system^
Fuel tank:
17.5 gallons (2-door); 21 gallons <4-dqor)_
Wheels (type/size):
5-holedis^15-x7i>J
(16* chrome with Eddie Bauer and Premium Sport Package!
—^
P225/70R15SL all-season (XL^Sport, XiS™
P235/75R15SL OWL all-terrain (Limited)
P255/70R16 OWL all-terrain (Eddie Bauer, Premium Sport Package)

xplorerTowing
CIMUM TRAILER TOWING WEIGHTS
2-Door
4-Door
Axle Maximum
Ratio GCWR 4x2
4x4
4x2
4x4
/8/4-Speed Automatic 3.73 11,000
6,700 6,400
/6/5~Speed Automatic 3.27
7,500 3f500 3,300
3.55
4,500 4,300
3.55^ 9,000
4,800 4,600
3J3~
9,000 5,000 4,800
3.73 ~ 10,000
5,800 5,600
4.10
9,000
4,800
4.10 10,000
5,800 5.600
/6/5-Speed Manual
3.27
6,000 2,000 1,900 1,900
3.55
6,500
2,400
2,100
7,000 3;100 2,900 2,900 2,600
3.73
:: Engine/axle ratio combinations shown may not be available m all areas.
Ford Dealer can supply availability information. All maximum trailer
its shown must be reduced by passenger and cargo weight in the towing
le. The following equipment may be required: super engine cooling; loadng hitch for towing trailers under 3,500 pounds with the standard rear
)umper; load-equalizing hitch for towing trailers over 3,500 pounds; and
nal trailer towing package for when the Gross Combination Weight Rating
fR) exceeds 5,000 pounds. For specific information on recommended or
~ed equipment see your deafer.

Ownership Experience
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Every new Ford includes the assurance of a 24-hour
emergency Roadside Assistance Program provided
during the 3-year/36,QGQ-mile bumper-to-bumper
warranty. Ask your dealer for complete details on this
program which includes such services as fuel delivery,
tire change, jump start, or even help when you're
locked out of your vehicle.
Ford Credit offers a wide variety of financing and leasing programs to qualified
buyers which can be arranged right at the
dealership. Ask your Ford Dealer for all the facts.
Optional Ford Extended Service
Plans go beyond the basic 3-year/
36,000-mile warranty. Ask your
dealer for complete details on the optional plans and
for a copy of the limited warranty.
EXTENDED
SERVICE
PLAN

^fS^cnmAtHO U$'m® your Ford Citibank VISAS or
WBr
MasterCard* could earn you hundreds,
S ^ S r , «Sfc — ^ v e n thousands of dollars from Ford
1%1:*JL~ * & toward the purchase or lease of a new
Ford, Lincoln or Mercury product. To apply or get more
information, call 1-800-374-7771 Or visit a Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury Dealer, or a branch of Citibank,
DEALER-INSTALLED ACCESSORIES
Your Ford Dealer offers a variety of quality Ford-brand
accessories that meet or exceed our strict specifications.
PRODUCT CHANGES AND OPTIONS AVAILABILITY
Following publication of the catalog, certain changes in
standard equipment options, prices and the like, or
product delays, may have occurred which would not be
included In these pages. Your Ford Dealer is your best
source for up-to-date information.
Ford Division reserves the right to change product
specifications at any time without incurring obligations.
Options shown or described are available at extra
cost and may be offered only In combination with other
options or subject to additional ordering requirements
or limitations.

For more information, visit our Web site at
http:/AA/wwiord.com

%m£

BUILDING A COMPLETE LINE-UP OF
QUALITY CARS AND TRUCKS
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Law unices

ZZUZ

U^ra

S&gSgSL
7-6-rz41
Truck Operetta**

Inter Office

April 30, 1994

To

: E. S. Spencer

cc

: T. G, Speer
P. A. Abrancxyk

Subject

: Corporate Safety Segment Design Guideline for Resistance to
Rollover, Compliance Documentation for 575.01

Reference : 1995 Ranger, 1995 Explorer, 1995 HMZ6Afi-Series,1995 Aeroster,
1995 F- Series, 1995 Bronco, and 1995 Eco nolitie

This is to certify compliance of the 1995 Ranger 4x2 end 4x4, the 1995 Explorer
4x2 and 4x4, all Mazda B-Series, the 1995 Aeroetar 4x2 end ell wheal drive, the
1995 F-150 end F-250 4x2 and 4x4, the 1995 Bronco, and the 1995 E-150 and £-250
vlth the subject guideline for rollover.
This conpliance ig based on computer s inula t ions using validated ADAMS models.

Donald P. T^dy

**~

EXPA 1699
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RECOMHEKDED LIGHT TRUCK SAFETY GUIDELINE DEVELOPXEKT ACTIONS
CUIDEUNE/DFVILOFXENT
ACTION

EARKOKIZZ
UNIQUE
v/CAR Rags v/CAR C.L. TRUCK

PRIORITY

1, Resistance to Rollovar

X

high

2. Rasittanca to Roof Cruah

X

high

3. Occupant Compartment Intagrity
(Frangibility - as it relates^
to roof crush)
< ^

high

4. Passiva Raatraints
(air bag provision)

high

< \ >-

5. Raar 3-point Restraints

X

high

6. Brake Performance (

X

high

7. center Hi-Mount St

medium

8. Vahicla-to-Vahic^iSiisting

medium

9. Head Restraint^

medium

10. Brake Performance
(per car criteria) v •v

J

defer

11. Side I j ^ l c t .Performance

defer

12. SidyT^cJr B^amj»'

defer

<

*

>

•

E^nded text for the above actions is provided in Attachment la.
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EXECUTIVE SUMKARY
The purpose of this phase of Light Truck Safety Strategy Development
is to establish a sense of priority for each of the potential
guideline issues under discussion. Prioritization is based on an
analysis of available facts and assessments of known external
factor*. Conclusions drawn axe directed toward the most practicable
use of engineering resources in improving the real world safety of our
Light Trucks.
Accident data confirms that overall, frontal accidents account for the
largest number of car and truck fatalities. Fatalities in rollover
accidents, which may or may not be accompanied by roof crush or
ejections, are more prevalent in light trucks than cars. Occupant
ejections with rollovers are highest for utilitiy vehicles and
4x4«s
up to twice the percentage of other light trucks, and up to
four times the percentage of cars. Rear impact fatalities are
relatively infrequent and about the same for cars and*trucks while
fatalities in truck side impacts are about half the \afc« of cars.
Increased availability and use of restraint systeifc>;^kupled with the
availability of accident avoidance features liJ^Tlani^-Jtock brakes and
center high-mount stop lamps are an ocuppant'tf bfcs\ dfe£d^se against
injury. Although accident data does not r^-<v-*~-*^ - >ort
attention to high speed vehicle-to-vehipll
there i s
mounting interest in this area. It
ifcatvQeveloping a
safety strategy that offers the mos£
S l e ^ r ^ i s i o n s t o Light
Truck products should be based oni
eral perspectives.
For that reason, each of the
4 is discussed in this
paper, and given a weighting.
lofcudz e potential safety
guidelines:
..FARS and State)
I . Accident Dat „
^ &**-fatal.
.
I I . Forecaste<^«^^a^ORrfvQprterence Attachments I I I £ VII)

I I I . Litigatiqf M e ?l_\r\Mral
i e n X « \ ^ ^ * Competitive attention)
IV. Extery^Faat^^ \rk«ral t
V. Cus t *m« ^»cfeptw
Requirements

VI. T J X S C V V V ea£\UsJge R<
Based on bi
!:i^e and subjective reviews of these perspectives,
it is recoB&£rt$ed that the Safety Guidelines shown on the facing page
be developedNaM implemented consistent with a resource plan that
supports Lightv'Iruck program actions. Expanded text for these actions
is provided in Attachment la. Relative priority for resource
committments are indicated with each proposed guideline, as is the
resulting harmonization with passenger car regulations and guidelines.
It is recommended that the deferred actions be reconsidered next year
following further feasibility assessments, agreement on practicable
tradeoffs, or availability of additional justification to support
implementation on selected truck applications. These recommendations
are preliminary and subject to the consensus of all affected
activities.
NEXT STEPS:
090386 §
1. reviews by OGC, ASO, and affected KAAO activities
2. establish a realistic Implementation plan including
o
CO
development test plans, where appropriate
<o
3. define engineering costs associated with a consensed plan
(reference pro-forma in Attachment VII)
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SUBJECT; }*W Explorer Handling Stability
BACKGROUND: Compact Utility Vehicle*, as a class, are receiving increased aecenci
and Consumer Groups in part due to FARS (Fatal Accident Reporting System) data que
Consumer Reports magazine. The Bronco XI has been singled out for criticlsa by CU
alleged poor Fars record among Compact Utility vehicles and poor performance in tht
Lane Change* test procedure. The 1990 Explorer has been designed to schieva the bes
handling stability given the fundamental constraints imposed by the vehicle package
suspension "type". Summarized belov are parametric and functional comparisons of the
II. Explorer and Chevrolet T-Blazer (generally reco~gniz«d as B-I-C in Rollover Scabil
on FARS and CU testing).

Stability Index
Tread
Uheelbase
Base Tire

BroflCg I.I
2.13
3«\9
94
205/75R15

£xjicxfij
2.19
58.3
102 & 112
225/70R15

IzilOJLZ.
2.17
56.5frt/55rr
101
205/75R15

To achieve the stated values, the Explorer has been lowered to the maximum extent possible
The relatively high engine position of the Explorer, unchanged from Bronco II, prevents
further significant improvement in Stability Index without extensive suspension, frame and
sheetaetal revisions.

g g O T B I W STABILITY TESTS;
Ford Light Truck began using the J-Turn Test AS its principal stability test with the
introduction of the Bronco II, This test was copied from the Insurance Institute testing of
the J«ep CJ5. The Bronco II and Explorer past the J-Turn cast at epaeds up to 55 mph and at
steer angles up to 360 dag. at maximum expected steer rates (light Truck objective). Vhlle the
BII was unable to pass the test with P215 tires, the Explorer has passed this test with P2'*$
tires (one tire size larger than the aaxiaum tire released). The Chevy T-Blazer passes J-Turn
requirements with an apparent large margin of "reserve". The difference in "resarvB* between
the Explorer and T-Blazer in the J-Turn test has been traced to the differences in front
suspension "roll center*. The higher roll center of the Explorer reduces the effectiveness of
the roll control devices (results in a transient roll overshoot) and dynamically raises the
CG. No reduction in roll center is possible without major revision to the front suspension ar.d
steering systems.
CONSUMERS PHiOK TEST frun bv Light Truck):
The Consumers Union test became an Implicit requirement for the Explorer due to the potential
for adverse publicity. There are many attributes of the test (especially driver variability)
that cause it to be a poor tool to predict "Real World" rollover stability. The Explorer witithe base tire performs significantly better in the CU test than the Bronco II. Vich the
optional tire, the 2 dr. Explorer is approximately equal to the present Bronco II, while the
4 dr is slightly better. The Nissan Pathfinder and Dodge Raider had slightly inferior
results vs Bronco II. The T-Blazer appears significantly better than all the other vehicles
for this maneuver. There ia soma risk that, due to variability of the test, the Explorer
(especially thai 2dr tested vith optional tires) will receive a poor rating if production
vehicles AZ^ tasted by Consumer's Union.

EffECTSP MILQvIR STABILITY IS THE 'REAL

mi£m;

Neither parametric analyses or stability tests are, by themselves, good predictors of "real
world* rollover statistics. Baaed on studies of FARS accidents conducted by Light Truck, ASO
and outside consultants, driver demographics, vheelbase and steering sensitivity must be
heavily weighed in any attempt to project TARS performance. While the Bronco II has TARS
statistics in the 'middle-to-poor* range, the Explorer is expected to be 'near B-I-CV The
reasons for this include:
l)
Longer Vheelbase and substantially slower steering response with more understeer
(protects the driver from "over-correction", the cause of most rollover accidents.
2.) Improved driver demographics. With the higi (80/20) mix of 4dr vehicles, we can expect
a less aggressiv* driver profile with a corresponding reduction in ail accident statistics.

000013196
ASG-073*
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Overview:
^
Current "strategies/ for development of utility vehicle stability have changed over the
past few years due'the increased availability of rollover accident daca and analysts
Previous strategies were partially driven by the Insurance Institute tests of the Jeep
CJ7 in the early 804s which emphasized risk froo rollovers caused by «xcreme (rate and
magnitude) sceertng Inputs in emergency maneuvers. Independent DOT, CM and ford studies
have confirmed that rollovers directly induced by extreme steering Inputs ere rare for
any Utility vehicle (including the CJ7) The following quote froo CM's recent $ A £ Paper
(Reconstruction of Rollover Collisions, S A £ 890857), summarizes current wisdom _. *\
common pre-rollover aaneuver is en off-road path by the car, followed by heavy steer
correction back towards the road leading to a side slide, and, ultimately, 4 trip
followed by the rollover". Based on this new information, the UN46 was developed using
a handling philosophy notably different froo the 811. A comparison of fill and l*N46 *
handling strategies is summarized below:
godcl
BII

Response,
•Quick" steering and
moderate understeer for
good response and
minimal tire "squeal".
Develop vthlcle for
high speed through lane
change pylons.

Corr.erlne Capacity
Maximize for food
accident avoidance,
capability and fast
"lap times" on handling
track.

UN46

Reduce steering gain
and increase understeer
co slow steering
response. This will
increase driver
feedback (more cire
"squeal") and reduce
sensiclvlcy to driver
over-correction (common
with drivers "under the
influence").

Not to exceed current
BII levels. Limit
cornering capacity vith
larger tires through
suspension revisions
and tire pressure
reduction.

Jfcdyjon
Minimize tor flat" reel
and high cornering
confidence.

Increase body roll to
reduce cornering
confidence and. thereby
discourage aggressive
driving.

Parametric, Comparison.;,
4 dr UN46
4x2 4 X 4

Parameter

2 dr W 4 6
4x2
4X4

Avg. Track Width
C.G. Height (curb)
Stability Index

58.1 58.3 58.1 58.3
26 9 26 8 27.1 27.1
2.16 2.17 2.14 2.15

Versace Metric 1/

.349

.348

Roll Cain
o/
U/steer

TBO
TBD
TBO

5.6
6.5
TBD

a

(*/g)
*»- "

'"- j n m

V/steer

336
TBO
TBO
TBD

'89 Brll
4x2 4x4.

S-Blai(4x4) Path/Fdr
Scd
Opt 4x4

56 9
27 5
2.07

55 8
25.7
2.17

56.9
26.7
2.13

55 8 55.6
25.7 26.3
2.17 2.11

.336 .3760 .3650 .3459 .3459 .3447
5.7
TBD
TBD

N/A
N/A
N/A

3.7
4.4
19.8
19:1
94.0

6.9(e) N/A 9.0
4.2
N/A 3.2
24.6 N/A 9.8

Overall Str Ratio
Uheelbase

19:1 19:1 19:1 19:1 19:1
102.1 102.1 111.9 111.9 94.0

UB/Tan(20V$R) 2/

463.0 463.0 507.5 507.5 426.3 426,3 479.8 479.8 497.9

Engine Dlsp.
Horsepower
Curb Weight

4.0L 4.01 4.01
170
170
170
3576 3791 3719

HP/Ueight 3/

.048

.045

.046

20:1 20:1 20:1
100.5 100.5 104.3

4.0L 2.9L
170
140
3907i 3278

2.9L 2.8L 4.3L 2.9L
140 125
160 139
3371 3217 3267 3715

.044

.042 .039

.043

,049 .037

1/ Thti
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r*„lt Handling - 'J* Turn Test Status
Dua
vith tha coaputer
coapu
___ to
_. inconaiatahciaa
_
analytis program ADAMS, %he UN46 2 Dr
4X4 vill ba signed-off for rollovar ttablllty by actual "Halt* testing ac tha Arizona
Proving Crounda (April 18th to 29th). Tatting vill include an 'S9 S-10 Blaxer with 4.3L
engine along vith a currant production BII 4x4. Tha BII provides an attential "baseline"
for UN46 Rollovar Stability sign-off because our analysis of tha BII FARS data indicates
alaost no propensity for rollover during •handling* aaneuvers. Testing vill begin at
relatively iov speed (40 aph) and steer angles (90 det.) and gradually increase to 55
aph and 3B0 dag to establish the H a l t "tHreshold". The UN46 oust at least be equivalent
to the BII in these aaneuvers to be considered acceptable for production.
The UN-at 2 door and * door aodels 'both 4x2 and 4x4, exhibit track handling performance
superior to the 1989 Bronco XI aodela.
Evaluations on the handling and serpentine
courses deaonatrate that the vehicle body roll induced during Increasingly severe
aaneuvers provides asiple feedback to the driver of iapending limit conditions.
Increased understeer during severe cornering reduces the lateral acceleration and
enhances control. The W - 4 5 aodels are auperior to the Bronco Jf-for all available
options. Including tires currently released for the prograa. The UN-46 aodels have
been rated auperior to the Chevrolet S-10 Blazer and Nissan Pathfinder for overall
aubjactive handling.
Engineering naa recommended use of tire preaauras be low aexlaua allowable inflation
levela for all UH46 tlraa. At described pravioualy, the reduced tire preaauras increase
underateer and reduce aexlaua cornering capacity (both "stabilizing" influences). This
practice haa been used routinely in heavy duty pick-up truck and car station wagon
applications to assure adequate understeer under all loading conditions. Nissan
(Pathfinder}, Toyota, Chevrolet, and Dodge alto reduce tlra pressures for aelected
applications. While we cannot be aura of their reasons, similarities in vehicle loading
suggest that maintaining a ainiaal level of underateer under rear-loaded conditions aay
be the compelling factor.
Summary:
Based on an analysis of FARS accident summaries and BII & Competitive handling
characteristics, it it Impossible to identify eny type of vehicle "defect" that could
explain the BII FARS performance. It Is aost likely that the handling strategy used
during the developaent of tha BII, which fully exploited the vehicles inherent ouickness
(due to its short wheelbase). encourages aggressive driving and makes the vehicle aore
sensitive to the large steering wheal "over•corrections" that aeea to be part of aost
rollover scenarios. This sensitivity Is aggravated by the fact the aost operators in
rollover accidents are either inexperienced drivers, under the influence of alcohol or
both. The UN46, designed vith the benefit of the FARS experience for all utility
vehicles, has been intentionally developed to resolve these issues.
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Proposedd t*S-*6 Chasais

Est.
Timing
Lover Vehicle *" Frt. & Rr.
• Res-rike Franse Flar.ge
• Redesign Jounce Bumpers and Attachments

20 wks
20 wks

Widen Track 2"
• New Wheel and/or Frt. & Rr. Axlts

30/40

tower Front Roll Ctr. 2"
• Use Hi-Rise Axle Pivot Brkt
• Kcv Steering Linkage & Pitman Arm
« Increased Sector Shaft XR-50 Gear

Avail
20
36

Increase Roll Stiffness
• New Front Springs
• Potential FESM Structure Upgrade

12
26

S.I.
Affect
.04

.06

.04

,04
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DRAFT
6/15/89

CONCLUSIONS

Tht UN46 Is txptcttd to hava superior performance
in the field compared to Bronco II
* The UN46 meets all tht corporate rtquirtatnts for roll over with
all tirts that vill bt reltased.
* Thtrt Is a risk that tasting by Cousuatr's Union vill indicata that
tht UN46 is vtry similar to tht Bronco II. Tht %y%%6M on tht short
course for tvo vhtel lift art assantlally tht saaa as Bronco II.
Tht UH46 has a graattr dlfftrtnca bttvttn tht sptad at which it
knocks down pylons and tht sptad at which it bagins to lift tvo
wheels than the Bronco II. If CU casts aach vahicla by starting at
low spttd and gradually incrtasing tpatd until pylons ara knocked
down, tht UN46 vill shov isprovtatnt ovtr tht Bronco II. If tht
vehicle is ttsttd by starting at tht fail spaad of tht Bronco II or
tht hightst pass spttd of tht S10, than thtrt is vtry littlt aargln
btfort tvo vhttl lift.
* Tht CU ttst procttdurt vill "fall" tirt/vthicle/chassis combinations
that vill pass tht J-Turn and ochtr Ford handling raquirtmants.
* Chassis changes can bt aade to tht UN46 which vill enablt it to
equ*l or almost tqual BIC whan tastad on tht CU procttdurt.

DRAFT
6/15/89

RECOMMENDATIONS

Since tha UN46 It iaproved In raal vorld (FARS projactlont and Ford
tatting) but may not pats tha CO tatt procaadura It It racooaanded to:
* Utilize as many of the chassis revisions AM possible vltf&ut
delaying Job 1.
* Varify tha iaprovamant In UN46 with tha actions that support job ml.
* Incorporate additional revlalons as running changes within one year
after production.
* Immediately begin engineering/manufacturing on all revisions and
fllanlze the timing plan.
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TO: J. Avcuris

T-0.
Date
Test
Work
File
Test

NUaber
of Order
Auth. Ho.
Task No.
Cede
Dates

N23281
3/31/83
T9LL0
A/IS to
4/24/89

Date Reported 5/10/B9

SUBJECT: J-Tum perfanaance of three 4X4 vehicles; a 1S89 Ford
Bixucu n , a prototype UK46 and a 1989 Chevrolet Blazer S-10.
KtUUEb'iMJ Btf: light Truck Oiassis Cynaaic Systems Activity - J.
Avcuris, Requester
OBJECT: To measure the steering vheel angle, lateral acceleration,
yaw rate, roll angle, longitudinal speed and lateral speed and to
determine the rollover tendency of three subject vehicles, at
two loading conditions and vith a lufcer of different tires
constructions and sizes, in a J-turn maneuver at speeds up to 55
Mffl.

SCMOK? OF 2SST RESOLES: The Bimoo II, the Blazer S-10 and the
UH46 prototype vith the base tire and suspension did not establish
a roll over response during any of the J-turn maneuver* *t speeds
up to and including 55 MFH. The UN46 prototype dononstratad a
roll over response, established by observing two vfceels off the
ground and/or outrigger contact, vith a number of tire, tire
pressure, suspension configurations at the heavy Iced condition.
A conplete sunnary of the roll over response is included in Table

o.S.Starr, Research Engineer
KVH Ride £ Handling Develcpnent
NVH & Advanced Technology Dept.
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FRELMNAH* SOfftFK OF FINDINGS OF CD TESTING AT AFG
1)

The outriggers have a significant effect en vehicle handling.
a)

2)

Far BH:
1.

The outriggers riggers reduce B B X speed
through course without knocking dawn pylons,
(example: APG - 45 nph, OJ - 53 inph)

2.

The outriggers create an oversteer condition
that requires excessive oasaction.

b)

The outriggers require a larger steering angle and
steering rate to drive through the course ocngared with
no outriggers as well as typical Bard lane change
maneuvers.

c)

The use of outriggers dramatically danp wheel lift
tendency.

Max vehicle speed through the CD prooedure at APS is
significantly less than suggested by the CD article.— (pass
« no pylons down & no 2 wheel lift)
- BODE Short Course

(35 mpti, (lp, 9f - "with lots of
transients" -vs- est CD § 41 aph«)

Long Course

(42 inph, (2p, 8f - vs CD of 53 nph)

- Raider Sht Course (35 nph, (lp, Of) - "en rails" - v s O J
"40 nph or so"
- B!a2er Sht Course (35 iqph, 2p, 4f - v s - CD of "40 *ph or
so"

3)

CD procedure requires steering angle and steering rates that
are much more severe (even when driven to a "pass") than any
prior IHE tests or real world expierenoes. (Etue with or w/o
outriggers)

4)

The Brcnoo n and the IK46 2dr vehicles exhibited severe
"steering punp catchups", due to the high steering angles and
steering rates of the CD prooedure. (Question — did OJ or Mo
Carthy experience the sane?) However, the GN46 4dr did not
experience the same problems.

HIE - June 8, 1989
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08 22 37 a m
Law Offices

From. CWHITE --DRBN001
To: RSTORNAN--DRBN001 R. F. Stomant

Date and time

06/26/89 10.26:29

FROM. Charles White
Subject: UN46 Design Revisions
It will be very hard to live without any 2-Door for 6 months. Is there any
plan that gets us there albeit with extraordinary efforts from certain
activities?
In oche'r words, what would it take to make job #1 for the 2-door at 1991 1/2
as currently planned?
A time line with the key events is what is needed to show this I think. Cover
each change separately so everyone can see the events and timing involved
clearly. Cover 2-door and 4-door separately.
i support the plan aa laid out, but I would like to know if there is a way to
get 2-door for 91 1/2 Job #1 (or perhaps only a 60 day delay).
Be sure and have the prior material (test results, etc) available for the
upcoming otg with DSR and I -- need asap. I'm gone 7/3 - 7/5 inclusive.
*** Forwarding note from RST0RNAN--DRBN001 06/26/89 08:54 ***
To: CWHITE --DRBN001
FROM: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Design Revisions
Attached is "Strawman" currently being reviewed with the multi-discipline
group working on ITN46 revisions. I believe execution of this plan would
assure good performance in CU test and also allow an "on tine" launch
of UN46 (albeit somewhat restricted on models and tires). We have much
to do before we can confirm this plan but I believe this is the direction
we are currently heading.
JEE will not be available for at least two weeks so we will have meeting with
you, Replogle and RRS ASAP.
Regards,
Roger F. Stornant
*** Forwarding note from RST0RNAN- -DRBN001 06/23/89 11:23 ***
To: RCAMPBEL--DRBN001
RS1HPS01--DRBNOOL
PASHBURU--DRBN001
HVOROSZ --DRBH001
DHOUSTOL--DRBN001
FROM: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Design Revisions
Based on feedback to date, from the various areas affected by the proposed
changes, 1 am proposing the following "strawaan". I believe this proposal
will assure good performance in the CU Test and minimize any adverse
Public Relations risk.
Job #1: .Release 4 Dr. Only, with base P225 AS Tires. Include the following
design modifications:
..Higher front spring rates (FESM local upgrade req'd).
..Lover front and rear 1/2" through frana/jounce bumper revisions.
(Clearance should not be an issue with tire usage restricted to
P225 Only).
1991 Job#l; .Add P235 AT/F245 AS Tires to the 4dr. and release the 2 Dr.
with P225 AS tires coincident with incorporation of the
following revisions:

EXPT0570
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From: RSTORNAN- -DRBN001
To CWHITE --DRBN001

Date and time

<a in

UJ" i '

^ w o

09/12/89 09:01:29

FROM: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index Bars
UN46 with P225 tire on both 2 dr and 4 dr was literally "bullet-proof" (i e ,
no 2 wheel lift on long or short course with "saturation" tendency similar to
T-Blazer). The 4 dr with the P235 ATX tires was significantly better than BII,
especially on the short course where it was impossible to generate 2 wheel
lift (on the long course,"reserve0 was 3 mph, better than BII's 0 aph reserve).
However, the 2 dr with P235 ATX tires performed similarly to the BII on both
the short and long courses. Addition of the lowered front roll center gave the
P235 tire performance similar to the P225 even without the Increased track
width. Based on the variability of the test, as demonstrated by our own
drivers, It is possible to pass the CU test with the P235 tires; however, if
we were using the CU test as sign-off requirement, we would not accept this
combination <P235 ATX & 2dr).
In the "real world", tire size has not been demonstrated to be a significant
factor; in fact, analysis of the FARS incidents would suggest that larger
tires may be an advantage (reduced tendency for rim-road contact). Our
analysis would indicate that the Explorer will have much better FARS
performance than BII regardless of tire size due to it's longer wheelbase,
increased understeer and slower dynamic response (also a VB effect).
Regards,
Roger F. Stornant
*** Forwarding note from CWHITE --DRBN001 09/11/89 16:01 ***
To: RSTORNAN—DRBN001 R. F. Stornant
FROM: Charles White
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index Bars
Isn't is also true that the UN46 is better than BII in CU test even with P235?
Isn't it also true that UN46 with P235 is much better than £11 with P205 in
real world FARS analysis standpoint (longer wheelbase, etc.)?
*** Forwarding note from RSTORNAN--DRBN001 09/11/89 12:20 ***
To: CWHITE --DRBN001
FROM: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index Bars
I believe my attached note to RRS will answer your question on "What tire
issues?".
Regards,
Roger F. Stornant
*** Forwarding note from RSTORNAN--DRBN001 09/11/89 12:18 ***
To: RSIMPS01--DRBN001
FROM: Roger F. Stornant
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index Bars
Nothing new on tires. Our tests indicate a high confidence of passing CU with
P225 tires and less confidence on the P235. All tires meet engineering
J-Turn test. I believe new info is that our competitors are recognizing CU Test
as a requirement and have designed their new utility vehicles to meet. OGC
is concerned we will be only OEM with a vehicle that has a significant
chance of failing the CU test. I believe that management is aware of the
potential risk w/P235 tires and has accepted risk. CU test is generally
unrepresentative of real world and I see no "real" risk in failing except

EXPI 0619

i o /1

what may result in way of spurious litigation.
From an engineering standpoint, I am not comfortable with the warning label
approach to avoid use of an index bar. I do not believe we could even count
on B&AO to orient correctly, much less service personnel; however, If
you obtain ASO concurrence in this approach, I will go along.
Regards,
Roger F. Storaant
•** Forwarding note from RSIMPS01--DRBN001 09/11/89 11:01 ***
To: RST0RNAN--DRBN001
*** Reply to note of 09/11/89 09:55
FROM: Roger R. Simpson
Subject: UN46 Steering Linkage Issue - Index Bars
IN MY MIND, THERE IS SUFFICIENT RATIONALE TO ELIMINATE ALL OF THE INDEX BARS
IF A DECAL ON THE LINKAGE IS EMPLOYED. LET'S DISCUSS.
REGARDING TIRES, I THINK TRUCK SHOULD STAND ON IT'S ORIGINAL POSITION. IS
THERE ANY NEW INFORMATION THAT WOULD CAUSE A CHANGE?
cc: WGILLIES--DRBN001

CWHITE

--DRBN001

Regards,
Roger R Simpson

cc: RCAMPBEL--DRBN001
DHOUST01--DRBN004

DWOTTON --DRBN001

EXPI 0620
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Inter Office

April U , 1989

Mr.
Mr.
Kr.
Mr,
Ms.
Mr,
Mr.
Mr,

H. A. Poling
P. X, Beaton
E« 5« Ragenloeker
J. V. Martin, Jr.
H. 0. retrauekas
D . W. Scott
R. A. Kunson
R. J. Moiioy

Subjects

Report on Visit to Consuoars Report* re Bronco II

Capful* Report8 The trip was worthwhile* it nay play a fairly significant part
in aoderatlng what sight otherwise have been a totally disastrous story about
to be published (although the story may be far from a good on©); the Ford
technical teen gets an "exceeds", and the Consumers Report bunch is not made up
of shade-tree mechanics*
Chuck White, chief engineer of Light Truck Chassis, Wayne Kippole, Automotive
Safety Office executive engineer, Irnie Grush, Safety Office principal steff
engineer - Statistics, and I oat with six people frost Consuaers Report for two
and a half hour a Thursday in the aagaaine's offices in Mt. Vernon, Kev York.
Our objective was to "give it our best •hot*' at diffusing a very negative story
on the Bronco H in the June issue, due out in early May. the magazine has
done a comparative teat of the Chevyfi-10Blazer, Geo Tracker, Dodge Raider znd
Bronco II« As the result of several calls frca a Consumers Report writer, ve
were led to believe that the story could be nearly as negative as lest
Suzuki Sasmraic story* Plus, NHISA is currently conducting an engineering
analysis of tjjs) Bronco II which creates a negative cloud* And, JARS data shows
Bronco IX t o w a a highar fatal rollover rate relative to certain competitors.
Baaed on telephoned questions to us end discussions* we structured the seetlng
into three parts:
Rrnie Crush analysed fatal rollover accident statistics and associated
data.
Chuck White explained the developorat and testing of the Bronco II. and
Wayne tippola denonstratad the Bronco II aeat belt pechanisa which they
had questioned.
All three participated in the general discussion which went on throughout the
two mod a half hours.
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Of course, the big question is -- How did wo do?

The answer —

We wish w« kaev.

We think going in we were in deep troubla regarding our rollover rates *nd
their impressions of tha Bronco II, That impression is derived from their
question* before we got there and during the visit.
They listened to everything we had to say, and they asked good knowledgeable
questions * Our data are not terribly favorable. Our rollover rate is three
tines higher than the Chevy S-1Q Blazer. We don't know how we fared in their
comparative testing. Maybe the Bronco II did very veil, but the FARS data put
us in a had light. Perhaps the Bronco II did poorly and combined with the FAJRS
data, we donTt have a hope. Perhaps the Dodge Raider did very poorly in the
testing and will b«ar th& brunt of th* story*a negative aspects.
We believe that it was a worthwhile mission. I believe they had to come away
from the meeting believing in Ford's interest in safety, sincerity, honesty and
belief in our products.
Possibly the key achleveoent may be, although it may seem slight, that they will
not just saro in on the Bronco II and single it out like Consumers Report did
with the Suxuki Samurai- But rather as the result of our oeeting, they may put
us in a cluster of vehicles «uch as the Nissan Pathfinder, Toyota 4-Runner and
Suzuki Samurai, ao that we don't stand out and have to shoulder an onslaught of
negative publicity alone.
Also, Wayne's demonstration of the seat belt mechanism seemed to completely
answer any question of the weak design.
They know we didn't try to ,TB-SW them, but rather tried to make a factual
presentation. We learned the Technical Director, who is in charge of all
testing, is knowledgeable and at least led us to believe he was reasonable.
Bob Knoll, who is in charge of auto testing and who reports to the Technical
Director, while he didn't say « whole lot, came across as more knowledgeable than
we had originally thought. Re la a former Chrysler engineer.
The editor -- Irwin Landau — smosaed to be the bad link in the chain, unless,
of course, t|ta were all just role playing. A few times when we thought w*
had gainedrfgfcifleant yardage and were in sight of the goal line, Irwin would
ask a quest1 ^ o r make a statement that led us to believe we had just gotten
slapped with a> 15-yard penalty.
We think, however, that we have clouded their minds, loosened some
conclusions they may have reached prior to our meeting and sent them off to
search for additional information that could work to our advantage,
Hessrs* White, XAppola and Grush did an outstanding job on any basis, but
particularly milking every ounce of advantage to Ford out of the material with
which they had to work. Ernie Crush played the major role because of the heavy
emphasis on accident statistics.
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In only one Are* did the Consumer Keport people volunteer a crumb. They saic
they now xxaa approximately 98-pound outriggers in some of their testing. This
compares with 300-pound outriggers used in the Saourai testing. Chuck White
also made excellent points in the outrigger discussion. Countering their claim
that outriggers don't have any effect on the vehicle, I b*li»v« he has caused
them to question that conclusion.
They vould not, however, tell us how we did in the testing, what to expect in
the story or anything else that would give us a clue.

Jerry L. Sloan

bcc: Ms.
Ms.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr,
Mr.
Mr.

A.
B.
XM«,
R*
V*.
C.
P.
C.

Doylfc-Fsxrell
Goldsveig*-^
S. Grush
S. Joseph
W, Judy
J. l i p p o U
J, Eoberts
D. Robison
A. White
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L o w v_^niv>t;:>

Q« Why or* you ciUlng thee*! now veMclee laplorer?
A. Tho ftftolortr noao raae>rchec tho boot nnonf tho neatto rt ceaoideree.
did you jconitdort

Q. Whet other

A. That infestation la proprietory* especially oinco otbor

included in

our reeoarth night bo |u*ed en future product*•

Q. Will yvu drop(the Bronco |1I Jtroo your llneup7
i

A. YOB*

'

v. When w i n Brojieo II production end? When will Explorer production bog in?
A. Production of too Bronco II i« ocheduled to ood in oid-Jenuery.

Bxplorer production 14 ecbeduled t o bog in in February.
Q. Woo the Brencl II nose e^neidered for your nov fenily of Explorer u t i l i t y
vetUelee?
A. Yee, but 1L did not o4*o the out for our final round of research.
Q. why did you dtop i t froa[ccnfidtrttfcan7

Watft't i t prUurily beceuoe of

negaciv* publicity ooooc^otod vitb o Conounor Report* aagaalno article?
A. The Bronco! II nan* oof dropped fro* our trues lineup for o variety of
reeoene. tihfalr publicity aeaocintnd uith the najoeplate played a role in
our declaljra* but i t <|raon*t the only reeaeo*
Ken* conoiliosotien foi the now tnueke begon oo pert of our nomel eov-noeol
introduction procoaa foro thou a yoor ego*
Aa o cujwoiiy, «u ore loving ewey from the uoo of "Nunboc 12* nomenclature*
Tho Bronco] II naawploUt ***cfe l*ka **• MQ> II end Hooting XI* woo
introduced! eo e teneejory one. At one tin*. «* considered dropping « *
Xull-eiae Bronco. Our I connect u t i l i t y lineup thou uould neou boon
r^dooignetM Bronco
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y nt

• 2
As we already havs wit* full-elae, (F-Seriea) and cospact danger)
pickup*,

want to ssisbliah s separate identity for our full-siso

cnapant utikicy offerings*
The bronco pi ass* also prove/ cumbersome sad confusing when ussd 1 A toplt

\

edYsrtisingj to rsfsr zb our now four-door modele. (Try saying9 for aismala,
Bronco 22 flow «nd tw^-deor *a* models*)

Tht Explorer it • nsv JFsmily of compact sport utility vahiclse sad will
introducs dur first foiur-door offering in this market ssgaent. Perhaps ths
most import][ant rsason tot

selsetlng ths Ixplerer nameplats was our desire

to cocnunldete ths feck thst Explorer rspressnts s now .product of faring,
and not %\ sjply s restyjled or rssklnnsd veraion of «oms previous msfal.

Q. Won't ths new Eapiorer stysrs s number of compofunta with ths Bronco 12 mnd
your cuerent iompsct Banejer pickup?
A. w« nsven't gons through eacn vehicle'• uooponsnt list item by item, so,
we can't provide an eiact psrcsntsfs of shsrsd psrts st this point. Ths
actual number will b« jquiLe low, however. Tbs Ixplerer will bm m
substantially differsitt family of vehicles, both in terms of specifications
snd ths nutbar of components shaarsd with prsvioue avjdela.
Q. Kov doss ths Explorer perform In stability testing compared vith ths Ireeso
n ? uoss it neve s wider atanca? How will it perform in tests alalia* to ths
ons* conducts!! by ths Consumers Union?
A. V« don't dJLscuss ths product spec ifi est ions or details sf our future
products? | Ths ironco?XX sjssts sll existing Fedsrsl safety stsnderds sad
is s ssfs Irshicle wheji operated in a
Q. When did you pake your decision to use tba Explorer
A« AS 8*1ntlonjsd earlier J wa've bees considering ths introduction sf a, sew

i
product
for soma] tims. Final rsae-arch on t h s Implore* m e s y l a t e wee
completed
[in June. Pihal approval for i t s use wee obtained i n July,
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-1 Q, Isn't tnat rathar lato in th* product a t v h p u n t eycl«1
K. Evnry projika ia uniquf. Tha fsptotar won't I* introduoad publicly ontil
the apring pf na»t yaar and out rarlav of tha aooaaclatuTa ioavo bafaa vail
j
i
over a yaaxj ago. In that aanaajt our duclalon vaon f t lata or dalopad.
Q. Didn't you actually plan to badfu th* now •ohicloa with tha Baooxa IX
naatplatoV h'aan't tooling in placa for Bronco XX badging which nov km
U acrappad?

to

A« The bronco II n * M la a copyrightad propnrty of ford Motor Craapanj *ad «aa
conaidarad for tha noij vohiclt a*d, Uttr, *a a hookup **•»«

With tha

proliferation of uau produoti, both autoaotivu oad non*Aataaotl*«» it Is
bacotting ijicruaaifiglj'Boro difficult to find aultobU mm >•—•« Saw***!
of our foraign and doaWatlc coapatltora (Toyota Laxua. Chamolat ftarrota
ate,) havaj axparloncad naauplata dlfflcultloa rooantly *n& wo vontad to
avoid that) tort of confrontation and prutact outaalvoo up front in tJba
w e n t that] a potantlally coatly ^iaputo aroaa o*a* our Mlottioa.

Q. VhMt w«« tha (coat of tho Bronco XI tooling that you now will turro to a crap?
*• Wt don't qlacuas tha natalla of out auppliar contracts, but tha
Wlf vortfcifhila vhan conaldarud in coaparlaon to tha eaat m£ soon
racant w

iplata dliputao «*p«rionood by our oo«patitora-

Q. Will haada ddalatf bo rucaWlng « roralon of tha now Ixplorut?
A. Vu'va prafioualy annduncad that Ford would ba aupplyiog Haada with a twodoor cospact utility 4x4 trunk from our LoulavlUo ata—Vly Plant,
Tiain^ ant othor progran natalla hava not boon dlacuoood *A will hava to
ooao from KotdA.
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* q. Will Lincoln- fearcury daalara bm racalvlng m varaloo of tha laalarar?
A. Ho,

Q« Vhan will tbu| gxplorar bo introiucad?
A. Public introduction la plannod fo* noxt aprlng.

(Va don't plan to

announco ml apaclfic d+ta at thla tiaa.)
Q. Will tha Explbrat bo a 1990 or 1991 nodal?
A. it's too

to dlicfcaa O U T introduction plana. Wo won't

Urn 4ataii)c of our narfcattng ataatofr for tha Ixplorar until
««0»Li»«

4> tho f irrt quartor of o**t yaar.

Q. How vill you Jpric* tho tunr nodala?
4, Kxploror d riclnf haa not boon aatabliahad and von 1 ! bo foe aosa tin*.

Q, Whit impact i|ill tho Explorar proftas hara on anployMnt at tha iati&aviUa
pl«nt7
A. Tha plant{currantly la in tho ml oat of a $260 million axpaaaioa progra
that c<nu4 imrolva up to 1,200 joba — tha tatantioo of up to 700 nxiatlaa,
jobi, tha{addition of 300 nav Joba and 200 Joba ralatad to poaalblia futuxa
productio^ Incrmataa '— ovar tha naat savoral yaara. Tba plant cuainatly
anploya o^ra than 3,300 paopla and annually bullda 300,001 Baajor
Bronco II|truckt.
Q. How ara aalaa of tha currant Bronco lit vavan't thay boon aifaotad by
t'n* Conaunar Rapogj/ atory?
A. Salas hmrh bmmn vll

aomavhat fron yoa*-ago lerala, but aa havn aalaa within

tfat aafsaaht and thn induatry aa a vbola. ftronco II aalaa aaat yaat vara
inflated pocavhat by tha addition of a no* twvhaal-driv* nodal ta tho
llnaup. frurtharoorai va axpaot aona coolint is daalar iataraat ifar any
nodal that ia aaari&i tha and of ita U f a cyela.
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- 5 <}. Can you provijdA Ao*« Additional dataila aad a »i«tu* report oo tba aspanalon
*ffott7
A. Thft e.xpAnJioti v i U Add 162.000 a^uAre fact t* tba plant's l . S - A d l l U a
MfjUArftO^t

irU

aJld W i l l

i l l C l u d * A l l * v f r A * « And ChAAAla AAAAttbly AC

n/txruction bagan lata iaat yaa* a*4 i s
And A pr«fjtria f a c i l i t y . Con/t
procaading on achadul*.
0. Your r«i«a«« aantienod m "ZUW *lntran M U * t w i l l ba intraaacad AUM
lis* during *hA 1990 aodal yaar. Vhat i s t h i s vahicla?
A. I t ' i An aJi-vhaal-driflfA vara ion uf tha AarottAT* vfeiob i f b u i l t
at our St] Louis aa««ably plant.

#*#
I 14-S9
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Addendum 39

ACENPA

DESIGN COMMITTEE
F r i d a y , January 9 , 1987
9 : 0 0 a.m.
Design Center

The members of the Committee are:
W. C. Ford
D. E. Petersen

D. F. Kopka
H. A. Poling

William C. Ford, Chairman of the Committee, to preside, and
William R. Burmeister, Secretary of the Conunittee, to keep
the minutes. Written notice of the meeting vas given to each
of the members of the Conunittee.

Estimated

15 min.

Time

I.

Mr. Ro83

Approve the appearance of the
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FORD MOTOR COMPANY
DESIGN COMMITTEE MEETING

A meeting of the Design Committee of Ford Motor Company was held at
the Design Center, Dearborn, Michigan, on Friday, January 9, 1987, at 9:00 a.m.,
Eastern Standard Time. Written notice of the meeting had been given to each of
the members of the Committee, and a copy, initialed by the Secretary, ia filed
with the records of the meeting.
The following members were present:
W. C. Ford

D. E. Petersen

D. F. Kopka

H. A. Poling

Others present:
W. R. Bunneister
S. M. Jrey
£. S. Hagenlocker

L. R. Ross
J. J. Telnack

William C. Ford, Chairman of the Committee, presided, and William R«
Burmeister, Secretary of the Committee, kept the minutes.
1990I BRONCO II (UN46)
Mr. J. J. Telnack, Chief Design Executive, North American Design, Car
Product Development, described the design features that had been incorporated in
the 2-door and 4-door Bronco II models proposed for I990i introduction. For the
2-door model, an alternative had been prepared and researched that had one
quarter lite versus two quarter lices for the proposed design. It was explained
that present Blazer owners preferred the two lite version in the research.
Key points raised during the discussion were a3 follows:
I* In response to a question, it was indicated that the twin I-beam
front suspension will be incorporated in the UN46 but probably this feature will
not be included in the PN38 program.
2. In discussing daraageability criteria, it was noted that the bumpers shown are capable of sustaining a 2i miles per hour collision without
sheetmetal damage, whereas plastic bumpers in concert with energy absorbing
devices could achieve 5 miles per hour damageabiIity performance. In view of
the size of the tearup required, it is not planned to explore the possibility of
incorporating plastic bumpers on the UN46. But it was agreed that damageability
resistance was an area that needed CO be discussed further during the development of the PN38 program.
3< The Chairman of the Board commented on the significant tire to
wheel opening gap, and it was explained that this related to the need to package
the larger tires that are a high rate option on the Bronco I£ line.
4. In respect to the D pillar treatment, it was explained that some
respondents would prefer it to be body color rather than black and that this,
conveniently, nay be compatible with the forecast manufacturing flexibility
limitation of 501 black, 50Z body color.
d.1,9ml d!7b
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-219901 BRONCO II (UK46) (Continued)
5. The Vice President - Design was of the opinion that a new cast
vheel design was e s s e n t i a l to achieve the desired appearance effect with the new
sheettaetal and there was general agreement on this point.
6. The Chairman of the Board thought that work should be undertaken to
develop a more modern design for the mirrors that are uaed on the Bronco II.
Following further discussion, the Chairman of the Board accepted the
Committee's recoacaendation to approve the appearance of the 1990i Bronco II
2-door and 4-door vehicles as proposed, subject to the comments above.
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There being no further business, the raeetiog was adjourned.

Secretary

d.l.9m3 dl7b
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1990-1/2 IBK6 PHX3AH

assay a55fflirg ssray JA£ 9, 1987

The ?™pT utility segment has gram fraa 1.8X co 12.22 of the light truck Industry since 1982 CCt
with 1986 KT segment valine of 604,000 units.
Bronco a share of segnsnt i s 19.72 versus <2i S-iO filaxar/Jiaoy at 41.& and Jeep XJ at 2D.2X
(including IS ppca for a four door oodel). Market data Indicates that Bronco U ' s third place
position i s mora related to exterior appearance and package than to quality or past purchase
satisfaction.
Bronco H's 1986 M£ profits totaled

representing 66K of Ranger/Bronco II platfoia

profits and I2Z of total Light Truck profits.
Ganpetitiva activity is intense with new entries (nine competitors) and freshening actions.
Business Strategy
In ocder co strengthen Ford's position in the conpact utility segwnt, the following product
actions are proposed;
. Introduce a BIC 4 door product co gain incremental profits and share.
. Improve our 2 door competitive position with introduction of a CN46 2 door derivative aodel.
Product Strategy
Market Data Indira tea chat a large proportion of ca&pact utility buyers are young professionals who
desire a personal use people/cargo carrying vehicle with off-road capability, attractive exterior
appearance and ample package space.
The UN46 2 and 4 door models are designed for BIC entry/egress and people/cargo carrying capacity
to nanrlinrii7/f their function as off-road capable multi-purpose vehicles, while inrhwfit^ contanpacary
styling features such as liaousina doors with hidden drip rails and flush windshield and side glass
to enhance the overall appearance.
Market Research
Research conducted in Minneapolis on the four door UN46 and in Boston on two and four door UN66
models deoDnstrated chat together the UA6 two and four door provide the opportunity to achieve
segeent leadership based primarily on the significant increaencality potential of the four door
flbdel.

The \M6 two door was rated highest aoong two door offerings in buying interest, value for ooney,
and interior space for people cargo carrying.

The package and styling of the 4 door oodel creates a distinct laage which, in casbination with the
tiro door oodel, ere expected to provide a diversified product line which i s expected to achieve
leadership in the 1990 ' s .

h/24
01/06/87
SCfcefs
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Product Featates 3u—ry
Llsoad below are the principle UW6* product features categorized by the four major design focus aretf of
quality, package/cargo space, ride and comfort, and off-road capability.
Quality
- Double seal UJDO doora with flush glass, new "A" pillar construction, and hidden functional drip
for BIC windnolae performance.
- Ocm piece uniside bodjaide construction, for Improved door fit.
- One piece hardliner for improved fit & function.
- One piece liitgaoe door trim panel*
Package/Cargo Space
- Four door bodystyle with BIC door openings for easy «ntry/agresa«
- New two door bodystyLe with SIC door openings foe easy entry/egress.
- Increased couple distance (2.1" on 2 door* 3.Q" on 4 door vs 87 BII).
- Increased vheelbose (8.1" on 2 door, 17.9" on 4 door vs 87 ail).
- Increased cargo length (9.7" on 2 door, 18.7" on 4 door vs 87 HH).
- FUt folding 60/40 rear split bench seat for 3 across seating on four door oodel.
* 5U11 size spare stored under vehicle to optimize cargo space.
Ride aod Qaafort
- Increased «heelbase«
- Increased rear tread width (1.4"),
- New under&lung rear suspension.
- Increased rear spring jounce travel (0,25").
- Vider franc/body mount spacing, and unoarbody spare for iaproved stability.
- New maided tria panels with improved ergonoaics and added features.
- Increased front shoulder (2.2") and lag (0.5") room vs 87 BTI.
- Increased rear shoulder roan (0.3") head roan (1.0") and leg roan (2M on 2 door, 2.8" on 4 door).
- Increased knee clearance (1.0" on 2 door, 2.0" on 4 door vs 87 811).
OfHtoad Capability
- PA& 4.GL engine for improved performance.
- Upgraded transmission, transfer case, driveshaft, and axle for 4.0L engine program.
- Md availability of linger P235 tires.
- New underslung rear suspension.

i/24
SCRrefs
01/06/87
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L990 UN-46 2 AND ** DOOR SKATINC PACKACS COMPARISONS
65350-C
1990 UN-46 2 AND 4 OR English Ref
FKC COMPARISON QIMNS
NAD TRUCK PKG ENCRC
MMN w<h«rc6.
01-06-87
6
2
I
4
361
36 7
20
21
7U
25
177
26

EXTERIOR
LlOr^^OVERALL LENCTH
L104
OVWHANC -FRT
L101
WHEELBASE
LIOS
OVERHANG -RR
H101
VEHICLE HEICHT (CURB)
HU4
COVL HEICHT
V101
TREAO -FRT
U102
TREAO -RR
UU7
ROOT WIDTH AT H FT
H122
U/S SLOPE ANCLE
¥122
TUKBLEMOME -SIDE CLASS
H121
B/L1TE SLOPE AMCLE
STEP HEICHT - CURB

- rat
140
Hi
17
78
166

U3
W5

LU4F
H30
HIS

105
122 H63
123 151
124 U 8
142 V4
143 V6
147 L19
112 H31
321
392
320
324
317
313
325

822 8

HAX EFF L/ROCti - ACCEL
SHOULDER RM « FRT KVHA
HIP ROCK - FRT
FRT VHL C/L TO H FT
SCR? • FRT TO AH?-VERT
S/WHEEL ANGLE - VERT
SCAT BACX ANCLE
EFF HEAD ROOM - REAR
£ F F LEC ROOM - REAR
KNEE CLEARANCE-2ND
SHOULDER ROOM • REAR
HIP ROOM - REAR
ENT FOOT CLEAR - 2ND
SCRF - 2N0 TO HEEL/P
SEAT SACK ANCLE

H501
U701

H201

L204
L205

H202

In

-39 542.9
55 5
54 8
36 0
10.0
24 I
21.0

.
OPM WTH AT FLOOR
ft -* !*CARCO
FLOOR TO CRD

U21

158.3
26 2
94.0
36 0
68.6
45 0
56 9
56 9
63 0
49 9
12 9

CARCO VTH -VHRELHOUSE
CARCO HEICHT
C/L AT BELT -FRT SEAT
C / L AT BELT -2ND SEAT
REAR OPENING HEICHT
CARCO VOL - TRUCK

95360

95350

1986
BJIONCO 2
CONT MOO
2-DR
4X4

198?
BRONCO 2
COST HOD
2-OR
4X4

1990.5
UN-46
2 DR
4X4

1990.5
UN-46
6 DR
4X4

19B6
JEEP

30.6
LOO 5
39 2
65.2
N.A.
55.6
55.1
64.3
52.0
17.5

27 5
101 4

III

171.9
28,4
104.3
39,2
66.1
N A
56.1
54.5
66.5
N.A
N.A
N.A
N.A.

39 2
-43 4 ]
57.051 9
56.0
10 0
24 I
(-24 0-)

N.A
N A.
N.A
N A
N.A
N.A
N A
N A

39,1
42.5
53 9
50.5
54.3
U.O
24.0
23.0

38.3
J9.9
(-55.3-}
55.3
56

N.A
N A
N A.
N A
N.A.
N A
N A.
N.A.
N.A.

[ 0 3 9-)
38.7
35.5
(-3 3 - )
56.1
37 6
N.A.
II.I
-26 5 )

171

4i_4
(-39

180 9
29 0
111 9
40 0
69.4 t
46 7
56 9
58 3
68.1
52 8
14.9

52.1

14.9
27.1
20.7

42
54
52
36
10
24
21

39.2
43 4
57.0
51.9
56 0
10.0
24.1
(-24 0

30.6
38
34
I
56
44
N.A
tl
21

30.6
39 0
34 5
1 3
56 7
44 1
N.A.
11.6
21 0

32 7
(-40.0(-36 5
2 3
(-57 0
42 5
N.A.
11 6
24 0

47
26
41
37
30
21
33 .
58 3 ( * * )

48 4
47
48 4
26 8
26
27 6
41
41 9
41 9
37
36 6
36 6
50.
60 3
f-71 2-)
21
•30 2(-39 0 - )
33
34.1
34,1
58 3<**)(-66 9{*)
84.5(*

llfti I

33
40

} I -37
l

l\V
11.1

24.0

20
20 0
20 0
20 0
3940
3940.0
3940
5060
SPEC 3
CW
774
7. .74.0
950
SPEC4
PAY LOAn
. . . .
P215
MOV
TIRE SIZE
P19575R15 P195/5K15 I P205
75R15
SPARE TIRE PACKAGED HELOVI FLOOR
|
75R15
« 3 SrAR£ TIRE PACKACKD OUTSIOE CARRIER
V) DATA BASEO OH 1983 MVHA DUG AMD SALES UROCHURE
-> PRESENT BEST-IN-CLASS ; * Roof tack « o t inclutUd in v e h i c l e h*lght

lid

300
J4

60396

1986
BLAZER t
S10 DIRIV
2-OR
4X4

102
40
68
46
56
56
68.1
12 9

64045
1986
P/PIHQER
2 DR

49 2
N.A.
38 0
34 2
67 5
35.6
N.A.
) 51 9
M A
31X10 5
R15LT

m

48.7
29.6
38 4
35 0
62 2
26 0
32.3
67.3
2ft 0
4075 0
1000.0
P235
75R15

CHERUCN
2 / 4 DR
4X4

iif\

60.2
42.7
57.9
57.7
65.8
48.0
14.0

IU
1

11 9
23 0
22 3
31 2
38 0
3S 3
0 1
55 3
51.4
N A.
II 9
23 3
47 5
N.A.

{•« *-J
59 2
29 I
(-34.7)
71.2
14 0
4636.0
N.A
P195
75R15
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*

Note p r i n t e d by EBELCZOW on 22 May 1993 a t 09:02:48
Date and time

From: ADAROLB --DRBN005
To: SLINOVIT--DRBN005
cc: BGRACZYK--DRJBN005

*
0 5 / 2 1 / 9 3 12:38:00

EBELCZ0V--DRBNQ05)

FROM: Al Darold
Subject: Bronco 2 Videotaoine

Regards,
Al Darold
(DTC, Suite 3675)
Phone, 84 50345
Fax, 33 78256
*** Forwarding note from SLIN0VIT--DRBN005
To: ADAR0LD --DRBN005
cc: BGRACZYK--DRBN005

05/21/93 10:56 ***

FROM: Sye Linovitz
Subject: Bronco 2 Videotaping
I have reserved handling course at DPG for 7:30am-11:00am on 6/29 and
6/30. The course has already been booked for the afternoon. I did not
make reservation for 7/1 because I do not know or cannot anticipate
whether we will need it. Next week, if we firm up our plan. I will make
the necessary and appropriate arrangements.
I have reserved the runway for work to be done all three days during the
total day. Although it is reserved, the DPG people cannot make the runway
totally exclusive for our use. We might consider using the straightaway at
select periods of time (three lanes side and totally exclusive.
Regards,
Sye Linovitz
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Note printed by AMORHISO on 19 Jul 1993 at 16:15:01

*

****** ****************** ******* *****A***********iHHHHHHHh^^

From: SLIN0VIT--DRBN005
To: DTHRASHE--DRBN005
cc: AK0RRIS0--DRBN005

Date and time

07/19/93 15:52:03

FROK: Sye Linovitz
Subject: Bronco II Videotape
Don, please contact Anna Morrison to pre-drive the two Bronco lis that
will be used in the videotape. I need your judgment as to whether the
vehicles are performing as expected. DST has Inkspected them to ensure
that components and settings are to specification.
Anna's number Is X02421
P.S. we talked about driving the vehicles in August, but if your schedule
permits you can do it this week.
Thanks
Regards,
Sye Linovitz
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******************************************************** ****************
*
Note printed by RPASCARE on 18 Feb 1998 at 14:08:55
*
************************************************************************
Prom: A3AROLD --DRBN0Q5
To: RPASCARE--DRBN005

Date and time

FROM: Al Darold
Subject: Loading.

02/17/98 08:35:00

USAET(UTC -05:00}

Bob; I've probably not thought this through all the way, but my first
thought is that the load box/water level load kind of thing makes a lot
of sense for hardware testing, and for "trucks". (Besides, that's the way
we did it when I was in Development.) As for modeling and "SUVs", however,
it's just as easy to do "dummies in the seats" loading. Since that's what
we are selling, why not do it that way?
On the other side, I can defend the weight box load, if we decide that
is the right way to go, because the test is so severe. A l w differential
in CG height does not change the vehicle from safe to unsafe.
We need to figure out what is the right thing to do, not necessarily
what is the defensible thing. I believe that when we figure out what is
right (for the product and customer) it is defensible, because it makes
sense. Having said all that, my inclination is that the "water dummy" is
right starting point for the SUV and modeling situation discussion.
I hope this helps; give me a call if you want to talk.
Thanks.
Regards,
Al Darold
Manager, Design Analysis
Phone: 84 50345
Fax: 33 78256
Suite 604, Parklane Towers West, Dbn.
*** Forwarding note from RPASCARE--DRBN005
To: ADAROLD --DRBN005

02/16/98 15:33 ***

FROM: Robert Pascarella
USAET{DTC -05:00)
Subj ect: Loading.
Al, the issue of how we load our vehicles for loaded handling keeps coming
up.
Currently we place our weight in a secured box on the load floor of the vehicle
In our case the load ends up about 5-6 inches below where a passengers
CG would be. This equates to approx. 1" C G . difference and 8% roll inertia
difference.
Anyway.. .
The question is as follows:
Should I be setting up to loadbox to equate passenger loading in regards to
CG. and Inertia?
Should I be using Water dummies?
Although I still feel that we are testing at the limits of the vehicle to
ensure good predictiable vehicles, there are always the nagging questions and
accusations that we do not test to real world loading conditions.
Please comment.
This is just between us at the moment.
Robert Pascarella
Supervisor, Full Size Utilities, Vehicle Dynamics & NVH
E-Mail rpascare@e-mail.com Text Pager 888-580-1063
EVB 2W-C02 MD-X22 32-37589 FAX 32-29139
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cc:

^ R £ P ? Storaanc J

J u l y 26, 19*8

FTLl'Drocar
From;

K. ? ,

Snodgxass

S u b j e c t : Versace Metric
Attached 1$ i n f a r c t i o n you re que scad on tne s t a D i i i t y index and the
•Versace H e t r i e * o f t h e ?83o.
Iha 2N38 h a s a wider trxck (63"-65") than 4 l l but one of the v e h i c l e s
i n the Attached p l o t . This, combined with a CG height that i s l o v e r
than che u t i l i t y v e h i c l e s and higher than passenger c a r s , g i v e s ?N38 a
s t a b i l i t y i n d e x o f 2*4, to 2.B which i s ;
..
..

Higher than a l l u t i l i t y v e h i c l e s (2.02 to 2.3)
Equal t o or. s l i g h t l y l o v e r than passenger cars ( 2 . 3 to 3 . 1 )

When the e f f e c t o f WB i s included i n the "Versace Metric* ( s e e
a t t a c h e d frxnhV.
_
—
«*

The SSWB u c i l l c y has the highest metric of che various ?N38
models, b u t i s s t i l l s l i g h t l y lover than tha UN4$ (4x4) 4-door and
a l l o t h e r u t i l i t y v e h i c l e s considered.

..

A l l o t h e r FN3S u t i l i t i e s have a metric s i m i l a r or l o v e r than
sub compact c a r s l i k e Renault LeCar and Has da CTJC.

I n sumnary. ?N38 w i l l have values of both s t a b i l i t y index and 'Versace
Metric* s i m i l a r t o small passenger c a r s .

Attachments
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Court Rwxvt*r*

PLAINTIFFS
EXHIBIT

r.\ TIOLD3VER REPORT

a805lQ

Correlation of RO/SVA, the number of rollover accidents per single vehicle
accidents, vs our index, H/sqrt(T*L). * The accident .data are the sua of'a*1
* v e data -in HHTSA's report* (Maryland and Texas for S4 and as, and
shington for 83-85, from NHTSA's CARDfile«) There are 40 light trucks and
^axs, of which 28 are unique (the rest are corporate tvins), and the tota1
nuaber of rollover accidents is 4908 out of 40974 single vehicle accidents
The exposure is uneven; rollovers-ranged from 1 to 538 among the vehic1es
The plotting code is on the next page.
MT3 > lplot c!5 c28,c2
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0.420-r

0.350+
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0.000+
0.240

0.270

tqw&GZW}/
•>

0.300

*ut8*
•

0.330

0.360

i

E/sqrtTI

0.390

*Harvin, E . A . and Brewer, H.X. A n a l y s i s of t h e R e l a t i o n s h i p B e t v e e n V e h i c l e
R - l l o v e r S t a b i l i t y and R o l l o v e r R i s k U s i n g t h e HHTSA CAHDflis A c c i d e n t
abase.
NKTSA, u n d a t e d , Docket R e f . 73-10-GR-029.
KT3 > o u t f
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KHTSA ROLLOVER REPORT
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.
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21
23 . 2 3
23
29
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23
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31
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2
3
4
5
6
7

*7 \

33
34
35
36
37
3a
39
40

2 4

24
25
25
26
26
27
27
28

Plot
code
A
B
C
D
E
r
G
H
I
J
K
L
K
N
0
?
Q
R
S
S
S

s

T
U
V
V

w
w
w
w
w
X
Y
Y
Z
2
A
A
B

?2
Stot

J e e p CJ-5
J e e p CJ-7
Jeep Cherokee
Ford Bronco
Chev. B l a z e r S-10
Chev. B l a z e r
Toyota Landcruiser
I . H . Scout:
Audi 4000
Datsun 2.2X
Datsun B210
R e n a u l t LeCar
Honda C i v i c
Toyota Corolla
VW B e e t l e
VW R a b b i t
M a z d a CI<C
Cad.
Devilie/3roughan
Chev.
citation
O l d s . Omega
Buick Skylark
Pontiac Phoehix
Chev. C h e v e t t e
Chev. C o r v e t t a
Chev. Canero
Pontiac Firebird
Chev. Malibu
Olds.
cutlass
Chev. Monte Carlo
Buick Century/Regal
P o n t i a c LeMans

72-75
83
75-33
73-33
83
82
All
<79
All
All
All
All
<83
<79

<ao
All
<ao
81-84
80-81
80-81
80-81
80-31
79
73
All
All
78-81
78-31
78-81
78-31
78-31
•7-7 ._ a -

WLL_y3j.er c o r o c s a
Dodge Mlrada
Dodge D i p l o m a t
Chrysler Le3aron
Ford Mustang
Mercury Camri
F o r d LTD
Mercury Marquis
AMC C o n c o r d

77-81
77-81
77-81
79-81
79-81
79-81
79-81
80 .

130
248
64
710
246
39
197
257
120
306C
2432
113
1654
1288
2404
1636
269
lfl
1197
182
328
297
272
40
7156
3535
1171
2272
1659
1401
355
9*m if—'-

43
137
377
1869
587
1461
192
549

RO/SVA

H/sqrtri

49
36
27
30
31
34
38
33
16
9
23
24
20
22
24
17
2S
3
11
12
9
14
17

a5
5
7
6
7
5
6
• *

0.397500
0.364110
0.225559
Q-352Q10
0.352635
0.237216
0.3667S0
0.361352
0.273403
0.275275
0.3C4Q45
0.306325
Q.293604
0.300GS5
0.317330
0.295372
0.3052C5
0.251753
0.255552
0.269652
0.2696=2
0.259632
0.273157
0.2430c5
0.2346c!
0.234651
0.267751
0.257751
0.267751
0.267731
0.267751
- • Q % i» 4 51X2
0.245112
0.253367
0.252367
0.265311
0.25531!
0.253457
0.263457
0.253091

— '

2
7
6
11
10
10
6
7

' S t o t ' ^ t h e t o t a l number of single v e h i c l e accidents, the
denominator of t h e RO/SVA r a t i o .
1

RO/SVA1« the number of rollovers per SVA, expressed as a *.

'H/scrrrL 1 * an
augmented " s t a b i l i t y index"
that includes 'Lr , t;-.a
l f
1
vheeihase.
H i s the eg height, 'T i s tread width.
Ail data are from the KHTSA (Harvin and Brever) report.
ro.nane
^-\
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CC HI
K

1393 K?V • LOT

P245/6Q115

63.09

126

22.48

2.81

0.252

1994
1994
1994
1994

HPV - SOT
K?V - LOT
UTILITY - SSOT
UTILITY - SOT

P245/60R15 '63.09
P245/60S15 6 3 . 0 9
P245/70Z15 6 5 . 0 8
P245/70Z15 6 5 . 0 8

114
126
100
114

22.26
22.48
26.13
26.58

2.83
2.81
2.49
2.45

0.262
0.252
.0.324

1995
1995
1995
1995
1995

KPV - SOT
KFV - LOT
UTILITY - SSOT
UTILITY • SOT
UTILITY - 1OT

P245/60R15
P245/6QR15
P245/70R15
P245/70R15
P245/70E15

114
126
100
114
126

22.26
22.48
26.13
26.58
26.82

2.83
2.81
2.49
2.45
2.43

0.262
0.252
0.224
0.309
0.296

HOOEL

63.09
63.09
65.08
65.08
65.08

STABILITY H/SQRX (T*L)
IOTEX

0.309
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AGENDA
PRODUCT PLANNING COWOTTEE MEETING
Friday, December 4, 1987
9:00 a.m.
Conference Room A, NAAO Building

neifliber s

of the Committee are:

A. Poling
EC. BaJcken
E, Benton, Jr.
A. Betti
C. Ford
H. Frey
s.
A. D. GilaouT
E, E. Hagenlocker
M. L. Jurosek
L. E. Lataif
R. P. Moglia
H.
J.
P.
J.
W.

J.
J.
P.
D.
R.
L.
W.
S.
J.
E.

6.
L.
J.
E.
R.
R«
E.
A.
J.
P.

O'Connor
O'Connor
Pestillo
Petersen
Reilly
Ross
Scollard
Seneker
Telnack
Williams

Harold A. Poling, Chairman of the Committee, to preside* and
William R. Buraelster, Secretary of the Committee, to keep the
minutes. Written notice of the meeting was given to each of the
members of the Committee,
Estimated Time

5 min.
( 9:25- 9:30)

apL2A.wp

Mr. J. L. O'Connor
report.

NAAO product spending status

November 27, i987

EXP21723
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AGENDA
PRODUCT PLANNING CONKTTTEE MEETING
Friday, December 4 , 1987
0:00 a.m.

Conference Roan A* NAAO Building
The members of the Coaaittee are:
K.
J.
P.
J.
W.
S.
A.
8.
M,
L,
R.

A. Poling
K. Batten
E, Bentoo, Jr.
A. Betti
C. Ford
M. Frey
0. Gilnour
B. Kagealocket
L. Jurostk
E. Latalf
P. Moglia

J.
J.
P.
D.
R.
L.
W.
S.
J.
E.

G, O'Connor
L. O'Connor
J. PestiUo
E. Petersen
g. RelUy
R. Roes
E. Scollard
A. Seneker
J. Telaack
P. Williams

Harold A. Poling, Chairnan of the Committee, to preside, and
Willie* R. Burseister, Secretary of the Coaoittee, to keep the
ninutea. Written notice of the aaeting was given to each of the
nenbers of the Committee.
Estimated Tine

5 nin.
9:25- 9:30)

apL24.vp

Hr. J. I. O'Connor
report.

NAAO product spending status

November 27, 1987

EXP2 1723

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
PRODUCT PLANNING COtfilTTEE MEETING

A meeting of the Product Planning Committee of Ford Motor Company was
held at 9:00 a.m., Eastern Standard Time, on Friday, December 4, 1987, in
Conference Room A, of the North American Automotive Operations Building,
Dearborn, Michigan. Written notice of the meeting had been given to each of
the members of the Committee, and a copy, initialed by the Secretary, is filed
with the records of the meeting.
The following members were present:
H.
J.
P.
J.
S.
A.
E.
M.
L.

A.
X.
E.
A.
M.
D.
E.
L.
E.

Poling
Bakken
Benton, Jr.
Betti
Frey
Gilmour
Hagenlocker
Jurosek
Lataif

R.
J.
J.
D.
R.
L.
S.
J.
E-

F.
G.
L.
E,
R.
R.
A.
J.
P.

Moglia
O'Connor
O'Connor
Petersen
Reilly
Ross
Seneker
Telnack
Williams

R.
R.
J.
J.
R.
H.
D.
B.
L.

A.
L.
H.
L.
M,
0.
L.
J.
C.

ICiessel
Landgraff
MacNee
Morr
Muccioli
Petrauskas
Rivard
Stedem
Veraldi

Members absent:
W. C. Ford
P. J. Pestillo
W. E. Scollard
Others present:
G,
W.
D.
J.
J.
K.
R.
J.
J.
R.

S.
R.
L.
C.
E.
F.
M.
0.
A.
0.

Bedi
Burraeister
Cooper
Donaldson
Englehart
Fiegenschuh
Garrity
Jay
Kaplan
Kiefer

Harold A. Poling, Chairman of the Committee, presided, and William R.
Burmeister, Secretary of the Committee, kept the minutes.

EXP2 1724
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MAAO PRODUCT SPSMPIMC REPORT

Truck product
spending is up :
, with higher spending for capacity for modular
engines, Ranger and UN46, and automatic transmissions* offset largely by
reductions for ellflination of the VX54, a revised introduction strategy for
PN38, and continuation of the Ranger through 1995.
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There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
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CCHTOBCTIAL

Not to he
Duplicated

North American Automative Operations
PRODUCT SPENDING REPORT

December A, 1987

EXP21727

North American Automotive Operations
PROJECTED FACILITIES AND TOOLING EXPENDITURES
Compared with September Cash and Spending Plan Levels
19871988
(Hils.)

19891990
(Mils.)

19911992
(Mils.)

Total
19871992
(Mils.)

Explanation of (Increase)/Decrease

Truck Product
1991 Ranger/1990-1/2 QH46 Capacity

Truck product spending is up
higher
spending for capacity for nodular engines, Ranger and UNA6, and automatic
transmissions is offset largely by reductions for elimination of VX54, a revised
introduction strategy for PN38, and continuation of the Ranger through 1995.

2 -

KAAP CAR AND LIGHT TRUCK CYCLE P U N
[ product Strategy

W W TPK*
The Truck Industry growth is primarily in the compact products, and near term
(1988-92 M.Y.) plans are to improve quality, provide for sufficient assembly
and component capacity, and to fill out the compact product line-up (AVO
Acrostar, extended length Aerostar, 4-door UN-46, 4.0L engine) .Longer term
(1993-96) compact/intermediate plans hinge on superb execution of the PN38
family of vehicles -- MFV/Utility/Pick-up.

- A3
jk.11.16.*
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NAAO CAR AND LIGHT TRUCK CYCLE PIJ^N
Vehicle Cvcle Plan Fit With IAQ and Mazda

StatUS/Proreged Cycle Plan

Contact Utility

-0N46 derivative oodel (UN65) will be made
available to Mazda in 1991 and as will its PN38
replacement

-m-
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flftAQ CAR *OT UffH7 TMWK CYCLE PLAN
1 Proposed Changga w Light Irvcfr Cycle P I S L
1988, SP 1?95 Mo<hl Year

frrirt

Product

Compact Utility—a MA2DA derivative (UN65) of the UN46 has been added for 1991 KY.
Introduction of the PN38 StfB Utility which will replace the 4-door UH4$ haa been pulled
ahead to 1994 MY from 1996, to compliment the launch of the S«B MFtf and provide product
volume for die addition of the second increment of PN38 capacity. Two additional utility
models (SSWB & UJB) will he phased in at Job #1, 1995, at which time the IW46 will be
replaced.

- C2 cpwords
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..vctrtv, w u \ * o _
fr«cftY

ftfW

I7B volumes I n e r t * * * lanter/liM-46

^~\sz.~

. A . U wtt^

r-Als

gjcacftv S t t t t n / t - o l u t f f l g H a n

. Plan provide* for 216,000 unit c*p*clty tncr****

Conctuafon

. lUsolved, but

requirement* by up to 200,000 units and

for ftanaer/UN-t* and Include* provision to expand

r*qufr*« financial

r**uit in • * h e r t f * U to FPV/CPV of

UK-46 *e LAP by 16 JP1, convert Twin C i t i * * to

verification «nd

100,000/150,000 respectively fn 199V

tOGX tanger, add • Mcond *ftift of * - « « r i e * «t

resolution of

1994.

HIT, *nd add tenger to tcHton HMcably Plant.

pouertrefn ehortfeU.

- C4f
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NAAQ CAR Mil M<?HX TRUCK CYCLE PLftfl

?owertr^n,

Small RWD autoaatic trananlssion capacity issues are
still unresolved and require further study by EAO of
labor/investment implications of expanding Bordeaux
capacity above 600,000 units for only (2) years and
study by NAAO of other alternatives (AO0 In UN-46, aore
JATCO transmissions).

- C4

GSB.303-1
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11/
Utility
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2Si/46t
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JO.
dUftif

jas.
Utility
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IUM Only)(IM/U*)|

206
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]
tronco II J
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TO/189
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tU/77
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138/153
96/70
95/96

117/138
90/44
99/96
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COMPACT UTILITY SEGMENT PLANS

1fiugineaa/ProducfcStrategy 1

tfAAO's short term strategy Is to maximize compact utility segment share
through the introduction of tha UN46 in 1990-1/2. Quality and meeting
customer desires are driving the program which;
- Introduces a new 4-door product to gain incremental share and profits.
- Improves Ford's 2-door competitive position with the introduction of a
UN46 2'door derivative modal that corrects the deficiencies of the
present product.
- Achieve segment leadership versus our present third place position.
KAAO plans to sell Mazda a differentiated UN46 model, coded UN65, for sale
in the North American market in 1991. This program is primarily intended to
address tha strategic needs for a pilot program with Mazda to resolve key
issues before taking on the higher volume compact pickup program (FN66).

Strcngtha, VgataWvg. and Proposed AgUgoa,

Bronco 11/
PN38
- Proposed Actions:

-

The 1990-1/2 UN-46 corrects all Bronco II
weaknesses with %XC package, modern
appearance, and numerous added features
to strengthen TGR. An aggressive quality
plan is underway co achieve B1C TGW,
R/100 and customer satisfaction. Tha Utf46 includes both 4-door and 2-door
models. A 4 0L V6 engine and improved A4LD
automatic transmission are added to provide
best-in-class performance with excellent
fuel economy.
PK38 SWB utility (derivative of 1993 MPV)
will be added 1994 MY with LttB and SSVB
models planned for 1995. The UH46 will
be dropped at that time.

DLC.295-5
F16 -
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Truck Operations
Ravlaed Cycle Plan Volume Requirements
(Ford NAAO Voluaa

* ftTO*-1*/* **

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

14§.$

196.5

254.2

25$.8

22f.§

129.3

'~Q.Q

]]Q 0

Cycle Flan Voluaea fi/(V) than # 87A
[FordffAAOVoluaej

* gronco^n/Uh **

1989

39.1

1990

51. q

1991

84.$

1992

8$.Q

1993

69.9

1994

1995

1996

-31.0

-l<?4.6
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E>ageNcj
Prepared By:
Date,

L&OFCI^
NATCAE Dept.
VtUdjt Dynamics CAIi

1995 EXPLORER SWAY BAR CAE STUDY

2 of 9
TNHXES
30-Oci-2000

Revision:
0
Report No.: RVT511 - TR00 0002

Objective
Evaluate performance of 1995 Explorer without afrontsway bar on the J-tum CAE analysis test

J

J

Summary
An ADAMS computer model of a 1995 Explorer, in four different configuiutions_and two load
conditions, m^e^uMoTim&crtlie J-tum 6AE analysis test for the effect of a disconnectedfrontsway
bar (the sway bar was removedfromthe model in the analysis). An initial study conducted on September
20,2000 found that while certain vehicle models did experience simultaneous two wheel lift of a short
duration, none of the vehicle modelsrolledover. A review of the models after this initial study found
1 inaccuracies in the models (see Discussion section). After correcting these inaccuracies the models were
reevaluated and no simultaneous two wheel lift was encountered.

Recommendations
None, for information only.

Prepared by:

signature
Tom Miles

J

NA Truck Vehicle Dynamics CAE

C:\My DoCTuncnts\tniHes\WORD\Ve^

FOITO CONFIDENTIAL

I&Q

UJ

EXPX 0005619

1995*1996 Ford Explorer Vehicle Characteristics

8a.
8b.
8c.

Vehicle base curb weight; lbs.
Gross vehicle weight rating; lbs.
Unloaded base curb frt/rr weight distribution; lbs.

8d.
8a.
8f

Center of gravity height (at curb weight); inches
[Roll mass moment of inertia; ft * lbs * secA2
Yaw mass moment of inertia; ft • lbs * secA2
[Wheel track; Inches

8h.

[wheel base; inches
Additional differences (design intent):
Front wheel rate; lbs/inch
Rear wheel rate (Ctirb/GAWR); lbs/inch

Front
Rear

Front
Rear

2wd
2wd
4wd
4Wd 1
2 door
4 door
2 door
4 door 1
3733
3952
3981
4189 I
4720
5240
5040
5460 I
2003
2117
2212
2298 J
1730
1835
1764
1893
C.GL and Inertia data for these specific
I
base vehicle configurations are not available, I
see Response 10b for available data.
I
58.8
58 8
58.8
58.8
58.6/\
58.6
58.6
58.6
[
W /
112
102
112 I

245
225/225

235
175y285

EXPX 0005620

1355 Explorer Comoifter 5imu\a^on Mofltft fraranregtere
10b.

r-

[Vehicle curb weight; lbs,
~
Gross vehicle weight rating; lbs.
[Unloaded curbfrt/rr weight distribution; lbs
Center of gravity height (at curb weight); inches
Boil mass moment of inertia; ft * lbs * secA2
Yaw mass moment of inertia; ft * lbs * secA2
Wheel track; inches
Wheel base; inches
Additional differences (as built In model!:
front wheelrate(curb); lbs/inch
Bear wheel rate (curb/GVW); lbs/inch
'Actual rear axle load at GVW is less than GAWR lp
the rear wheel rate of ihe model at GAWR Is 3001

~2wd
2 door
"3750
4720
2014
Front
1736
Rear
27.86
478.51
2348.43
5a8Q
Front
5fc54>
Rear
} /ipg
--

2wd
4 door
4268
5240
2305
1962
27.53
492.54
2677.83
58.80
58.54
112

4wd
2 door
4003
5040
2159
1844
26.67
447.65
2105.69
58.80
58.54
102

4wd
4 door
4398
5460
2318
2080
26.54

i
I
I
1
I
I
1

676.28 J
2726.2
58.80
58.54
tig 1

234
243
234
7190* 225/254 167/21T
:2tse (5 passeHgers+cargo),

EXPX 0005621
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ADAMS output need* to include stateeient 'Prototype*
Supplier 'Judfentnts1 of ADAMS output are to be
discussed verbally rather than written.
tto testing by a tire supplier In the near or limn
condition for j-turn is to be conducted «.o Ford supervisory
approval a* welt as having Ford personnel at the site.
Oircction to the tfre suppliers as it relates to vehicle
dynamics Mill be administered by LTE V.O. Supervisor
or as otherwise established. Direction regarding tire
perfonaanc«(const.(etc.) and test methods uill continue
with T.S. in Tfre Mechanics.
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DELORES CLAYTON, et al,
Plaintiff, Appellants,
vs.

Dist. Court Case No. 000909522
Appellate Case No. 20070517-CA
DISCUSSIONS REGARDING
ADMISSIBILITY OF EXHIBITS
RELATED TO O.C. FERRELL

FORD MOTOR COMPANY,
Defendant, Appellee.

FILED DISTRICT COURT
Third Judicial District

DEC 13 2007
SALT LAKE COUNTY

By^C^Lr.

Deputy Clerk

Wendy Alcock
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P R O C E E D I N G S
THE COURT:

Please be seated.

We're back in the

matter of Clayton vs. Ford Motor Company and others.
the jury is not in the courtroom.

And

We were going to deal

with a couple of issues before we have them come back.
And one is the —

Mr. Caulfield, I believe, is a witness

with the defense would like to call out of the turn,
specifically next Tuesday, at 9:00 commencing at 9:00, and
we need?

Further information to see if unless he he was

allowed to testify at 2:00 pretty well.
MR. LARSEN:

Yes.

Mr. Larsen

It may be moot depending on

where we end up in the plaintiff's case in chief, but he
has a doctor's appointment next Thursday, we want him to
testify on Tuesday, he has another appointment Wednesday
on another matter, and then Thursday he has a doctor's
appointment, we're dark on Friday, and then he has a
doctor's appointment the next Monday.

So those are the

conflicts that he's facing that we're running into.

So

that's why we want to move him to Tuesday at 9:00.
THE COURT:

As I say, I thought we were to the

point of that there's no in terms of the schedule of this
witness that I mean I think we may be going on until the
at least the 12th of February.
CLERK:

16th?

THE COURT:

That was for the whole thing.

I

WENDY ALCOCK - DEPOMAX REPORTING, LLC
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Page 12

link the advertisement to these plaintiffs. Some
fetmdational link showing that these plaintiffs saw this
ad and that it affected their decision to purchase this
Explorer.
Your Honor, we've had several dsys of testimony.
We don't have the underlying factual predicate for these
ads, I'mhappy — and we have the final transcript of
Mr. Fred Clayton's testimony, mid Vm happy to bring those
up to you ifyou want those proffered. But Mr. Emblem
triedtomtnxiuceteinooseadan^
and he called them out by name to Mr. Clayton asked hiin,
"Did you see this ad?" And he wasn't able to do that
Those ads were not admitted over our objection on grounds
of speculation.
And for Mr. Ferrell to get in here and to opine
as to whether or not these ads are misleading when there's
noeviu^tK^inu^oeetl^tiieseplaintiffeev^isaw
these ads and that they could have possibly affected their
decision to purchase this vehicle would be misleading,
confusing, prejudicial, irrelevant You name it, weVe
gotit It just doesnt belong in this case.
If we need any case law on this, I think ifs
pretty clear. Fraud is a MUJI standard. Ifs 17.1 in
MUJI. We also have the Taylor vs. Basore case at 607 TD
293. The elements of fraud uiuler our case law are a

believe it's excluded by five prior orders.
First, the motion in limine No. 5 in which you
excluded evidence relating to Firestone tires; motion in
limine No. % in which you excluded evidence relating to
nonparties or out-of-state conduct with the intent of
proving punitive damages under State Farm vs. Campbell;
motion in limine No. 34, which pertains to other similar
incidents, or what we call OSI evidence; motion in limine
No. 49, which deals directly on point because it excludes
evia^Keofs^loDQaitorvadictinotharcas^. And
this is, in ifs truest sense, evidence of a settlement in
another case. We paid $51.5 million, while disputing
liability, for purposes of resolving the claim. It
doesn't come in. And, finally, motion in limine No. 48,
along with some companion motions in limine that relate to
nationwide conduct for purposes of dying to establish
punitive damages. So I think flat's one's excluded.
The other document that falls in this category
would be Plaintiffs 22 IE. And this is one we just saw
five minutes ago. But this is a document that the whole
document on ifs face relates to a tie rod recall of the M
— or the dght-imllimeter link that wasn't on this
vehicle. And the whole document pertains to recalls.
If you look at the first question, "Is this a
safety recall?" Second question, "Is NHTSA requiring you

7
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23
24
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knowing false statement of material feet which plaintiff
reasonably relied upon and suffered damage.
THE COURT: I appreciate that, Ms. Neville. I
think I understand that objection for that group. Let's
move on to the second group.
MS. NEVILLE: Second group?
THE COURT: Yes. That*s all the advertising
ones.
MS. NEVILLE: Yes, and that's a straight-up
issue of law.
The next one I think is a little bit different
These are documents that we believe have been precluded by
a prior order. And thefirstone I would like to take up
and482G.
THE COURT: 482G.
MS. NEVILLE: Your Honor, this as a document
that I remember well because I handed it up to you on
December8th. We had problems with it then, we have
problems with it now, and I believe ifs been excluded
five different ways.
This is a pressreleaseabout an attorney
general settlement of 52 states with Ford Motor Company
for $51.5 million about the safety of Ford Explorers with
Firestone tires on them. Ifs irrelevant, ifs hearsay,
and it's highly prejudicial under Rule 403. And we
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to recall these vehicles?" The document is just littered
withreferencesto recalls on a part that isnt on this
vehicle. Ifs unfairly prejudicial, ifs irrelevant, and
its excluded already by your motion in limine No. 50, so
we move to its exclusion hoe as well.
The last group of documents are documents which
pertain to foundational objections. And, Your Honor, I
think these are 417,47,468, and 36A. Your Honor, we
wait through a painstaking procedure over the last few
days together which weVe had the procedure outlined for
admission of Ford documents, for establishing for their
authenticity, for going over their relevance.
These documents weren't proffered at that time.
Now they're proffered as an afterthought to Mr. Ferrell,
who is a business professor. He's not an engineer, he's
not a mathematician or a physicist or statistician or
anybody else who's qualified to talk about any of the
light truck guidelines, safety strategies, or any of the
statisticsrelatingto rollovers, or anything else thafs
proffered in these documents.
And we haven't met the foundational threshold,
and I dont think that they're going to be able to do that
through Mr. Ferrell, candidly. So on that basis, Your
Honor, we ask that these be excluded as well.
THE COURT: Thankyou. Mr. Emblem? Andlet me
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misrepresentation in an ad and it caused them to do
something they otherwise wouldn't have done. We don't
have the factual predicate to support that, and we can't
move forward on that claim with this witness until we do.
With regard to the Ford documents in the last
group in what we're calling engineering documents,
protocol was well established and we were here for two
days dealing with it. It should have addressed at that
time. For that reason alone I think it's within your
discretion to not allow these documents into evidence.
But I think also that the characterizations of
some of these documents is a little bit unfair. These are
engineering documents. Now, I'll concede that the
Explorer black book, that deals with advertising issues.
It's objectionable for a lot of other reasons, because it
has a lot of sales information, foreign sales information,
a lot things that go to damages and not to the liability
phase of trial. But for the sake simplifying things, I
understand Counsel's argument there.
But the other three — we have a tactical memo
authored by what looks to be engineers talking about
engineering things, we have "Light Truck Safety
Guidelines." This is a document authored by engineers
talking about engineering things. And more importantly,
Mr. Ferrell is not an engineer. He doesn't have any
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THE COURT: Well, everyone uses the word
|
"advertising" in referring to 417. This is not an
1
advertisement, is it?
|
MS. NEVILLE: No. No. Absolutely not. 417 is
1
not an advertising document. My point would be that 417
|
at least talks about marketing, so it's something that at
|
least we're in the realm of marketing and not the realm
|
engineering. These documents here ~ these are
Jj
engineering documents in the purest sense of word. The
|
"Light Truck Safety Guideline" is a document that talks
|
about the guidelines for engineering.
K
And, you know, we're missing the point on
1
deciding that, you know, well, we want to do more docu||
ments through this witness. This is not an engineering
|
witness. And the protocol was established for getting
Ij
Ford engineering documents in. We've been there and we've |
done that.
|
This tie rod document ~ I do want to address
1
this briefly, it's No. 22IE. Because, you know, Counsel
|
is under the impression that we can take highlighter or
p
whatever and redact the word "recall" and that makes this
P
document magically okay. That's not not the case at all,
fa
Your Honor.
||
This is a three-page document talking about not
|
only the fact that there was a recall, but how we're going
|
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1 to respond to the recall. And, you know, there's how many
mathematical or physics or any type of engineering
training of any kind. He can't come in here and make this
2 vehicles are involved. And, you know, it's a
jump that because the word "safety" appears in an
3 question-and-answer format. And here's a question on page
4 2, "Reduced steering control." That sounds pretty
advertisement that this document establishes that the
Explorers are unsafe.
5 dangerous. Why haven't consumers been told about their
Mr. Ingebretsen was the witness to talk about
6 vehicles? Then it talks about how the recall relates to
whether or not the vehicle was safe. Mr. Ferrell is to
7 this.
talk about the advertising. And right now we don't have
8
I mean, this is a document that is highly
any evidence that any of these ads were in front of the
j 9 prejudicial. The jury can make all kinds ofjumps with
plaintiff. So, you know, I dont see a single document
10 this document. And not only is it not related to this
here that comes in at this point in time.
11 vehicle, but it's something you already excluded under
I would like to address the tie rod things
12 motion in limine No. 50. So I just don't that think it's
because I think —
13 accurate to say that we can just take out a word here or
THE COURT: Ms. Neville, may I ask this?
14 there and let the rest of the document, which is
MS. NEVILLE: Sure.
15 addressing the recall and how Ford is going to deal with
16 the recall, into evidence.
THE COURT: The tie between the link if you
THE COURT: Thank you. Let me take them in the
will -- maybe not a good choice of words - the connection 17
18 same grouping that you had them. First of all we had the
if you will between 417 and 47, and for that matter 468
apparently, which is our last group, and 409D and that
1 19 2A and B, 409D and C, 412, 409F, 409B, I think that covers
2 0 them all, which are advertisements that appeared in some
group 2 1 publication, or in the case of apparently 2 A and B, video
MS. NEVILLE: Yes.
22 advertising of some sort.
THE COURT: - both arguments seem to make a
23
I agree with Ms. Neville. The document has to
link between these two groups. What is that? What is
24 be of course authenticated and identified, and it must be
that connection?
MS. NEVILLE: I'm sorry?
] 2 5 relevant and must not otherwise be excluded. What we

|
|
1
b
|j
|
1
|
j§
Ij
1
|
h
|
|
|
|
h
IJ
|
[1
|
1
|
|
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don't have here in terms of foundation is the relevance.
Until the connection is made that those involved, the
plaintiffs, saw these advertisements, the fact that they
were generally published or broadcast is not sufficient in
terms of the foundation. And so they do not become
relevant to the matter until that connection is made. The
objection is sustained.
To 482G, for the reasons Ms. Neville has
outlined, it's hearsay, and for all those reasons that
Ms. Neville as outlined I'll sustain the objection.
221E, we had taken several documents, and
granted in terms of statements — and I think the protocol
I established really with the other documents and the
analysis Fve given with the other documents is that you
are entitled to statements of the party opponent if one
establishes the authenticity of the document. That's not
the problem here.
The distinction here is because on the face of
it it deals with recall, which has been excluded.
Evidence that has been excluded. So — and as I look
through the document in my fairly quick perusal, it
appears to me that there would have to be at least some
redaction beyond just excluding the word "recall" in order
to comply with the order arising from the motion in limine
No. 50.
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MR. EMBLEM: It's "Marketing Strategy."
THE COURT: "Marketing Strategy." And! guess
that's my confusion. [ was looking at advertisements and
not advertising as a group, which would include
advertising strategy. But it would seem to me that for
the same reasons that I have given for the advertisements
it would be applicable for the advertising strategy in
that we don't get into the advertising strategy because it
is irrelevant until you have made the connection to the
advertisements. And so for that reason 417 appears to be
irrelevant and the objection is sustained on that basis.
36. Remind me again what 36 is.
MS. NEVILLE: This as a Ford training video. It
goes to dealers for the purpose teaching dealers how to
market.
THE COURT: And I think there are probably other
reasons, but the one that I'm going to base my decision
is, as I've articulated before regarding the advertisement, I don't think you need get into advertising, the
advertisements, or the topic of advertisements until the
predicate ~ what has been called the predicate, which is
that there has been a connection with the plaintiffs and
this advertising. And so with that, 36 the objection is
sustained.
MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, we'd like to voir dire
Page 2 9
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If you want to submit something that we can
consider that both complies with 50 and arises from this
document — there's no objection, as I understand it, that
this document is authentic and so forth—
Turning to 417 and 47 and 468, we had, I
thought, established that we were going to deal with this
group of 35 documents. And there may have been some
confusion, and it may be mostly on my part, that that was
exclusive to all of the discovery documents.
I'm willing to allow that that was my misunderstanding and that some of those discovery documents would,
with other witnesses and for other topics other than
engineering — that we would ~ if they were a group that
we needed to deal with more extensively outside of the
presence of jury, we'll do so. I'll give you that benefit
of the doubt, Mr. Emblem.
So what I'm looking at here, however, is the
safety guidelines. And I believe that fits into the
engineering category, so I'm going to grant the — or not
grant, but sustain the objection to 47.
No. 417. It's been characterized — it's a
multi-page document, but it's been characterized — maybe
this explains my confusion over the word "advertisement"
or "advertising" and what is this black book which is
"Advertising Strategy."
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the witness before the jury comes in and lay the
foundation for these documents.
THE COURT: For which ones?
MR. EMBLEM: The ones for which we need to lay
the predicate for.
THE COURT: How would this witness be able to do
that?
MR. EMBLEM: Because he's the marketing expert.
THE COURT: Well, hopefully, I'm being clear
here. Until you are able to show that the plaintiffs have
viewed the advertisements — what you have so far it seems
is "Ford Tough." He's seen an advertisement with "Ford
Tough." And I suppose there is a page here with that
statement. That's what you've established so far.
In other words, Mr. Clayton testified regarding
"Built Ford Tough." So I suppose, going back to 409B ~
you have that first page of 409B, but I don't see how
Eh*. Ferrell could establish that link. That's not the
basis of his testimony, is it?
MR. EMBLEM: Well, I think it is, Your Honor.
The testimony is as a proffer that the statements are made
by the advertisers that expect it to be relied upon by the
consuming public, and that the consuming public, based on
that presumption, is expected to have seen it. And if
they buy something, it's expected that they relied on it.
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So Ford makes the advertising and expects the consumers to
go out and buy the product.
THE COURT: Well, Mr. Emblem, I appreciate your
approach to that, and I don't know that I'm « I don't
think you're following the right road there in terms of
that. But in terms of any of the advertisement exhibits,
we'll let you ask what questions you in good faith feel
you can ask in connection with these.
Well, I think I need to more definitively deal
with it. I don't see that Dr. Ferrell could lay the
foundation. You have "Built Ford Tough" in 409B. I'll
let you — you can introduce that page. I'll receive the
first page of 409B and redact the second page. All the
rest I've made the decision. So you do have that page?
MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, so that the record is
clear, the decision is based upon Utah law that says that
this particular consumer has to testify that he has seen
this particular ad, do I understand that?
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. EMBLEM: On the Q and A, Exhibit 221E, I'd
like to suggest the redacted version.
THE COURT: I'm not going to - if you want to
work on that and come back to me. As the exhibit is, the
objection has been sustained.
MS. NEVILLE: Just for the record, I don't know
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I'll outline if they're going to be in the hall if they're
going to be in the hallway from the jury room area they'll
have to remain in the j ury room and not wander about
possibly seeing and hearing things that should not be seen
and heard.
But I wanted to let you know that that is what's
occurring back there, and I've not observed of course
anything inappropriate are or questions that they're
asking, but as I say it's just the wandering is the
concern I have that they hear comments by people that may
be out back there also so with that let's have the jury
come in please.
(Jury enters.)
THE COURT: Please be seated. Thejuryisnow
not courtroom. Ladies and gentlemen before we begin or
afternoon session I appreciate your patience with us while
we dealt with a few matters here.
I have observed that apparently you have
apparently made yourself right to home in your jury
room. But I've also observed that there's been some
wandering around during the lunch period specifically that
maybe even during the breaks at some point and the
importance in not doing that is that because sort of this
area is so close to the courtroom ask and so forth that
and dealing with people that are involved in this matter
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if I heard a decision on 468, which is one of the Ford
documents.
THE COURT: Well, I think that fits into the
same category as 4 - the same grouping. I have not
admitted any of that, which included 468.
MS. NEVILLE: Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COURT: So dividing those up to those for
which ~ in terms of putting these in front of me, those
for which the objection has been sustained, the exhibit
that has been redacted, the one page that's 409B, and then
we have the — and that is received. And 407C, that's the
resume, and I've received that. Here are all those
exhibits.
One other matter and we'll have the jury come in
and that is so that everyone is aware as you know the jury
room is at the end of this hallway you've seen that, and
the jurors I've learned this just in the last couple days,
apparently have been bringing food and back in their jury
room really through the rest of the day they probably do
not leave at lunch or at least some of them leave. It's
hard to tell. I don't know specifically. But I do know
some are there and stay there through lunch.
And I noticed them wandering in the hallway by
the jurors, and so I tell you this because when they come
in I'm going to give them the protocol for the reasons
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that there's a great possibility that in one's wandering
one could see something ore more likely hear something
that you shouldn't be seeing ore hearing.
So I'm not being critical, but I think one sees
that that possibility becomes much greater when you're so
close to the action as it were with your wandering around
so I think I have to establish this protocol. You're
certainly welcome to stay in the jury room and have lunch
and make that your own and so forth, but I think when
you're back in the jury room you stay in the jury room and
when you're not in the j ury room you're in the courtroom
and outside of this area you need to leave the area. So
if we can make that the protocol for the reasons I've
given you it say I appreciate your patience with us.
Mr. Emblem you may call your next witness.
MR. EMBLEM: It you Your Honor plaintiff call
Dr. O.C. Ferrell.
THE COURT: Dr. Ferrell if you would come
forward here just into the well and the clerk will swear
you in raise your right hand.
O.C. FERRELL, Ph.D,
called as a witness, having been first duly sworn, was
examined and testified as follows:
THE COURT: Have a seat in this chair, please,
and position yourself up to the microphone.

I
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Q Yes.
A We have a headline. The headline is very
important in brochures, which are part of advertising,
just as much as television or even magazine ads. But this
is a key dramatic headline. "The 1997 Ford Explorer
Leading the Pack." And I think that this is a symbolic
conveyance of the image that this is the number one
compact SUV that exists. It's leading everyone else. And
I think it's implied that it's leading in all of the major
attributes that someone would buy an SUV for.
Q This image here that's in the corner between
Explorer and "Leading the Pack," is there something
important about the placement of that image?
MS. NEVILLE: Objection, Your Honor, foundation
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS: Yes. It means ifs for families.
We see children, probably a husband and a wife and child,
and it looks like it's a do-anything, go-anywhere type of
vehicle that is for recreational and family use.
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) Is there anything else on this
page that would assist the jury in understanding
advertising?
A No, I think the key thing is again the headline
Positioning. Advertising positioning is very important
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living room. The message center tells you when your oil
1
is due, again a convenience idea. But I do think this is
I
an excellent page in terms of making sure that everyone
1
understands that you can go anywhere, and you can do it in t
comfort and style.
1
Q Turning to the next section. Again, is the
1
banner something of importance here?
1
A Yes. "The Limited, the Ultimate Explorer." And
1
I think that my understanding of advertising is symbolic
1
conveyance through the photo or visual component of an ad 1
shows that this vehicle is being directed and targeted
||
toward women, because we see a woman who obviously is theji
driver, and it looks like a soccer mom type person. I
J
would say that this seems to be targeted to people who
J
might have driven a mini van or possibly a passenger car,
I
that the Explorer could be replacement for that.
|
And I think tied to the fact that it's being
Jj
targeted to women is the fact that it is ~ the interior
1
is elegant, and the Eddie Bauer edition especially has
J
these special trim features.
1
Q Now, you understand that we don't have an Eddie
1
Bauer, we had an XLT.
1
A Okay.
1
Q But the advertising — again on this next page
ft
we have the banner as you mentioned. What's the
1
Page 17 1
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1
1
because people often forget the words, but they become
2
2
embedded with the ideas and the beliefs about that
3
3
particular ad.
4
4
Q That the family belongs with the word Explorer,
5
5
is that what you're speaking of?
6
6
A Yes. Yes. Yes.
7
7
Q Are we on the next page?
8
8
A Yes.
9
9
Q Is the banner again important here?
10
10
A Very important. We're talking about the Eddie
11
Bauer unique and elegant edition. This, of course, is the 11
12
12
area where the advertiser is focusing on comfort and
13
convenience, which are two attributes that are often used 13
14
14 for automobiles.
15
15
And once again we see some subtle things in this
16
16
ad. One is of course it looks like it is a go-anywhere
17
17
sports vehicle. We see the gentleman who is out
18
apparently fishing or camping, which means it's a rugged ] 18
19
vehicle that could be used, even implying potentially off- 19
20
road, because sometimes to get to fishing locations you 20
21
21
have to go off road.
22
22
Other things that I see here, "Explorer
23
23
interiors are great places to be." I think there's a
24
tremendous emphasis on comfort and convenience and the 24
25
|25
aesthetics of the vehicle, making it kind of like your

importance of that? Is tiiere anything about the theme 1
that each one of these banners has another scene?
|
A Yeah. I think really the subtlety is of course
1
a lot of impact of advertising is not just — we often
1
call it mouse print that's below the ad, because most
1
people don't dwell on the smaller print, they often look 1
at the headlines and the photos to get ideas.
1
And once again I think we see — I believe that
1
could be a carousel; is that correct? And is that a
1
wooden horse, I believe, in the photo there? And it looks 1
like a party environment and a family environment. Kind!
of a family celebration about something, which means if si
a family vehicle.
1
Q This section talks about the interior
1
spaciousness. Would that be a fair statement?
1
A "No other best selling sport utility has more
1
interior room." So, yes, it deals with spaciousness.
1
Q Does that interior communicate anything about it 1
being like a car?
1
A Yes. I think that most of these pages are
1
attempting to convey a car-like ride, comfort,
1
convenience, and use, because the visual photos show a 1
family use, car-like use.
1
Q And the next foldout section, again I suppose we 1
have the banner, correct?
J
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A Yes.
1
Q And the imagery, what is the imagery intending
2
to convey?
3
A I think the imagery there from an advertising
4
perspective would be very much taken to the off-road idea | 5
that you can go anywhere, do anything, and we see the
6
people very successfully fishing. And, again, it will
7
give the idea that it's a very versatile, durable vehicle
8
that can be used in a variety of different situations.
9
10
Q Do you know anything about the imagery of the
11
surrounding —
12
A Yeah, I think that's exactly what I was saying
was that we could go off-road here, because now we see a 13
14
lot of dirt at the bottom of that photo. As a matter of
15
fact, it almost looks like a little ditch or ravine, with
16
the implied idea that you can get around those areas,
17
maybe even go through those areas. That's the
18
implication, I think.
19
And, of course, some of the copy there does say,
"Whether you're cruising the highway or taking off-road 2 0
21
trails." So this is a definite position that it has
22
off-road, still maintaining comfort and convenience.
23
Q So would it be fair to say that the message is
24
both the written word and the imagery?
25
A Well, yes. In advertising so much of our
Page 19
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cognitive processes, the things — the stimuli that we
1
take in in our society in advertising, it's not just the
2
words, it's the whole visual effect. And sometimes it's
3
even just — they sometimes call them - a spokes
4
character can be very impressive. So they often say a
5
picture is worth a thousand words.
6
Q Good. I had forgotten that. The banner again?
7
"Ford Explorer thoughtfully engineered"?
8
A Yes. I think we're seeing now that we have an
9
automobile that would be at the — since it's leading the
10
pack, it's ahead of all the other cars, that the
]
implication to me is it's the best engineered vehicle.
I 11
And it moves into the area of safety. "Driver and front | 12
13
passenger air bags to supplement the safety belts." These
14
are big safety issues.
15
And then an integrated rear child safety seat,
16
and we see a small child sitting in that seat That
17
visual shows that that child is very safe and secure in
18
the back seat of an Explorer because why? Because of what
19
the headline says. It was thoughtfully engineered.
20
And I think to the average consumer ~ and we
21
usually focus on the reasonable consumer and what they can
22
reasonably understand — means that Ford did everything in
23
its power to engineer a safe vehicle.
24
But I would call your attention to —
25
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MS. NEVILLE: Your Honor, I object, we have a
p
narrative going on here.
y
THE COURT: Well, we should proceed in question h
and answer, but I overrule the objection.
Jj
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) So the imagery, I was asking - |
maybe it did call for a narrative, and I'll try to be more
\\
direct.
y
Let me ask you about the pieces of imagery
1
specifically and about that child seat.
1
A Okay.
fl
Q And you said that that excludes something.
|
A Yes, safety. I mean, most people want their
|
children to be safe, and we see this little child, a very
j|
cute little child sitting in the back. He's in a Ford
||
thoughtfully engineered integrated child seat.
IJ
Q Now, that image again appears right next to the
j
"Explorer." Is a placement of the image next to the word |j
"Explorer" important in the communication?
J|
A Well, certainlly. I mean, we're trying to get
|
people to remember a brand name here, and that brand name J
is Ford Explorer. And we like to ~ if your an advertiser
|
we want to continue to reinforce your brand name. So when |j
someone thinks of thoughtfully engineered and safety, they II
think of Ford Explorer.
If
Q Here we have the written word.
||
Page 2 1 p
V
A I think right here, "Explorer was engineered
j
with safety, drivability, comfort and convenience." Well,!]
I think that in all the ads I've seen safety is a key
U
variable, because that's the most important thing to most ;
consumers is safety.
f
Comfort and convenience is fine, but first we
1
want to live as long as we can and we want a safe vehicle |
that protects ourselves and our family. And these are
j
advertised as high priorities. And it's designed to be a
|
satisfying all-around driving experience. Well, the first |
word used there is "safety." And I think that you're not jj
going to have an all-around good driving experience until!
your in a very safe vehicle.
1
Q And the next portion here, the imagery connected 1
with the words?
I
A Well, in this particular one, "Explorer features
i
side door intrusion beams. Four-door models also includ J
child-proof locks." And right here we can see the side
j
door beams. That gives me the impression - not being adj
automotive engineer, and 99 percent of people not being |
automotive engineers - we see that bar there and we
j
assume that's going to protect us.
1
And, once again, we're getting back to the idea
|
of aesthetics, comfort, style, design. But I think the
j
key message on these pages of the brochure, if I could
||
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just use one word, would be safety. Thoughtfully
| 1
engineered safe vehicle. And the preceding pages give us
2
the impression it is a family car-like vehicle.
3
4
Q This image here on the right by the graphic?
5
A Yes, what we see there is showing that we can
6
steer out of harm's way probably. "Four wheel antilock
7
brakes help the driver maintain steering control on most
8
wet, dry, or icy surfaces." This is a feature that's very
9
important, especially in areas like the west where we do
10
get a lot of snow and ice. And we want to think that we
have technology in our car that should we go into a skid 111
12
or we need to brake on ice or snow that we have the
technology. And this is saying we do have the technology, 13
14
four wheel antilock brakes to help us get through those
15
high-risk treacherous situations.
16
Q And then the utilitarian message here?
17
A Yeah, I think the tailgate — I would say once
again the two-way tailgate to toss in small items or
18
19
packages, it's targeting families. And specifically, no
20
doubt, this is being targeted toward women and letting
21
them know that even though it's a rugged sport utility
22
vehicle, it's car-like in the way you can use it. And
23
probably I would say as a marketing person, as a
24
substitute for a minivan.
Q Would the same target market, women, would that 2 5

Page 24 h
stop and ask me another question?
Q I want to ask you about this control trac
portion here. Beyond the specific language of it, is
there something about the orientation, the presentation,
white on black, or can you tell us what the message is
here?
A First of all, let's start with the headline, if
you don't mind. The use of the words "control trac," most
consumers don't understand technology terms so
manufacturers come up with great sounding headlines such
as "control trac" to make you feel confident that you're
going to be in control. And the word "trac" to me means
to some extent your steering and performance and handling
of the vehicle. So kind of a — I think it's a safety
terminology, and it's widely used to try to convey highly
complex things.
But we'll go with the second part of the
headline, "All Wheel Drive." And all wheel drive has been
associated with the ability to maneuver through snow off
road and into treacherous areas. And it goes specifically
to the type of four-wheel drive that you get with your
Ford depends on the engine.
And it goes into the fact that performance is
important to consumers. You can get a V8 all wheel drive
vehicle. But both systems, whether they get the 6 or V8,
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Page 23
be an urban driver target market as opposed to a
1
four-wheel enthusiast?
2
A Yes, I think that there's what we call a cross3
over market. And I think most auto companies talk about
4
this cross-over market. And that means moving people out
5
of cars and minivans into SUVs. And one of reasons that
6
we do that is SUVs are more profitable to sell.
7
Q Let's go to the next section. We have I think
8
another banner to start off with. Are we on the same
9
page?
10
A "A versatile and powerful presence." Yes, I'm
11
there.
12
Q And the image here is the family into the
13
vehicle; is that correct?
14
A That's correct.
j 15
A But we to see the vehicle — if my eyes are not
j16
playing tricks, I think the vehicle has gone off-road. It
17
looks like it's pulling up out of an off-road driving
18
situation onto a road. It gives all the appearance of
19
that. As you see, the rear wheels are kind of like off
20
the road and coming back on.
21
And that tells you is it's a versatile and
22
powerful presence that can navigate difficult situations.
23
Which would come back to the idea of not only convenience] 2 4
but also safety, that it has features. Did you want to
j 25
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they talk about the torque depending on ~ I lost my
1
track.
I
Q I'm sorry.
1
A I've got it right here. Both systems vary their
1
torque split depending upon conditions. The idea that
j
you've got a vehicle that can adjust to driving
1
conditions, I would assume, off-road, wet, dry, snow, you j
can sense wheel slippage and send torque to the set of
1
wheels to get better traction. Control trac can adjust
1
the torque up to 96 percent to either the front or rear
1
axels. All wheel drive can adjust 100 percent.
1
I think for most consumers what this means 1
they translate it not into memorizing this paragraph, they 1
would take a look at this and say, "This means I have a 1
safe vehicle, because it seems like it has control trac
1
which takes over for me should I end up in a skid or if I 1
start to lose control of my car."
1
Q And it's got some technical information?
1
A Yeah, the technical information — just
1
technical specifications, size of engine. It continues to
|
use the word "control trac." So once we create this, word, 1
that's not an engineering term, that's a Ford-generated
1
symbolic term to convey the idea that the driver has
1
control over the vehicle.
j
Q Is the fact that there is this technical
§
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1
information contained in the ad, brochure, is that
2
appealing to a particular market?
3
A I would think that those people who are more
4
knowledgeable about automobiles will be more concerned
5
about some of this. Again, it's embedded with some
6
terminology that would appeal to everyone, control trac.
7
But in reading it here, looking at the type of transmission, of course many people would want an automatic 8
9
transmission. So I think that, yes, this would be
meaningful information for people to have if they got into] 10
11
more of the specifics of the features. The size of the
12
engine is important to people, although some people
13
couldn't care less.
14
Q This ad right here says, "Explorer XLT in light
15
prairie tan." Is there anything signigicant about the
16
selection of wording? "Clear coat metalic," anything
17
special about that from the advertizing standpoint?
18
"Light prairie tan"?
19
A Yes. I think, again, symbolically, symbolic
20
names of paint even on the car indicates that it is a go21
anywhere, do-anything type of vehicle. Just the word
"prairie," which is normally associated with driving vast 22
23
expanses, et cetera.
24
Q Go to the next page.
25
A Okay. And we're looking at dealer accessories

Most people don't have it memorized as to the
wheel base of the Explorer versus say a competitor's, such
as the Blazer. But it does reinforce the idea that this
vehicle is well engineered. And "specs" is kind of an
engineering term.
I do think that — if I could call your
attention to the trailer towing capacity ~ that this is
once again reinforcing the engineering durability and
quality and safety of the vehicle, the fact that they're
providing recommended towing weights.
Q This section titled "Ownership Experience," is
there a message there?
A I would like to look at that again. First of
all is convenience and safety in terms of roadside
assistance. I think everyone who's had a car break down
understands that having roadside assistance would be good
And of course we know that your safety is in jeopardy once
you're on the side of the road.
Financing, of course, is more of a marketing
economic aspect. The optional Ford extended service, once
again, trying to show the possibility of convenience and
long-term ownership by having complete service.
Q Flip to the back then.
A Once again we're to a headline. And I think,
you know, if anyone looked at that headline there's only
Page 2 9
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1
that you can buy.
2
Q Is there anything about that imagery which
3
contained by the word "accessories"?
4
A Yes, because now we see that this vehicle is
5
good for strapping things onto it. Specifically,
bicycles, which often when you go and do certain types o l 6
mountain biking you need to go on winding roads or up inj 7
8
the mountains, and I think that's conveyed. But also that
9
this vehicle has certain cargo carrying capabilities. And
10
that, again ~ this is really embedded with a lot of
symbolic communication to a consumer. It's for families, 11
because families often have children who mountain bike. 12
13
And it's a family vehicle that can do anything.
14
Q The next several pages are technical infor15
mation, features and options. "Specs," does that word
mean anything? Is that symbolic in some way to appeal t(J 16
17
tekkies?
18
A Well, we've already said in this brochure the
engineering. So this would be attempting to provide proo 19
that that superior engineering is in this vehicle. And so 20
I think we're attempting to — this would be an attempt to 21
22
justify or to document some of the things. For most
23
people I don't think they understand exactly what this
means. And it usually has to be seen in comparison with 2 4
25
other vehicles.

one word that would resinate in the subconscious for a
long period of time, and it's been reinforced throughout
this brochure, and that's the word "Quality."
If you look at what quality means to people, it
means dependability, it means reliability, it means
performance, it means safety. All those words are wrapped
up in the idea of quality. We all know that we want a
quality product that's well-built.
Q You mentioned safety several times. It was
written in there, and then it's communicated through the
imagery, am I right?
A That's correct.
Q We have the door system. Is that a safety
communication?
A Yes.
Q What makes this any different than just common
advertising puffery?
A Because once you use the word "safety," it has
special meaning in the regulatory world, and I think also
in terms of people's decision-making. Especially when
you're dealing with equipment, machinery, or anything in
the world that could relate to your survival.
Q Does the brochure contain any warnings about
what kind of use might be dangerous?
A I was amazed that the brochure did not provide
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1
any warnings, because usually when the word "safety" is
2
used with any product there usually should be warnings or
3
directions for appropriate use of the product.
4
MS. NEVILLE: Objection, Your Honor, this goes
5
beyond the scope of this witness's testimony. Foundation
6
THE COURT: Sustained.
7
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) A hypothetical. If it were
J 8 discovered that the vehicle was not safe for some reason,
9
would that make this advertising deceptive?
110
A It would meet the criteria of the FTC and the
111
BBB for being deceptive —
12
MS. NEVILLE: Objection, Your Honor, we're
13
beyond the scope of this witness's testimony. Move to
14
strike.
15
THE COURT: Sustained. And I grant the request
116
to strike, and the jury is instructed to disregard the
17
last comment of the witness. Next question, Mr. Emblem.
18
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) You have one other exhibit in
19 front of you that's been marked. Do you see that one
20
here?
21
A Yes. Thisis407B?
22
Q 407B. What does that say?
23
A "Built Ford Tough."
24
Q May I see that?

J 25

A Yes.
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methodology of the delivery of the message?
1
A Yeah. Yes, that is kind of like a certifica|
tion. Everyone wants things certified. And it seems like 1
Ford — and Ford is responsible for its advertising - it
|
is certifying in a stamp in a few words that you have a
h
vehicle that you can depend on in every situation.
|j
MR. EMBLEM: Your Honor, I think I've completed|
this witness, subject to redirect.
II
THE COURT: Cross-examination? Before we do |
that though, because of our timing, ladies and gentlemen, |
we're not going to take an afternoon break. But I think
p
we should take this moment — we haven't tried it before Ij
— for everyone stand up and maybe take a stretch. And
|
then if you would put your right foot in - (laughter).
|
All right. Be seated and we'll continue on.
1
Ms. Neville, cross-examination.
I
CROSS-EXAMINATION
1
BY MS. NEVILLE:
1
Q Good afternoon.
1
A Good afternoon.
1
Q One question for you. Have you ever designed a |
vehicle brochure like we've seen up there?
1
A I have never designed a vehicle brochure for a
1
major automobile company.
1
MS. NEVILLE: Okay. We don't have any other
|
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1
MR. EMBLEM: Display, Your Honor, if I may?
2
THE COURT: You may.
3
Q (BY MR. EMBLEM) Is this an advertising of a
particular type in the advertising industry?
4
5
A Yes, and this is used by companies who want to
6
penetrate the internal cognitive processes of decision7
making. It's very, very important in advertising to get
8
people to remember only one big idea. And the idea of
9
"Ford Tough" or "Quality is job one," any of this, if you
10
can take just a slogan and get people to think about that,
11
then they associate it with what we call the brand
12
personality. That this brand is something that I can
13
depend on. It is also the idea that this brand is wrapped
up in a whole group of things that you want in a product
j 14
15
such as performance and safety and quality and
engineering.
16
And I think that conveys "Built Ford Tough." If
17
you're in an automobile or an SUV or any vehicle, you
18
don't want something that's not tough. You want it to be
19
able to handle turns and bumps and maneuverable situations
20
that you can get out of.
21
Q One of things that Mr. Clayton recalled about
22
this ad in particular was how the stamp seemed to come
23
down and stamp that "Built Ford Tough." Is there
24
something about that imagery, the communication and
j

questions, Your Honor.
1
THE COURT: Further direct examination?
I
MR. EMBLEM: Nothing further, Your Honor. ThanlJ
you very much.
J
THE COURT: Dr. Ferrell, you may step down.
1
Please watch your step on the way down.
|
TFIE WITNESS: Thank you, Your Honor.
1
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Dan R. Larsen (4865)
Karthik Nadesan (10217)
Snell & Wilmer L.L.K
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1004
Telephone: (801)257-1900
Facsimile: (801)257-1800
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Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DEE CLAYTON, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al.,

FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S MOTION
TO ORDER REMOVAL OF DOOR
LATCH OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
FOR AN INFERENCE THAT THE DOOR
LATCH WAS OVERLOADED
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED
Case No. 000909522

Defendants.

Judge Joseph C. Fratto

Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 7, Defendant Ford Motor Company ("Ford"),
through counsel, moves this Court to order the removal of the door latch from the 1997 Ford
Explorer at issue in this case for inspection by Ford's expert, Edward M. Caulfield.
Alternatively, Ford requests that the Court instruct the jury to infer that, had Ford been allowed
to remove and inspect the door latch, evidence confirming that the door latch was overloaded
would have been discovered. The basis for this motion is that removal of the door latch would
provide critical evidence with respect to plaintiffs' claim that the door latch of the subject Ford
Explorer was defectively designed. Furthermore, removal of the latch would not destroy any
material evidence and would in no way prejudice plaintiffs' presentation of the evidence at trial.
This motion is supported by the accompanying memorandum of law and accompanying
exhibits.

DATED this J ] _ day of August, 2006.
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P.

& /£
DaffR. Larsen
Karthik Nadesan
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this |[

day of August, 2006, a true and correct copy of FORD MOTOR

COMPANY'S MOTION TO ORDER REMOVAL OF DOOR LATCH OR, IN THE
ALTERNATIVE, FOR AN INFERENCE THAT THE DOOR LATCH WAS OVERLOADED was
sent via first-class mail, postage prepaid, to:
Thor O. Emblem
Law Offices of Thor O. Emblem
205 West 5th Avenue, Suite 105
Escondido, CA 92025
Attorney for Plaintiffs
Matthew H. Raty
Law Office of Matthew H. Raty
9677 South 700 East, Suite D
Sandy, Utah 84070
Attorney for Plaintiffs

A/^-
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Dan R. Larsen (4865)
Karthik Nadesan (10217)
Snell & Wilmer i u>
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1004
Telephone: (801)257-1900
Facsimile: (801)257-1800
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DEE CLAYTON, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al.,

FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO ORDER REMOVAL OF
DOOR LATCH OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
FOR AN INFERENCE THAT THE DOOR
LATCH WAS OVERLOADED
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED
Case No. 000909522

Defendants.

Judge Joseph C. Fratto

Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 7, Defendant Ford Motor Company ("4Ford"),
through counsel, respectfully submits this Memorandum in Support of Ford's Motion to Compel
Removal of Door Latch or, in the Alternative, for an Inference that the Door Latch Was
Overloaded.
INTRODUCTION
On or about November 27, 1998, plaintiffs' decedent, Anthony Clayton ("Clayton"), and
plaintiff Kellie Montoya ("Montoya") were involved in a single-car rollover accident while
driving plaintiffs" 1997 Ford Explorer (the "Ford Explorer'1). During the accident sequence, the
front driver-side door of the subject vehicle opened and Clayton was ejected from the vehicle.
As a result, plaintiffs have alleged that the Ford Explorer was defective and unreasonably

's ^ 0

dangerous due to a design and/or manufacturing defect involving the door latch of the front
driver-side door of the vehicle. Specifically, plaintiffs' expert, Andrew Gilberg. has opined that
the door opened due to inside door handle rod linkage activation caused by a frontal impact to
the vehicle. However. Ford's door latch expert. Edward Caulfield. has opined that the door
opened due to a misalignment between the internal fork bolt and the pawl of the door latch
caused by overloading forces during the rollover.
In addition, Caulfield has stated that an inspection of the interior mechanisms of the
subject Ford Explorer's door latch may provide determinative evidence that the door latch was
overloaded. Gilberg has also testified that the interior mechanisms of the door latch would
contain markings and deformations if the latch had been overloaded. Unfortunately, due to the
crushing of the door of the subject Ford Explorer during the accident, neither Gilberg nor
Caulfield has been able to inspect the interior mechanisms of the subject Ford Explorer's door
latch to determine whether such markings are present. Accordingly, Ford seeks removal of the
door latch in order to inspect the internal mechanisms of the door latch and determine whether
the crucial markings and deformations exist.
Contrary to plaintiffs' assertions, removal of the door latch would neither prejudice
plaintiffs' case nor destroy material evidence. It may be possible to remove the door latch from
the subject Ford Explorer without defacing the door itself and, once removed, the interior
mechanisms of the door latch could be inspected without dismantling or destroying the latch. In
fact, plaintiffs' expert has testified that he has no objection to removal of the door latch.
Additionally, any alteration to the sheet metal of the door, if necessary, would be minimal and
plaintiffs have sufficient photographs and videotape to allow Gilberg to demonstrate his opinions
at trial. Furthermore, plaintiffs need not incur the cost of plaintiffs' expert attending the removal
of the door latch because Ford has agreed to videotape, at Ford's expense, the removal of the
door latch and the examination of its interior mechanisms. Lastly, the trial of this case is
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scheduled for January 2007, so plaintiffs have plenty of time to analyze and/or rebut any new
evidence discovered through the inspection of the interior mechanisms of the door latch.
Alternatively, to the extent that Ford is prevented from accessing and inspecting crucial
and material evidence in the case, plaintiffs' actions are akin to spoliation of evidence.
Accordingly, as an alternative remedy to removal Ford seeks an inference that the interior
mechanisms of the door latch contain physical markings caused by overloading of the door latch.

BACKGROUND FACTS
1.

On or about November 27, 1998, plaintiffs' decedent, Anthony Clayton

("Clayton"), and plaintiff Kellie Montoya ("Montoya") were involved in a single-car rollover
accident while driving plaintiffs1 1997 Ford Explorer, VIN number 1FALP6530TK155449 (the
"Ford Explorer"). (Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint % 7) ("Complaint").1
2.

During the accident sequence, the front driver-side door of the subject vehicle

opened and Clayton was ejected from the vehicle. (Complaint \ 12(b)).
3.

Plaintiffs allege that the Ford Explorer was defective and unreasonably dangerous

due to a design and/or manufacturing defect involving the door latch of the front driver-side door
of the vehicle. (Complaint^ 12(b)).
4.

Specifically, according to plaintiffs' door latch expert, Andrew N. Gilberg

("Gilberg"), the door of the Ford Explorer allegedly opened due to inside door handle rod
linkage activation caused by a frontal impact to the vehicle. (Deposition of Andrew N. Gilberg
at 27-28) ("Gilberg Dep.").
5.

Ford's door latch expert, Edward M. Caulfield ("Caulfield"), has opined that the

driver's door came open during the rollover collision as a result of the collision-related forces,
including loading on the door from the unrestrained driver impacting the door outward. (Expert

The exhibits, affidavits, unpublished decisions and pertinent portions of deposition transcripts are attached at the
tabs labeled as indicated.
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Report of Edward M. Caultleld) ("Caulfield Report'1). The physical evidence of the subject door
latch system demonstrates that there was an overload in an outboard lateral direction (bending on
the striker) that caused the internal pawl mechanism to be misaligned with the fork bolts,
basically causing the latch to break and open. (Id; Affidavit of Edward M. Caulfield \ 6)
("Caultleld Aff"). The load on the door latch exceeded 3,000 pounds, more than enough to
break the latch. (Caulfield Aff. 1j 6; Deposition of Edward M. Caulfield at 33-34, 46-47)
("Caulfield Dep.").
6.

Caulfield's research and testing on door latches similar to the one on the front

driver-side door of the Ford Explorer indicates that, under most circumstances, the interior
mechanisms of a door latch which have been overloaded exhibit distinctive markings and
deformations. Specifically, the loading and breaking of the latch would be evidenced by
markings and deformations on the fork bolt and pawl mechanisms. (Affidavit of Edward M.
Caulfield U 6) ("Caulfield Aff/1).
7.

These markings and deformations are not present on the interior mechanisms of

door latches which have unlatched due to inside door handle rod linkage activation from any
source. (Caulfield Aff IT 7).
8.

Due to door deformation from the rollover, the internal mechanisms of the latch in

the subject Ford Explorer cannot be visually accessed without removal. Accordingly, any
markings or deformations on the interior mechanisms of the door latch of the subject Ford
Explorer cannot be detected without removing the door latch from the door frame. (Caulfield
Aff 1J 8).
9.

There is no reasonable alternative to inspect for markings or deformations on the

interior latch mechanism other than removal of the latch. Ford has considered whether the innerlatch mechanism can be inspected by use of a flexible miniature camera. However, it would be
difficult to detect or demonstrate internal markings or deformations through insertion of a
miniature camera into the door latch because the images so captured would be extremely small.
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Furthermore, photographic images captured in this manner would be exceedingly difficult to
interpret because of the complexity of the interior mechanisms of the door latch and the lack of a
frame of spatial reference. (Caulfield Aff 1j 9).
10.

Due to the deformation of the door of the subject Ford Explorer, neither Gilberg

nor Caulfield has been able to inspect the interior mechanisms of the subject Ford Explorer's
door latch. (Caulfield Aff. % 10; Gilberg Dep. at 138).
11.

The only reasonable way to inspect the internal mechanisms of the door latch

would be to remove it from the subject Ford Explorer. (Caulfield Aff. f 11).
12.

It may be possible to remove the door latch from the subject Ford Explorer

without defacing the door itself (Caulfield Aff. f 12).
13.

Even if portions of the door's sheet metal had to be cut to access the door latch,

the door would be sufficiently intact to allow the door to be used as a demonstrative exhibit at
trial. (Caulfield Aff. t 13).
14.

Gilberg has testified that he has no objection to removal of the door latch from the

Ford Explorer:
Q: Do you have any objections to removing the door latch in
the vehicle for an internal inspection?
A. I don't see any need for it, but I don't have any objection to
it either.
(Gilberg Dep. at 139).
15.

Moreover, the pre-removal condition of door and door latch of the subject Ford

Explorer have been sufficiently photographed and videotaped to allow Gilberg to demonstrate
his opinions to the jury. (Caulfield Aff. f 14).
16.

Removal of the door latch would not destroy any evidence material to plaintiffs'

case. (Caulfield Aff U 15).
17.

Once removed, the interior mechanisms of the door latch could be inspected

without dismantling or destroying the latch. (Caulfield Aff. % 16).
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18.

Removal and inspection of the door latch would likely provide determinative

evidence regarding the manner in which the door of the subject Ford Explorer opened during the
accident sequence. (Caulfield Aff If 17; Gilberg Dep. at 140).
19.

Plaintiffs have custody of the subject vehicle and the parties have agreed that no

modifications, alterations, or changes will be made to the vehicle without the written agreement
between the parties. (Letter from Timothy B. Schade to Thor O. Emblem, dated October 18,
2002) ("Schade Letter").
20.

Plaintiffs have refused to agree to Ford's removal of the door latch, claiming that

removal of the latch will deface the evidence needed to explain and demonstrate Gilberg's
opinions to the jury, will destroy physical evidence, and will impose a financial burden on
plaintiffs. (Letter from T. Emblem to D. Larsen, dated February 3, 2006) ("Emblem Letter").
21.

Ford has attempted to address plaintiffs' arguments and accommodate their

concerns but, to this date, plaintiffs have refused to agree to removal of the door latch from the
Ford Explorer. (Letter from D. Larsen to T. Emblem, dated June 9, 2006) ("Larsen Letter").
22.

The trial of this matter is scheduled for January 2007.
ARGUMENT

I.

THIS COURT SHOULD ORDER REMOVAL OF THE DOOR LATCH.
The Court should order removal of the door latch because inspection of the interior

mechanisms of the door latch could provide determinative evidence regarding the manner in
which the door of the subject Ford Explorer opened during the rollover sequence. "The court is
required to balance the interests to be served by destructive testing against the value of
preservation of the evidence on behalf of the opposing party." Ostrander v. Cone Mills, Inc., 119
F.R.D. 417, 419 (D. Minn. 1988). In this case, removal of the door latch would provide critical
evidence with respect to plaintiffs' claim that the door latch of the Ford Explorer was defectively
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designed. Furthemiore, removal of the latch would not destroy any material evidence and would
in no way prejudice plaintiffs' presentation of the evidence at trial.
POINT I
DOOR LATCH REMOVAL AND INSPECTION
IS NECESSARY TO ACCESS DETERMINATIVE EVIDENCE
First, inspection of the interior mechanisms of the door latch may provide detenuinative
evidence regarding the manner in which the door opened during the subject accident. Plaintiffs
allege that the Ford Explorer was defective and unreasonably dangerous due to a design and/or
manufacturing defect involving the door latch of the front driver-side door of the vehicle which
caused the door to open during the subject accident. (Complaint f 12(b)). Specifically,
plaintiffs' expert, Andrew Gilberg, has opined that the door opened due to inside door handle rod
linkage activation caused by a frontal impact to the vehicle. (Gilberg Dep. at 27-28). In other
words, Gilberg's theory is premised upon the belief that the door was "unlatched" by activation
of the inside door handle mechanism. On the other hand, Ford's door latch expert, Edward
Caulfield, has opined that the door opened due to excessive forces causing the internal
mechanisms of the latch to be overloaded and overwhelmed. (Caulfield Report). More
specifically, Caulfield explains that collision-related forces, including loading on the door from
the unrestrained occupant impacting the door outward, caused the internal pawl mechanism to be
misaligned with the fork bolts, causing the latch to break and open. (Id.). The loads on the door
exceeded 3,000 pounds, more than enough to break the latch. (Caulfield Dep. at 33-34, 46-47).
The loading and breaking of the latch would be evidenced by tell-tale signs including markings
and deformations on the fork bolt and pawl mechanisms. (Caulfield Report; Caulfield Aff. f 6).
While this disagreement between the opinions of the two experts would appear irreconcilable,
Caulfield has stated that an inspection of the interior mechanisms of the subject Ford Explorer's
door latch may provide determinative evidence that the door latch was overloaded. (Caulfield
Aff. 117).
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Similarly, in Pizza Hut, Inc. v. Midwest Mech., Inc., No. 86C5487, 1988 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 890, *2 (D. 111. Feb. 1, 1988), the defendant was accused of installing a faulty kitchen
timer. Defendant's expert sought to conduct a microscopic examination of the wire splice within
the timer, testifying that it would conclusively determine the failure mode of the timer. Id
Plaintiff objected to such an examination, claiming that microscopic examination would result in
partial destruction of the timer and that, because the timer was essential to its case, it must
necessarily be intact at the time of trial. Id. The court granted the examination of the timer,
stating that *4[t]his microscopic examination is crucial to the defendant's case and has a 90 %
probability of producing a conclusive determination [of the failure mode]." Id
In this case, Caulfield's research and testing on similar door latches to the Clayton
vehicle indicate that, under most circumstances, the interior mechanisms of a door latch which
has been overloaded exhibit distinctive markings and deformations. (Caulfield Aff. ^f 6). These
markings and deformations are not present on the interior mechanisms of door latches which
have unlatched due to inside door handle linkage activation caused by a frontal impact to the
vehicle. (Caulfield Aff. ^j 7). Moreover, plaintiffs' door latch expert, Gilberg, has also testified
that the interior mechanisms of the door latch would contain markings and deformations if the
latch had been overloaded. (Gilberg Dep. at 140). However, due to the deformation of the door
of the subject Ford Explorer, neither Gilberg nor Caulfield has been able to inspect the interior
mechanisms of the subject Ford Explorer's door latch. (Caulfield Aff. ^f 10; Gilberg Dep. at
138).
Furthermore, markings or deformations on the interior mechanism of the door latch of the
subject Ford Explorer would not easily be detected through insertion of a miniature camera into
the door latch because the images so captured would be extremely small. (Caulfield Aff. II 9). In
addition, images captured in this manner would be exceedingly difficult to interpret because of
the complexity of the interior mechanisms of the door latch and the lack of a frame of spatial
reference. (Caulfield Aff. % 9). Accordingly, the only reasonable way to inspect the internal
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mechanisms of the door latch and identify whether the crucial markings and deformations exist
would be to remove it from the subject Ford Explorer. (Caulfield Aff ^111).
POINT II
REMOVAL OF THE DOOR LATCH WILL NOT PREJUDICE PLAINTIFFS
Second, contrary to plaintiffs' assertions, removal of the door latch would neither
prejudice plaintiffs' case nor destroy material evidence. Plaintiffs have refused to consent to
removal of the door latch because they claim that removal of the latch would deface important
evidence. (Emblem Letter). Similarly, in Ostrander, plaintiffs opposed the proposed testing on
the grounds that they wished to preserve the evidence for trial. 119 F.R.D. at 419. However, the
Ostrander court granted the proposed testing because no evidence would be entirely consumed,
samples of all the intact evidence would be available at trial, and photographic evidence of the
pre-testing evidence would be available. Id. Furthermore, the court specifically held that
plaintiffs' "general desire to have the evidence available because 'you can never tell what a jury
may do1 [was] clearly insufficient to outweigh defendant's interest in procuring expert and
scientific evidence for their defense." RL See also Pizza Hut, 1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 890 at *3
(granting proposed destructive testing where the test would only disturb some of the timer's
wires, and "plaintiff can adequately preserve the current condition of the timer for the trial by
taking photographs of the timer before and after the test and by filming the examination'1).
Similarly, in this case, Caulfield has stated that it may be possible to remove the door latch from
the subject Ford Explorer without defacing the door itself. (Caulfield Aff. f 12). Moreover,
even if portions of the subject Ford Explorer's sheet metal had to be cut to access the door latch,
Caulfield believes that no material evidence would be destroyed and the pieces of the sheet metal
would be sufficiently intact to allow demonstration of the opinions of Mr. Gilberg at trial.
(Caulfield Aff. ffl| 13, 15).
In addition, once removed, the interior mechanisms of the door latch could be inspected
without dismantling or destroying the latch. (Caulfield Aff ^ 16). In fact, plaintiffs' expert,
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Gilberg, has testified that he has no objection to removal of the door latch from the Ford
Explorer:
Q: Do you have any objections to removing the door latch in
the vehicle for an internal inspection?
A. I don't see any need for it, but I don't have any objection to
it either.
(Gilberg Dep. at 139). Furthermore, the parties' experts have extensively photographed and
videotaped the door and latch of the subject Ford Explorer and will have the opportunity to take
additional photographs or video prior to removal of the latch. Accordingly, plaintiffs have
sufficient photographs and videotape to allow Gilberg to demonstrate his opinions to the jury at
trial. (Caulfield Aff f 14).
Plaintiffs' additional argument that removal of the door latch would place an undue
financial burden or would otherwise prejudice them also fails in light of the crucial nature of the
evidence that may be discovered by removal of the door latch. In Parks v. Newmar Corp.,
No. 6.04CV013, 2005 U.S. Dist LEXIS 10133, *2 (W.D. Va. May 25, 2005), the defendant
manufacturer of the chassis of a motor home with a faulty air suspension system sought to
remove and examine a valve on the motor home because defendant's expert reported that
examination of the valve would reveal "whether failure of the valve was due to plaintiffs own
abuse and neglect" or a manufacturing defect. Id. at *3. The defendant manufacturer indicated
that it would bear the expense of removing the valve and would arrange the examination of the
valve so that all of the parties could participate. Id. However, the plaintiff objected to the
examination claiming that it was not relevant and overly burdensome because defendants had
already examined the motor home and plaintiff would be required to travel to Virginia from
Florida to permit the examination. Id. at *6-7. The court ordered the removal and examination,
holding that "[w]hile it is true that defendant's expert has previously examined the motor home,
no examination has been done of the valve itself. As [defendant] indicates that it will replace
and examine the valve at its own expense, there is no undue burden to plaintiff. To the extent
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that plaintiffs claim inconvenience by coming to Virginia from Florida to facilitate the
examination, they can hardly be unduly burdened by allowing access to the motor home located
in [Virginia] as they brought the action here." Id
Similarly, in this case, plaintiffs need not incur the cost of plaintiffs' experts attending the
removal of the door latch because Ford has agreed to videotape, at Ford's expense, the removal
of the door latch and the examination of its interior mechanisms. Ford is also willing to provide
plaintiffs with copies of any photographs taken of the removal and examination of the door latch.
The attorney time spent by plaintiffs resisting this motion would far exceed any time that would
be spent by plaintiffs' local counsel, Matthew Raty, while attending the door latch removal and
inspection.
Lastly, the trial of this case is scheduled for January 2007. As a result, plaintiffs have
plenty of time to analyze and/or rebut any new evidence discovered through Ford's inspection of
the door latch's interior mechanisms. Balancing the probative value of allowing access to this
determinative evidence with the lack of prejudice to plaintiffs as a result of the latch removal,
this Court should grant Ford's instant motion.
II.

ALTERNATIVELY, AN ADVERSE INTERFERENCE IS APPROPRIATE
Alternatively, to the extent that Ford is prevented from inspecting crucial and material

evidence in the case, plaintiffs' actions are akin to spoliation of evidence. Under the spoliation
doctrine, ''where one party wrongfully denies another the evidence necessary to establish a fact
in dispute," the court will infer that the evidence would contain content adverse to that party.
Burns v. Cannondale Bicycle Co., 876 P.2d 415, 419 (Utah Ct. App. 1994). If plaintiffs continue
to oppose removal of the door latch, their position effectively seeks to deny Ford access to
evidence that would determine the cause of the door opening - i.e., activation v. overload. The
most likely reason for plaintiffs' opposition is their fear that the actual physical evidence inside
the door latch may disprove their expert's theory. Truly, removal and inspection of the latch will
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likely prove or disprove one or the other party's door latch theory. Plaintiff should not be
permitted to have it both ways - on the one hand, deny Ford access to inspect the latch to
determine whether physical markings exist, at the same time asserting that no physical markings
would exist because the latch was actuated, not overloaded. Plaintiff should be required to
choose between latch removal or an adverse inference. Accordingly, as an alternative remedy to
removal, this Court should grant Ford an inference that the interior mechanisms of the door latch
contain markings caused by overloading of the door latch and should similarly instruct the jury at
trial.
CONCLUSION
Based upon the above arguments, Defendant Ford Motor Company respectfully requests
that this Court order removal of the door latch from the subject vehicle for inspection by
Caulfield. Alternatively, Ford requests that the Court instruct the jury to infer that, had Ford
been allowed to remove and inspect the door latch, evidence confirming that the door latch was
overloaded would have been discovered.
DATED this J / ^ day of August, 2006.
Snell&WilmerL.L.P.

Effn R. Larsen
Karthik Nadesan
Attorneys for Defendants
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Addendum 49

Dan R. Larsen (4865)
Karthik Nadesan (10217)
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P.
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1004
Telephone: (801)257-1900
Facsimile: (801)257-1800
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DEE CLAYTON, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO ORDER REMOVAL OF
DOOR LATCH OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE,
FOR AN INFERENCE THAT THE DOOR
LATCH WAS OVERLOADED

V

ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al.,

Case No. 000909522

Defendants.

Judge Joseph C. Fratto

Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 7, Defendant Ford Motor Company ("Ford"),
through counsel, respectfully submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Ford's Motion to
Compel Removal of Door Latch or, in the Alternative, for an Inference that the Door Latch Was
Overloaded.
ARGUMENT
I.

DOOR LATCH REMOVAL AND INSPECTION MAY PROVIDE FORD WITH
CRUCIAL AND DETERMINATIVE EVIDENCE
Contrary to plaintiffs' assertions, examination of the door latch will most likely provide

Ford with crucial determinative evidence regarding the manner in which the door opened.
Although Ford's door latch expert, Edward Caulfield, has examined sufficient evidence for him
to opine that the door latch was overwhelmed, plaintiffs' expert, Andrew Gilberg, has examined
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the same evidence and opined that that the door opened as a result of door handle rod linkage
foreshortening. Given that the currently available evidence is being used to support two
irreconcilable theories, it is crucial that the interior of the latch be examined. Research and
testing conducted by Caulfield on door latches similar to the one in the subject Ford Explorer
indicate that, under most circumstances, the interior mechanisms of a door latch which has been
overloaded exhibits distinctive markings and deformations. (Affidavit of Edward M. Caulfield %
1) ("Caulfield Aff"). Furthermore, these types of markings and deformation cannot be caused
by ground contact because the area of the latch interior of the markings and deformations are
protected by the housing of the latch. (Caulfield Aff. ^j 2). Moreover, these types of markings
and deformations cannot be caused by link foreshortening. Accordingly, if an examination of the
latch interior reveals these markings and deformations, the examination would provide definitive
evidence in support of Ford's theory of how the door opened, and potentially resolve the experts'
disagreement regarding the manner in which the door opened.
In addition, absent an examination of the latch interior, plaintiffs have no foundation
upon which to claim that any and all markings and deformations were caused by ground contact.
If, after an examination of the latch interior, plaintiffs' expert still believes that the markings or
deformations were solely caused by ground contact, his opinion would go to the weight of the
evidence, rather than to Ford's right to present such evidence at trial. Ford has the right to
present the jury with all of the evidence supporting its theory, including evidence of markings
and deformations in the latch interior. Accordingly, efforts by plaintiffs to discount any evidence
revealed by an examination of the latch interior should be reserved for trial. The jury should be
allowed to compare the results of the examination of the latch interior with the results of
Caulfield's testing, and then decide for itself whether the markings were caused by ground
contact or by the door being overwhelmed.
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II.

REMOVAL AND INSPECTION OF THE DOOR LATCH WOULD NOT
INVOLVE THE ALTERATION OF CRITICAL EVIDENCE OR ANY
ADDITIONAL TESTING
As Ford has previously stated, removal of the door latch may not require any alteration of

the door frame. Furthermore, contrary to plaintiffs' allegations, once the door latch has been
removed from the door frame, an examination of its interior would not require any alteration,
destruction, or testing of the door latch. (Caulfield Aff. ^ 2). Instead, the interior of the latch,
including the markings and deformations, may be viewed through a factory window located on
the side of the door latch frame and through the opening or "fishmouth" of the latch. (Caulfield
Aff. U 2; Photographs of Factory Window attached as Exhibit "A" to Caulfield Aff). While the
factory window and the fish mouth of the door latch are visible in the door frame, the viewing
angle necessary to observe the areas of the markings and deformations is obstructed due to door
deformation from the rollover. (Caulfield Aff 14). However, once the latch is removed from
the vehicle, an examination of the areas of the markings and deformations will be possible by
looking through the factory window and the fish mouth at the correct viewing angle. (Caulfield
Aff % 4). In addition, contrary to plaintiffs' assertion that the deformations and markings could
be viewed through a miniature camera, it would be difficult to detect or demonstrate internal
markings or deformations by inserting a miniature camera into the factory window or the fish
mouth of the door latch. (Caulfield Aff f 5). Images so captured would be extremely small and
exceedingly difficult to interpret due to the complexity of the interior mechanisms of the door
latch and the lack of spatial reference. (Caulfield Aff ^ 5). In summary, while the latch must be
removed from the door frame in order for the interior to be examined, no destruction, testing, or
alteration of the latch would be necessary during the examination of its interior.
In addition, to the extent that the sheet metal surrounding the door latch may have to be
cut or altered in order to remove the door latch, such alteration of the sheet metal would be
minimal. (Caulfield Aff ^J 6). Even in the worst case scenario, where it would be necessary to
cut out all the sheet metal surrounding the latch, any damage to the door frame would be limited
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to the area surrounding the door latch. A photo of the Clayton vehicle with a rectangular box
drawn around the door latch shows the proposed affected sheet metal area. (Caulfield Aff at
Exhibit "B," proposed removal photo). Also attached are before and after photographs of a
similar door latch removal procedure on another vehicle. (Caulfield Aff. at Exhibit "C,"
previous removal photo). Contrary to plaintiffs' allegations, even if a small rectangular portion
of the sheet metal was altered to remove the latch, the door would be otherwise intact and would
still be useable as a demonstrative exhibit at trial. (Caulfield Aff. f 6-7).
Furthermore, alteration of the sheet metal surrounding the door latch would not destroy
any evidence material to plaintiffs' case. (Caulfield Aff. ^ 9). Gilberg has opined that the door
opened due to inside door handle rod linkage activation caused by a frontal impact to the vehicle.
Accordingly, the sheet metal close to the door latch is not relevant to Mr. Gilberg's opinion and,
as demonstrated by Caulfield's photograph at Exhibit U B," the area of sheet metal that may be
affected is not proximate to any areas where linkage activation may have occurred. (Caulfield
Aff. f 9 and Exhibit "B"). Furthermore, to the extent Gilberg claims that preservation of the
sheet metal around the door latch is necessary to demonstrate to the jury that the latch was in
contact with the ground during the rollover, photographs of the sheet metal provide sufficient
evidence of the ground contact. (Caulfield Aff. f 10).
Lastly, contrary to his position in this case, plaintiffs' expert, Gilberg, has previously
sought removal of door latches involving alteration of the surrounding sheet metal. Gilberg was
a door latch expert in Torres v. Ford Motor Co., Case No. 00-VS-008220H (Georgia State
Court), Redding v. Ford Motor Co., Case No. 00CP160690 (South Carolina State Court),
Johnson v. Ford Motor Co., Case No. 00CH12954 (Illinois State Court), and Borsack v. Ford
Motor Co., Case No. 04CV3255 (S.D.N. Y.). In all of those cases, Gilberg not only sought
removal of the door latch, but also suggested a protocol for removal of the latch which required
cutting of the sheet metal in the event the door latch could not be easily removed. (Caulfield Aff.
1f8; Gilberg Protocols). Therefore, contrary to Gilberg's assertion that photographs of the door
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would be misleading, Gilberg has previously found photographic evidence acceptable when it is
convenient for him to do so. Accordingly, to the extent that plaintiffs claim that their current
photographs of the door are misleading, they may take additional photographs prior and during
the removal of the door latch being removed. Furthermore, to alleviate any concern by plaintiffs
that Ford is attempting to destroy crucial evidence, Ford is willing to follow the protocols
provided by Gilberg in the Borsack, Redding, and Johnson cases,
III.

PLAINTIFFS ARE NOT PREJUDICED BY REMOVAL AND INSPECTION OF
THE DOOR LATCH
Ford's motion to remove the door latch for inspection is not a motion to reopen

discovery. Instead Ford seeks to allow its expert make a brief examination of a crucial piece of
evidence. Accordingly, Ford's motion does not require plaintiff to respond to discovery or
otherwise take any affirmative action. Moreover, as evidenced by Ford's letters to plaintiffs,
Ford has been attempting reach an agreement with plaintiffs regarding removal of the latch since
before February 2006. (Larsen Letter February 3, 2006). In fact, Ford's letter suggested that, if
plaintiffs agreed to removal of the latch, plaintiffs could depose Caulfield on the issue because,
despite the December 31, 2005 expert discovery cut-off date repeatedly cited by plaintiffs in
their Memorandum in Opposition, plaintiffs had not yet taken Caulfield's deposition. Therefore,
the issue of the door latch removal was not raised during the pretrial conference in March 2006
because Ford was still attempting to resolve this issue without the Court's intervention.
Plaintiffs cannot now claim that they have been prejudiced or that Ford is seeking to extend
discovery when any delay in resolving this issue was caused by plaintiffs' own refusal to
cooperate with and reach an agreement with Ford, Furthermore, the trial of this case is
scheduled for January 2007. As a result, plaintiffs still have plenty of time to analyze and/or
rebut any new evidence, should they choose to amend their previously stated argument that any
markings or deformations were caused by ground contact.
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Lastly, plaintiffs assertion that they will be prejudiced if Ford does not respond to
discovery previously denied by the Court constitutes an inappropriate motion. The Court has
already ruled on plaintiffs' discovery requests. Moreover, plaintiffs' have failed to show how the
denied discovery is relevant to this motion. Ford is seeking to examine physical evidence to
support a theory of the door opening which plaintiffs have been aware of for a considerable
amount of time. Accordingly, plaintiffs are not being confronted with a new theory which
requires them to conduct additional discovery. Nor does equity allow plaintiffs to seek a quid
pro quo in which plaintiffs unreasonably condition the removal of the latch on Ford's responding
to discovery requests that this Court has already denied.
IV.

ALTERNATIVELY, AN ADVERSE INTERFERENCE IS APPROPRIATE
It is evident from plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition that their sole reason for

refusing to allow removal of the door latch is to prevent crucial evidence being obtained by Ford.
To that extent, equity requires that plaintiffs choose between preventing Ford from obtaining
crucial evidence or having an adverse inference issued. See e.g. Burns v. Cannondale Bicycle
Co., 876 P.2d 415, 419 (Utah Ct. App. 1994) ( "where one party wrongfully denies another the
evidence necessary to establish a fact in dispute" court will infer the evidence would contain
content adverse to that party). Accordingly, as an alternative remedy to removal, this Court
should grant Ford an inference that the interior mechanisms of the door latch contain markings
caused by overloading of the door latch and should similarly instruct the jury at trial.
CONCLUSION
Based upon the above arguments, Defendant Ford Motor Company respectfully requests
that this Court order removal of the door latch from the subject vehicle for inspection by
Caulfield. Alternatively, Ford requests that the Court instruct the jury to infer that, had Ford
been allowed to remove and inspect the door latch, evidence confirming that the door latch was
overloaded would have been discovered.
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DATED t h i s ^ - ^ d a y of September, 2006.
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P.

Dan R. Larsen
Karthik Nadesan
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this ^ ^ c i a y of September, 2006, a true and correct copy of REPLY
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ORDER REMOVAL OF DOOR LATCH OR,
IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR AN INFERENCE THAT THE DOOR LATCH WAS
OVERLOADED was sent via first-class mail, postage prepaid, to:
Thor O. Emblem
Law Offices of Thor O. Emblem
205 West 5th Avenue, Suite 105
Escondido, CA 92025
Attorney for Plaintiffs
Matthew H. Raty
Law Office of Matthew H. Raty
9677 South 700 East, Suite D
Sandy, Utah 84070
Attorney for Plaintiffs
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Dan R. Larsen (4865)
Karthik Nadesan (10217)
Snell & Wilmer L L P
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1004
Telephone: (801)257-1900
Facsimile' (801)257-1800
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

DEE CLAYTON, et al.,
Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT OF EDWARD M. CAULFIELD

v.

Case No. 000909522

UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al.,

Judge Joseph C. Fratto

Defendants.
STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF DUPAGE

)
: ss,
)

I, Edward M. Caulfield, based upon my own personal knowledge, declare and affirm as
follows:
1.

My research and testing on door latches similar to the one on the front driver-side

door of the 1999 Ford Explorer indicates that the interior components of a door latch which have
been overloaded exhibit distinctive markings and deformations. Specifically, overloading of the
latch components may be evidenced by markings and deformations on the fork bolt(s) and pawl
mechanisms.
2.

These types of markings and deformations cannot be caused by ground contact

because this area of the latch is protected by the external housing of the door latch. Additionally,
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these same markings and deformations cannot be caused by link foreshortening which is being
presented by plaintiffs expert Andrew Gilberg as a mechanism of door opening.
3.

Once removed from the vehicle, the subject door latch would not need to be

opened, cut, or otherwise altered in order to view the markings and deformations. Instead the
interior of the latch, including the markings and deformations, may be viewed through a factory
window located on the side of the latch and through the fish mouth opening of the latch. True
and correct photographs of the factory window on a latch similar to the driver's side front door
latch on a 1999 Explorer are attached as Exhibit A.
4.

Due to door deformation from the rollover, the areas of the interior mechanism of

the driver's side front door latch of the subject 1999 Ford Explorer where the markings or
deformations may be found cannot be viewed without removing the door latch from the door
frame. While the factory window and the fish mouth of the door latch are visible at an obscure
angle, the deformation of the door frame obstructs clear viewing at an angle necessary to observe
the areas of the markings and deformations. Once the latch is removed from the vehicle, I will
be able to look through the factory window and the fish mouth at the correct viewing angle.
5.

It would be difficult to detect or demonstrate internal markings or deformations

through insertion of a miniature camera into the factory window or the fish mouth of the door
latch because the images so captured would be extremely small and exceedingly difficult to
interpret because of the complexity of the interior mechanisms of the door latch and the lack of
spatial reference.
6.

In the event that portions of the door's sheet metal had to be cut to access the door

latch, any alterations to the sheet metal would be minimal and the door would be sufficiently
intact to allow the door to be used as a demonstrative exhibit at trial. A true and correct
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photograph depicting the nature of any alteration that may be necessary to the sheet metal is
attached as Exhibit B.
7.

I have previously conducted examinations of door latches in which the sheet

metal had to be altered. In these examinations, the alteration of the sheet metal was minimal. A
true and correct photograph of the alteration of sheet metal around the door latch of a vehicle
during one of these examinations is attached as Exhibit C.
8.

I have been involved in cases with plaintiffs' expert, Andrew N. Gilberg, in which

Mr. Gilberg has requested removal of the door latch for examination. In those cases, Mr. Gilberg
proposed protocols for removing the door latch. Mr. Gilberg's proposed protocols specify
alterations to the sheet metal to the extent such alterations are necessary for removal of the latch.
True and correct copies of Mr. Gilberg's protocols are attached as Exhibit D. I am willing to
follow any of the attached protocols in removing the subject door latch in this case.
9.

Removal of the door latch would not destroy any evidence material to plaintiffs'

case. Mr. Gilberg has opined that the door opened due to inside door handle rod linkage
activation caused by a frontal impact to the vehicle. Accordingly, the sheet metal close to the
door latch is not relevant to Mr. Gilberg's opinion and any minimal alteration of this sheet metal,
if necessary, would not destroy material evidence.
10.

Furthermore, to the extent that Mr. Gilberg claims that preservation of the sheet

metal around the door latch is necessary to demonstrate to the jury that the latch was in contact
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with the <Tound during t h e rollover, photographs of the sheet metal provide sufficient evidence
of the ground contact.

DATED this ^ d a y o f ^ ^ t

,2006.

SUBSCRIBED £ nd SWORN to before me this oJ& day of y^tpjEdward M. Caulfield.

K/htt.
Notary Public
My Commission Expired
[SEAL]
"OFFICIAL SEAL
Diane A. Hoffmar*
Notary Public, State of Ul.n ,
My Commission Exp. 0 9 / U l / ^
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Addendum 50

Thor O. Emblem (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
LAW OFFICES OF THOR O. EMBLEM
205 West Fifth Ave., Suite 105
Escondido, CA 92025
Telephone: (760) 738-9301
Fax: (760) 738-9409

FILED DISTRICT COURT
Third Judicial District

MAR 2 2 2007

Matthew H. Raty (#6635)
LAW OFFICE OF MATTHEW H. RATY, PC
New England Professional Plaza
9677 South 700 East, Suite D
Sandy, Utah 84070
Telephone: (801) 495-2252
Fax:(801)495-2262
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

THIRD DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DOLORES CLAYTON, et al.
Plaintiffs,
v.
UTAH AUTO COLLECTION, et al.
Defendants.

Case No. 000909522
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING
THE VERDICT; AND MOTION FOR
NEW TRIAL
REQUEST OF ORAL ARGUMENT
Judge Joseph C. Fratto

Pursuant to Rules 50 and 59, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs move the Court
for judgment notwithstanding the verdict on the issue of whether the Explorer's door was
defective; and a new trial The grounds for this motion are that no juror could reasonably
conclude that the door latch was not defective, and the evidence presented by Defendant was

insufficient to justify the verdict. Additionally, the Court committed prejudicial error by
preventing Plaintiffs from introducing evidence of Ford's engineering expert, Thomas Tiede's
report about his inspection and opinion of the door latch; by permitting Officer Pace to offer
speculative testimony at trial which bolstered Ford's expert testimony; and by sequestering the
Jury on Friday afternoon, coercing a jury verdict late that evening.
A memorandum in support of Plaintiff s Motion is filed concurrently herewith.
DATED this 21 ST day of March, 2007.

THOR O. EMBLEM
MATTHEW H. RATY
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT AND MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL AND
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT; AND MOTION
FOR NEW TRIAL, was served upon defendant's counsel at the address listed below, by
depositing the same in the United States mail, postage pre-paid on the 21 S T day of March, 2007.
Dan Larsen, Esq.
Snell & Wilmer
15 West South Temple, Suite 1200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

THOR O. EMBLEM
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